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Preface
INTERCOH2017 is the 14th edition of the biannual meeting that gathers the international community
of scientists and engineers, who have chosen to embrace the challenge of study, work, and find
engineering solutions in fluvial, estuarine, and marine environments where cohesive sediments
dominate the sediment dynamics in a close relation with the hydrodynamics, chemistry, and
biology. More information on the past and future meetings and the activities of the cohesive
sediment research community can be found on www.intercoh.org.
When I had just graduated as an hydraulic and environmental engineer, and was starting to look at
flocculation dynamics, an officemate told me the following story: a well know engineer that was
visiting Uruguay was asked if, having worked and researched extensively on sediment transport, he
had not considered studding cohesive sediments, to what he replied “I like to see the result of my
research during my lifetime”. I kept that phrase in my mind and recall it every time I feel that the
progress we are making is not successful or fast enough. For some of us that live in front of one of
the largest estuaries of the world staying clean was not an option and we happily decided to dive
ourselves into the “mud” and the study of the wonderful complexity of cohesive sediment dynamics.
This is the second time that the INTERCOH Meeting comes to South America; the previous time was
in 2009 in the cities of Rio de Janeiro and Paraty, Brazil. The need of engineering solutions in the
Rio de la Plata and the Montevideo Bay made that the study of cohesive sediments started early. The
Montevideo Port is literally build on mud and dredging and building in the area required the study
of the cohesive sediments in the area as early as 1871. The “recent” study of cohesive sediments in
the Universidad de la República, started with the experiences of Oscar Maggiolo in the late 60s and
early 70s. The research on cohesive sediments stopped, as most of the research in the country,
during the 11 years of dictatorship, during which most of the research team that worked with
Maggiolo was expelled from the University and several had to leave the country. You can still see
the gap for those years in the Journal of Fluid Mechanics collection at our library. With the return of
the democracy, the cohesive sediment research at the University also returned in the newly created
Instituto de Mecánica de los Fluidos e Ingeniería Ambiental (IMFIA), and the work on cohesive
sediments has continued for the last 30 years.
The abstracts on this book summarize the current activity of research groups across the globe,
covering the topics of: Mud rheology and fluid mud; Suspended matter and flocculation; Bed shear,
erosion and bed exchange; Sediment characterization; Siltation, Dredging and plumes; Biological
and ecological controls; Coastal and estuarine hydrodynamics; Coastal and estuarine
morphodynamics; and Wetlands dynamics. The review of the abstracts was in charge of the
INTERCOH Steering Committee, while the Local Committee was in charge of the editorial duties,
with the help of Susana Vinzón and Carl Friedrichs. We expect that the complete works will be
submitted to an Special Issue in the Topical Collection of the Ocean Dynamics journal.
This current edition of INTECOH is possible thanks to the work and help of several people. First,
thanks to the Steering Committee, Ashish Mehta and Han Winterwerp for trusting us the
organization of the meeting. Also thanks to Susana Vinzón and Carl Friedrichs for their help during
the review process, to Erik Toorman and Larry Sanford for their advice and tips for the organization
of the meeting. Thanks to the Local Committee; Dominique who was in charge of the secretary;
Gonzalo Rodriguez, who was in charge of the webpage and the informatics; the School of
Engineering Accountant Office, which managed the founds; the School of Engineering Dean, María
Simon, and the School Board for their support and allowing us to use the school facilities for the
meeting. Finally, thanks to my Colleagues: Christian Chreties, Sebastián Solari, and Rodrigo Alonso;
and the Students: Michael Jackson, Daniela Martinez, Guillermo Echavarría, Manuel Teixeira, and
María Ballesteros; for their support and help during the event.
Finally thanks for the support of the Sponsors: Delegación Uruguaya a la Comisión Técnico Mixta de
Salto Grande, Intendencia de Montevideo, Hidrovía S.A., Delegación Uruguaya a la Comisión
Administradora del Río de la Plata, ANCAP, Saceem S.A. Your support is truly appreciated.
Welcome to Montevideo.
Prof. Francisco Pedocchi
Chairman INTERCOH2017
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Introduction
The hydrodynamics and fine sediment dynamics modelling in estuarine environments is important
for coastal engineering design and environmental assessment. The objective of this work is to
characterize the hydrodynamics and fine sediment dynamics of the Montevideo Bay area based on a
numerical modelling approach. The work is based on the analysis of numerical results from a
circulation, wave, sediment transport and bed evolution model implemented for the Río de la Plata
focusing on the Montevideo coastal area. Continuous dredging is needed to maintain the navigation
channels and harbor area at the operational depth. A reliable characterization of the hydrodynamics
and sediment dynamics is needed in order to optimize dredging tasks and design new projects.
Methodology
The methodology is based on the implementation of a set of numerical models, able to represent
the circulation, waves and fine sediment transport in complex geometries under the effect of
several forcings. Based on the open source TELEMAC-MASCARET Modelling System (TMS), it was
possible to address the simulation of both the tidal and wave hydrodynamics, fine sediment
transport and bed evolution with a single code. For the calibration and validation of the models we
utilized field data of sea surface elevation (SSE), currents, waves, salinity and suspended sediment
concentration (SSC) especially including recent field data measurements in the Montevideo Bay area.
It was performed an analysis of the sedimentation patterns in the bay based on the bottom
evolution results after a one year simulation using realistic forcings. A sediment budget analysis
focused on the water and sediment exchange between the bay and the adjacent coastal area was
made by analyzing the fluxes through the bay mouths.
The influence of the consolidation process on the sediment transport module was explored using a
multi-layer iso-pycnal Gibson’s model available in the TMS. The closure equations for the
permeability and effective stress were calibrated based on settling column experiments (Fossati et
al., 2015). A two years simulations was made in order to initialize the bed. Without specific
information about the dependence among the erosion parameters and the bed concentration for the
Río de la Plata, laws taken from the bibliography were tested. It was analyzed the impact of this
process on the suspended sediment dynamics. The simulated vertical bed density profiles at the
navigation channels and harbor area were compared against measured profiles using a tuning fork
densimeter DensiTune (Groposo et al., 2015).
Results

.

The obtained results with all the modules show good agreement with the measured data,
demonstrating to represent satisfactorily the main features of the Río de la Plata dynamics and
specifically of the Montevideo coastal area. Fig. 1d shows a comparison between the observed and
simulated suspended sediment concentration (SSC) at the station PR during January- April 2015.
The west mouth plays a major role in the sediment exchange between the bay and coastal area
during the storm events, which is coherent with the water circulation and its relationship with the
wind conditions. The highest sediment fluxes take place during strong storm conditions. Wind
blowing from the SE and SW quadrants are mainly responsible for these severe wave conditions.
Under SW winds conditions water with high SSC goes inwards the bay through the west mouth. Wind
from NE direction enhances the opposite water circulation, but do not have fetch to generate waves
and induce important sediment resuspension. Inside the bay the navigation channel “La Teja” plays
an important role in the circulation patterns, and depending on the flow configuration inside the
bay some of the main resuspension events observed outside the bay reaches the inner zone of the
bay or not.
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The consolidation model results showed to be very sensitive to the calibration parameters of the
permeability and effective stress closure equations. Once calibrated, it was performed a simulation
including it in the Río de la Plata model with realistic forcings. Good agreement was found between
the model results and measured vertical density profiles in the Montevideo Bay access channel (Fig.
1e). Including the consolidation model allowed us to have spatial variability on the erosion
parameters. The simulated suspended sediment dynamics behavior in the Montevideo Bay area does
not show significant differences compared to the results without consolidation. A possible
explanation is that in contrast with other estuaries, at the Río de la Plata only a few centimeters of
the bed are eroded (maximum SSC in general do not exceed 1kg/m3) even during the storm events.
So in our simulations the bed-water column sediment exchange usually is not enough to involve
more than one layer of the bed.
Conclusions
At the larger scale of the estuary the currents induced stress is relevant to represent the permanent
suspended sediment concentrations, while the wave induced stress is essential to reproduce the
main re-suspension events. Inside the Montevideo Bay the wave forcing plays a relevant role
especially on the west area. However, the advection of sediment coming from the near coastal area
and the circulation conditions are determinant, and can for example change the bed evolution
tendency for similar wave conditions. We found a connection between this behavior and the
dominant circulation conditions at the inner areas.
The reproduction of the measured vertical density profiles in the Montevideo Bay access channel is
an interesting result, and the consolidation process will be necessary to address other important
process like the fluid mud modelling.

.

Fig. 1 (a) Río de la Plata mesh and bathymetry, (b) Montevideo coastal area and (c) Montevideo Bay.
(d) Observed and simulated suspended sediment concentration (SSC) at station PR during JanuaryApril 2015. (e) Observed and simulated vertical bed concentration profiles at stations A, B and C.
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Abstract
This paper presents a fast consolidation model suitable for long-term morphodynamic simulations.
This model is applicable for muddy systems where sedimentation rates are smaller than
consolidation rates, assuming quasi-equilibrium of the consolidating bed. It compares to the
consolidation model developed by Sanford (2008). However, in that model, a heuristic, exponential
density profile was used. Instead, the current model is derived from the full consolidation (Gibson)
equation. The model’s material parameters (hydraulic conductivity, consolidation coefficient and
strength) can therefore be derived from soil mechanical experiments in the laboratory.
This consolidation model has been implemented in Deltares’ generic bed model (GBM), which
contains a mixed Eulerian-Lagrangean discretization of the bed in multiple layers (Van Kessel et al.,
2011). The choice for this approach was based on numerical considerations, guaranteeing stable
and non-negative solutions, while numeric diffusion remains small. The most upper layer
represents the so-called Fluffy Layer, which thickness is undefined. This layer communicates with
the water column above. Below the Fluffy Layer, we find the Active Layer (AL) of variable thickness
and variable dry density. This Lagrangean Active Layer is sub-divided into six (or more) sub-layers
for the new consolidation model proposed. Below the (Lagrangean) Active Layers, a number of
Eulerian Bed Layers are defined (maximum thickness and dry density of different sediment fractions
are user-defined). However, thickness and sediment composition may vary over time. The sediment
composition in the Active and Bed Layers may vary in response to mixing/bioturbation. If a Eulerian
layer becomes too thick, it is split, creating a new Eulerian bed layer above that thickening layer.
Similarly, bed layers may disappear when depleted through erosion. The model’s density
distribution is updated at a user-defined time step, which may differ from the time step of the
sediment-hydrodynamic simulations. The total mass in the bed model is updated at this latter time
step, accounting for erosion and deposition. The bed model is coupled to the Delft3D software of
Deltares, but may be run in stand-alone mode as well.

.

The new consolidation model has been favorably tested against the results of one-dimensional
consolidation experiments, and for virtual test cases in a straight tidal flume and a two-dimensional
tidal basin. Fig. 1 shows the computed vertical density profile with the profile measured in a settling
column. The model’s material parameters were obtained from the measured settling curve of that
consolidation experiment. The large peak in the measured density profile is attributed to a gas
bubble in the bed, affecting the response of the acoustic measuring sensor. These material
properties were also used in our other test cases.
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Fig. 1: Comparison computed and measured density profile at equilibrium for mud from Lake
Markermeer. The large peak in measured concentration is caused by gas in the sample.
Next, we applied the model in a morphodynamic simulation of a hypothetical tidal inlet. An initial
bathymetry was established by running Delft3D in morphodynamic mode for 100 years, with sand
alone. Then the model is run another 25 years with mud alone (by prescribing a constant SPM value
at the open model boundary), filling in the sandy channels and intertidal areas determined by the
sandy morphology. An example of the computational results is given in Fig. 2, presenting the
bathymetry for the cases with and without consolidation, showing that in the latter case, tidal
channels fill in, whereas sediments do not reach the head of the basin.

.

Fig. 2: Computed bed evolution after 25 years by mud w.r.t. to original sand bathymetry with (left
panel) and without (right panel) consolidation.
The computational overhead of the new consolidation model is a few 100% (for the tidal inlet
simulations above a factor two in case waves are included, and a factor five when waves are not
included). However, because of its off-line coupling, the model can easily be vectorized.
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Introduction
The numerical simulation of vertical turbulent processes can be performed with the k-ε turbulence
model, for instance. This turbulence model is well investigated and provides reasonable results for
most engineering applications (Toorman, 2000). In case of stratified and highly concentrated mud
layers, like they appear in the Ems Estuary, the suspension's flow behaviour changes. Turbulence is
damped, the flow becomes laminar and is driven by the complex rheological viscosity 𝜈𝑟ℎ , which
depends on the solid content 𝜙, the shear rate 𝛾̇ and flocculation parameters.
In order to simulate the vertical flow structure within a continuous modelling approach, the effective
viscosity 𝜈𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝜈𝑡 + 𝜈𝑟ℎ is introduced, being the sum of the turbulent and the rheological viscosity.
Combining the continuous approach with the standard k-ε turbulence model will fail in a vertical 1D
model and high suspended solid concentrations at the bottom. The turbulence production due to
shear will increase inside the mud layers, though a decrease of turbulence is expected.
To investigate the application of a continuous modelling of turbulence and rheology, experimental
data is needed about turbulent properties in the transition from turbulent to rheological flow
behaviour. Therefore an experimental set up was developed to measure the turbulent quantities in
suspensions of different concentrations.
Methods and Results
Different experimental studies with concentrated mud suspensions were conducted. Cellino (1998)
was measuring velocity and concentration fluctuations of sand suspensions in a longitudinal
channel. Further investigations in longitudinal channels were based on steep slopes und underwater
mudflows (van Kessel and Kranenburg, 1996). When it comes to highly concentrated mud
suspensions, many experiments were conducted in annular flumes or other closed facilities
(Ockenden and Delo, 1991; Winterwerp et al., 2002; Bruens, 2003). Here, secondary currents and
non-stationary conditions complicate the measuring procedure, as well as the installation of
measurement devices.
Based on experimental investigations for stratified flows with salt water, which was presented by
Toorman et al. (2002), a new experiment was created in a longitudinal channel. The measuring
section is covered with quartz powder, which has similar granular properties than mud from the
Ems Estuary. Fig. 1 shows a conceptual sketch of the experimental facility at the UniBw in Munich.

.

Fig. 1. Conceptual sketch of the experimental facility at the UniBw Munich (not to scale).
Different flow and concentration conditions could be produced, whereby measurements were
conducted with ADV probes in vertical and horizontal direction. Additionally the Signal-to-Noise
Ratio of the ADV probe was calibrated for quartz powder suspensions, so that fluctuations and
vertical profiles of velocity, turbulent kinetic energy and concentration can be measured
simultaneously (Fig. 2).
The results of the measurements of vertical velocity, turbulent kinetic energy and concentration will
be presented and discussed for different experimental setups and concentrations. Effects of
granular suspensions towards the vertical and horizontal production and evolution of turbulence
will be analysed and compared with numerical results based on the continuous modelling approach.
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Fig. 2. Measured horizontal evolution (M1 - M5) of averaged velocity, concentration and turbulent
kinetic energy profiles along the quartz powder section. M1 indicates the beginning and M5 the end
of the measurement section.
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Extensive Metallurgical activities nearby river systems in Europe have been responsible over the two past
centuries for river system contaminations. In this context River Orne located in eastern France is suffering from
sediment contamination due to the past metallurgical activities. Although recent water policies are more
conservative past contaminations due to industrial wastewater still represent an issue. As a matter of fact, there
is a need for monitoring and predicting the potential resuspension of persistent pollutants in rivers like Orne.
In this framework one objective of the project MOBISED (Modelling the reMobilization of SEDiments and the
release of associated contaminants https://www.list.lu/fr/projet/mobised/) is to implement a 3D hydrodynamic
model coupled with a morphodynamic model in order to evaluate the sediment transport and remobilization in
a 4km long reach of river Orne during flood events.
In this area of interest, the riverbed has an average width of 30 m and the river basin is draining 1268 km2.
Since 2014 maximum instantaneous discharges higher than 200 m3/s have been recorded. The modelled reach
is composed of two large meanders. Its downstream boundary is equipped with a dam that contributes to the
formation of mud banks due the deposition of the suspended load as a result of reduced streamflow velocities.
The stream bed is mainly composed of pebbles, coarse gravels and sand and of a small silt portion. The river
banks are mainly composed of a sandy mud mixture with a varying content of mud covered by dense vegetation.
More locally the river banks are made of concrete or silted up rockfill.
Over the last two years monitoring efforts have been concentrated on continuously recording the flow and the
solid discharge, and more episodically measuring the bathymetry and the deposition of the sediment on the
selected banks.
In this study the hydrodynamic code TELEMAC 3D (Hervouet et al., 2007) fully coupled with the sediment
transport module SISYPHE (Villaret, 2011) is forced by the flow at the upstream boundary of the domain and by
the water level at the downstream one. The unstructured mesh has been generated using the POLYMESH@
software (developed by A. Roland T.U. Darmstatd) and is composed of 16492 nodes separated by distances in
a range of 7m up to 25m.
The standard version of SISYPHE does not allow for running simulations while mixing stratum type, i.e. the user
has to choose between three kinds of bed composed of non cohesive sediment (up to 10 classes), purely
cohesive sediment (1 classe), or a mixture sand and mud (two classes). However this kind of representation
does not fit for river Orne as the non cohesive sediment is characterized by a large range of particle size and
as the cohesive sediment represents a significant part of the sediment. Consequently, for the sake of an
accurate representation of sediment transport over the domain SISYPHE has been further developed to allow
for taking ten classes of sediment into account regardless their type of stratum (cohesive sediments or noncohesive). Indeed, through sediment mobility criterium and the sediment particle fall velocity, the erosion fluxes
and the suspended load are related to the sediment diameter. This explains also why it is important to take
into account a realistic granulometric distribution. The development of SYSIPHE allows then to simulate solid
discharges for the 10 classes of sediments. The parameterization of SISYPHE is similar to the one used in
Lepesqueur et al (2009) except that the slope effect and the mud consolidation have been taken into account
in the present study. The bottom friction is calculated using the Nikuradse law with a roughness depending on
the median grain size (in absence of bedforms) except on the riverbanks where the apparent roughness is fixed
to 4cm to take account of the presence of dense vegetation. The formulation of Soulsby (1997) is used to
calculate the shield parameter. In presence of mixed sediment, the formulation of Van Ledden (2001) is used.
It distinguishes two behaviours: the cohesive one and the non-cohesive one depending on the fraction of mud.
It is assumed that in the cohesive behaviour sand is eroded based on mud erosion law. The non-cohesive
sediment or in the non cohesive behaviour sediment are transported through suspended and bed loads. The
formulation of Celik and Rodi (1988) for the deposition and erosion for the suspended transport is used with
an equilibrium concentration calculated according Smith and Mc Lean (1997). Cohesive sediment is transported
only in suspension based on the formulation of Krone and Partheniades. A masking effect is imposed to the
erosion flux on the river banks to reduce surface potentially erodible where the vegetation is dense and
consequently reduce the surface of the interface water sediment. This mask coefficient consists in a factor
corresponding to the portion of sediment exposed to erosion and is used to compute the net erosion flux. In
absence of vegetation, the surface is totally exposed so the mask coefficient is setted to 1.

.

The proposed SYSIPHE developments are discussed and evaluated based on the comparison with the standard
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version of SISYPHE. The necessity of including new development to take into account the process of flocculation
is also argued due to the impossibility to correctly represent the signal of turbidity in absence of sufficient
current velocity for suspended load advection.
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Abstract
Lock-exchange experiments show that the flow velocity and run-out distance of cohesive
sediment gravity flows change with clay type and concentration. Complimentary rheological
data allow the starting conditions of the flow material to be represented by the yield stress
rather than clay type and concentration. This is the first step in linking cohesive sediment
gravity flow properties to rheological, rather than compositional, measurements.
Introduction
In the marine environment, the transportation of sediment into deep water often occurs via
bottom-hugging sediment gravity flows (SGFs), i.e. flows of suspended sediment that move
downslope, driven by the density difference between the flow and seawater. Knowledge of
cohesive clay-laden sediment gravity flows is limited, despite clay being one of the most
abundant sediment types on earth and subaqueous SGFs transporting the greatest volumes of
sediment on our planet (Kneller and Buckee, 2000; Healy et al., 2002). Cohesive SGFs are
complex owing to the dynamic interplay between turbulent forces, generated at the boundaries
of the flow, and cohesive forces (Baas et al., 2009). The cohesive forces are controlled by the
clay concentration and the cohesive strength of the clay within the flow, which may differ
between types of clay minerals. The cohesive forces can be correlated to the rheological
properties of the material, such as the yield stress.
Methods
Laboratory experiments using a lock-exchange tank have been conducted to isolate the effect
of clay mineral type and concentration on the flow dynamics of cohesive SGFs in natural
seawater. The experiments contrasted SGFs composed of kaolinite clay (weakly cohesive) and
bentonite clay (strongly cohesive) at a range of volumetric concentrations. For each experiment
the distance the flow travelled for (run-out distance), the velocity of the front of the flow (head
velocity) and the thickness distribution of the deposit were measured. In addition, rheological
tests were conducted on samples of the same composition as the experimental flows, to obtain
rheological values, i.e. yield stress, on the initial flow material in the laboratory experiments.
Results
Initially, increasing the volumetric concentration of kaolinite and bentonite within the flows led
to a progressive increase in the maximum head velocity and flows that reflected off the end of
the 5-m long tank (Figs 1a, b). However, increasing the volume concentration of kaolinite and
bentonite above 22% and 17%, respectively, reduced both the maximum head velocity and the
run-out distances of the SGFs. The kaolinite rheology results showed an exponential increase in
yield stress with increasing volume concentration (Fig. 1c). The yield stress of the bentonite
samples increased gently with increasing concentrations up to 18%, where after the yield stress
rose rapidly for greater concentrations (Fig. 1c).

.

Moving from flows carrying bentonite to kaolinite, a progressively larger volumetric suspended
sediment concentration was needed to produce similar run-out distances and maximum head
velocities (Figs 1a, b). Bentonite suspensions produced a higher yield stress compared to
kaolinite suspensions of the same volume concentration, at concentrations above 10% (Fig. 1c).
Discussion
The initial increase in head velocity with volume concentration suggests that suspended
sediment concentration intensifies the density difference between the turbulent suspension
and the ambient water, which drives the flow. As the clay concentration increases so does the
potential for the clay particles to collide and flocculate, this results in an increasing yield stress
of the starting material with concentration. Above 17% bentonite and 22% kaolinite, the yield
stress of the flows is high enough to limit shear-induced turbulence, and reduce the forward
momentum of the flows.
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The rheology and flume experiments suggest that above circa 10% volume concentration the
strongly cohesive bentonite suspensions were able to create a stronger network of particle
bonds than weakly cohesive kaolinite suspensions of a similar concentration, thus producing
the higher yield stresses and lower maximum head velocities and run-out distances observed.
The flume data results are significant when interpreting the deposits of fine-grained SGFs in
the geological record. We suggest that natural high-density SGFs that carry weakly cohesive
clays may reach a greater distance from their origin than flows that contain strongly cohesive
clays.
The next step of this work is to link the flow and deposits properties with the rheological data,
and remove the need for data on the clay type and concentration, as this may not be known for
natural flows. Initial results show that yield stress is a major control on the run-out distance,
independent of clay type and concentration (Fig. 1d).
b
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Fig. 1. a) changes in the distance the flows travel along the tank with volume concentration; b)
maximum head velocity of each flow against volume concentration; c) relationship between
concentration and yield stress for the two clay types; d) flow run-out distance against yield
stress, with best fit curve. Black circles = kaolinite, open circles = bentonite.

.

Conclusions
These results demonstrate that clay concentration and clay mineral type are important controls
on the mobility of cohesive SGFs, and should be considered when looking at natural flows. We
hope to improve the link between the flume and rheology results and use measurable
rheological parameters as predictive tools for flow behaviour.
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Abstract
The objective of this study is to get a new insight into in-situ characterization of fluid mud layers.
Water Injection Dredging has been performed to create a fluid mud layer in the 8th Petroleumhaven
at the Port of Rotterdam. Four measuring tools, conventional multi-beam echo-sounder, DensX,
Graviprobe and Rheocable have been used to monitor the fluid mud layer properties over the time.
The results suggest that the currently employed density-based nautical depth criterion has to be
revised to ensure more efficient navigation in the vicinity of fluid mud layers.
Introduction
The detection of fluid mud layers at ports and waterways is of primary importance to safeguard
navigation. For practical reasons, the nautical depth (ND) is defined within the fluid mud layer as the
depth where the mud density does not exceeds a density of 1.2 kg/l (PIANC, 2014). This layer
typically consists of water-sediment mixture and has weak shear strengths.
Echo-sounding measurements have been successfully used to assess the ND (Hamilton and
Bachman, 1982). As the acoustic impedance along can be correlated to density. Currently, multibeam echo-sounders are utilized to determine fluid mud deposits. Two frequencies of the emitted
acoustic signal, 200 kHz and 38 kHz, are used to detect the approximate size of the fluid mud
layer. However, the low-frequency (18-45kHz) signal has to be calibrated using the SILAS system,
which correlates the measured acoustic impedance to in-situ density measurements. Typically, the
density measurements are done with penetrometer-type tools or mud samplers. The acoustic
impedance of the mud of density 1.2 kg/l is then correlated to the low-frequency echo-sounder
signal and corresponding depth is used as a nautical depth. This method is currently employed the
Port of Rotterdam and Rijkswaterstaat.
In our experiments we would like to estimate which of the density or the rheological properties of
the mud are the most effective criteria for navigation in the vicinity of fluid mud layers. For this
purpose, we compare two penetrometers, DensX and Graviprobe, which provide vertical profiles of
the density and cone penetration resistance, respectively.
DensX is an X-ray based direct
measurement density profiler. It measures the densities of a water-mud column between 1.0 kg/l
and 1.5 kg/l with an accuracy of 0.25 %. Graviprobe measures the cone penetration resistance and
pressures while falling free in a water-mud column. The cone penetration resistance is then
correlated to the undrained shear strength of the fluid mud layer.

.

The Rheocable method (Druyts and Brabers, 2012) is based on the physics of a towing body. Towed
within a certain velocity window the position of the Rheocable is then related to the interface
between fluid and consolidated mud. The depth of the cable is recorded by measuring the
hydrostatic pressure. An electrode array is positioned along the length of the cable. The electrical
resistivity of mud is linked to the density of mud using the calibration performed in the laboratory.
During the Rheocable survey the resistivity is monitored and the velocity of the towing is adapted in
or order to always keep the cable within the fluid mud layer at the ND.
Field experiment
The 8th Petroleumhaven has been selected for this study. The water depth in this harbour is varies
from 23m to 27m. Initially, the Water Injection Dredging method was employed to mobilize the mud
from the bottom and create a fluid mud layer up to 1.5m. The total area of 500200 m2 has been
monitored on a weekly basis. The Rheocable measurements are compared to the results of
conventionally used low-frequency acoustic sounding technique. The rheological properties in terms
-1-
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of undrained shear strength is shown in the Graviprobe figure. The DensX measurements have
been used to calibrate the echo-sounding data.

ND
ND

ND
ND

Fig. 1. Characterization of the fluid mud layer by means of the echo-sounder, Rheocable, Graviprobe
and DensX. ‘ND’ stands for the nautical depth.
Discussion
Figure 1 clearly indicates the differences between the ND’s found by conventional echo-sounder
and the Rheocable method, which can be attributed to inaccuracies of the measuring techniques or
calibration limitations.
The output of penetrometers DensX and Graviprobe also give a different ND estimate. The analysis
of the complete dataset of the Graviprobe and DensX depth profiles confirm the non-linearity
between density and shear strength of mud. Density measurements do not reflect the thixotropic
effect of mud. Therefore, a more complete definition of the ND should be derived that includes the
rheological properties as key criteria for safe and cost-efficient navigation.
The non-linear relationship between density and rheological properties is investigated further by
means of laboratory consolidation and rheological experiments. We found that the undrained shear
strength of mud develops slower with time than the density which confirms the experiments of
Staelens et al. (2013). A remaining open question is whether the output of the Graviprobe technique
is correctly related to the rheological properties of mud.
Conclusion
This study provides a new insight into the non-linear relationship between density and rheological
properties. Rheological properties are sought to be the relevant parameters for defining the nautical
depth to safeguard navigation in the vicinity of the fluid mud layer.

.

In order to get detailed bathymetry mapping, acoustic signal of echo-sounders could then be related
to rheological properties of mud instead of density.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Various regional and coastal models have been developed and are used
operationally in predicting hydro-dynamic parameters of the coastal sea such
as water level, circulation and waves. However, the environmental parameters
including suspended sediment concentration are still not adequately predicted.
The prediction of the 3-D features of rapidly varying suspended sediment
concentration(SSC) at an estuary with large tidal range and river flow like
Gyeonggi Bay, Korea is a challenge.
Gyeonggi Bay is characterized with large tidal range of 8-9 meters, inflow
of Han River, mud and sand mixed sediment environment, which make the sediment
transport processes complicated and the coastal environmental parameters vary
rapidly with time and space. The space and time variation of the SSC at the
Gyeonggi Bay have been investigated from the combination of modern
technologies of in situ. un-manned monitoring of vertical profiles, Geostationary satellite remote sensing and 3D numerical model by means of solving
the problem in obtaining the bottom boundary condition for fine sediment
transport model.
2. REAL-TIME MONITORING OF THE VERTICAL PROFILES OF SSC
Korea institute of Ocean Science and Technology (KIOST) had developed an
Intelligent Buoy System (INBUS) that automatically measures the vertical
profiles of more than 10 parameters including temperature, salinity, suspended
sediment concentration, Chlorophyll every half an hour. The data are
transmitted using the CDMA network and saved at computer for on-line
distribution to the users. The observed marine environment data, especially
the SSC are analyzed and presented. The time variations of the vertical
profile of the SSC are analyzed for different environment of tide phase,
winter monsoon and passage of typhoon.

.

3. HOURLY MONITORING OF SSC FROM GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING
Korea's Communication, Ocean and Meteorological Satellite(COMS) was
launched in June 2010 and has been operating successfully to accumulate
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considerable amount of data. The sampling interval of GOCI is 1 hour during
daytime with a spatial resolution of 500m x 500m and an eight-band spectral
resolution. The COMS is the first satellite to observe the ocean color at a
specific location eight times a day. Such high temporal resolution makes it
possible to investigate the spatial and time variation of the SSC for
successive tidal cycles in the bay and estuary.
The surface layer SSC data of the INBUS System are used in the calibration
of the GOCI satellite remote sensing data. The vertical profile of the in situ.
SSC data of the INBUS system and surface SSC data from the GOCI geostationary
satellite remote sensing have been analyzed together with the detailed wave
and tide simulation data to see the time and space variation characteristics
of SSC at the Gyeonggi Bay.
4. INTEGRATION OF IN SITU. MONITORING, SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING AND 3D
NUMERICAL MODEL
The initial condition of the SSC prediction model, Delft3D model in this
study, have been prepared from the combination of the in situ. and the
satellite remote sensing data. The sedimentation parameters of the bed
materials needed in estimating the erosion and deposition rate at the bottom
interface needed for the SSC prediction model are prepared from the
information of the bed materials first. The parameter have been adjusted
repeatedly to provide the best results of the SSC prediction by comparing with
the hourly SSC data from the GOCI satellite remote sensing.
The bed material properties estimated by this method is used in building
operational SSC prediction system. The established SSC prediction system is
evaluated from the in situ. observation and hourly satellite remote sensing
data.
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Method of producing SSC information at the Gyeonggi Bay with large tidal
range such as in situ. monitoring using smart buoy system, geostationary
satellite remote sensing and 3D numerical model have been demonstrated.
Through integration of these three methods, SSC observation system can be
established to provide time and space variation of the SSC efficiently.
Further extension of this system to cover the entire area of the Yellow Sea
will be discussed to include high SSC area along the coast of China through
proper calibration of the GOCI data.

.
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Bed materials of the estuaries and semi-enclosed waters in the Yellow Sea mostly consist of
mixtures of sand and mud sediment. The sediment transport processes for the sand-mud mixed bed
at coastal waters is poorly understood because of the difficulties in measurement of the fundamental
parameters such as bed load and suspended load transport rate, erosion rate and deposition rate,
especially at oscillatory flow induced by wave motion. To be able to predict the sediment and
contaminant transport and morphology change for various engineering applications for the coastal
waters, the sediment transport processes for the sand-mud bed need to be well understood through
well-organized laboratory or field experiments.

In developing process based sediment

transport model, the proper estimation of the vertical sediment flux at the bed surface,
erosion rate and deposition rate, is essential together with hydro-dynamics.
A series of flume experiment are conducted first to investigate sediment transport of
sand, silt and mud independently and then those of their mixtures in various wave
conditions by measuring the precise time and space evolution of bottom profile together
with detailed suspended sediment concentration(SSC).

Laboratory experiments and

data analysis and their applications are done as follows:
1). Precise measurement of SSC at constant water depth for different wave conditions
Utilizing recent technologies of precise measurement of SSC based on optical and electric
properties, SSC is measured continuously at 2D wave flume with constant water depth
for various regular wave conditions. The space and time evolution of the SSC are monitored
precisely using side-looking video. The spectral reflectance measurement method is developed for the
precise measurement of the SSC without disturbing the flow condition.

.

A light source with parallel

and uniform light intensity is placed at one side of the wave flume and the light intensities at both sides
of the wave flume are obtained using side looking video cameras with proper filters.
Conductivity concentration profiler(CCP) manufactured and provided by Korea Institute of Science and
technology(KIOST) is used in the measurement of the high concentration vertical SSC profile near the bed
with space resolution of 2 mm.

By correlating the transmitted and reflected light intensities with the

SSC obtained by CCP through calibration processes, the SSC is estimated by detecting the transmitted
and reflected light intensities using video camera.

Adv anemometers and staff wave gages are used to measure wave and wave orbital
flow velocity.
interest.

Linear wave theory is used to estimate orbital flow velocity at the point of

2). Data analysis and applications of the precise measurement of SS
Following studies are carried out through the analysis of the detailed time and space evolution of the
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SSC together with hydro-dynamics estimated by linear wave theory at 2D wave flume:
i). The studies on the basic sediment transport processes for different sediment types and their
mixtures in the coastal waters
ii) Empirical formulation of the erosion rate and deposition rates for different wave conditions
for bottom boundary condition of the process based morphology prediction model
iii). Studies on the effects of the fine sediment fraction on the sand transport processes including
bed armoring processes.
iv). Validation and calibration of the process based sediment transport model for sand-silt-mud
mixture
3). Precise measurement of beach profile and SSC at sloping bed for different wave conditions
The laboratory experiments are conducted at 2D wave flume for two different bed slopes and various
incident wave conditions. The time variations of surface elevation and bed profile are observed precisely
every 0.1 second time interval with space resolution of 2 mm using video cameras mounted aside the
glass wall of 2D wave flume through geometric compensation. The precise measurement of SSC is done
using above mentioned CCP and light spectral reflectance measurement using filtered video camera.
Adv anemometers are used to measure flow velocity at surf-zone.

After showing good agreement

of the numerical simulation result of the wave resolving model such as SWASH, CFD model with the
observation data in the surf-zone, the hydro-dynamics simulated by the wave resolving model are used
for the swash-zone where in situ. measurement using anemometer is not feasible.
4). Data analysis and application of the precise measurement of beach profile together with
SSC at sloping bed with different sediment types
Following studies are carried out through the analysis of the detailed time and space evolution of the
bed profile and SSC together with hydro-dynamics estimated by wave resolving models at 2D wave flume:
i). Estimation of sediment transport rate from the time and space evolution of the bed profile using
conservation of sediment, Exner Equation, and also by estimation of movement of sand ripples.
ii). Formulation of the sediment transport rates to be used for the process based morphology
prediction model
iii). Evaluation and improvement of the existing sediment transport and morphology prediction
model at surf-zone and swash-zone.
iv). Studies on the impacts of fine sediment on the sediment transport processes of the sand
at surf-zone and swash-zone

.

5). Validation of numerical model for sand-mud mixture and discussion on further research
The existing sediment transport models for the sand-mud mixture bed including SEDZLJ sediment
bed model will be evaluated using the laboratory experiment data and development of more realistic
model will be discussed together with the method used for the precise measurement of the bed profile
and SSC, and the data analysis will be discussed in detail at the Conference.
Further research on the sediment transport and morphology change for the sand and mud mixed
bed at coastal waters with various wave conditions will be also discussed.
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Abstract
Predicting a reduction in the frequency of dredging in coastal marinas by modifications at the basin entrance
is predicated on the properties of the sediment and the hydrodynamic driving forces. When the
heterogeneous sediment includes sand, silt as well as cohesive material, and forcing is due to astronomical
tide combined with wind-induced water level variation, the temporal and spatial patterns of sediment
accumulation rate tend to exhibit significant sensitivity to these properties. The case of Failaka Marina with
a basin area of 0.62 km2 and a single entrance to the Gulf of Kuwait subject to semidiurnal meso-tidal range
and wind-waves is summarized to illustrate these trends in a somewhat qualitative sense. A fairly
comprehensive field investigation was carried out at the site in 2015 to characterize the physical property
parameters and resorting to a combination of analytic and numerical modeling. In recognition of hiatuses
inherent in the hydrodynamic and sediment transport data, simplifications were introduced in modeling with
the aim to derive a rough estimate of the sedimentation rate and locations of significant accumulation as
functions of tide and waves.
Two notable requirements of the analysis were found to be: (1) the need to include water waves, as tide
alone was shown to be insufficient to drive sediment into the basin, and (2) the need to include a 0.05 m
thick layer of fluid mud with a solids volume fraction of 0.45 as the source and sink of bottom sediment
outside the basin. Modeling results were generally found to corroborate known rates and sites of
accumulation of sand as well as mud. This made it possible to test reoriented entrance jetties and a sediment
trap between the jetties as alternatives for reducing the annual sediment influx. It was found that
lengthening the jetties would have a beneficial effect, and the sediment trap was shown to serve as an
efficient means to trap sand but not mud (Figs. 1a,b).
An important lesson learnt was the need for a greater emphasis on field data collection to evaluate critical
parameters for modeling sediment influx. A priori analytic calculations can be very useful both to design
the field experiment and to guide the numerical modeling of transport.
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Fig. 1 Sediment accumulation in the Failaka Marina basin (shown with a slightly modified planview
geometry): (a) Depths in the basin relative to mean sea level, (b) simulated sediment influx over 30 days.
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Introduction
The Doce River watershed is one of the most important in Brazil, providing a large sediment input
to the continental shelf adjacent to the Espírito Santo state (Quaresma et al., 2015). In November
2015, a mining dam failure at Minas Gerais state changed the role of this relevant hydrographic
network, as about 60 million m3 of tailings sludge were dumped in the Doce River, later reaching
the sea as a high suspended particulate matter (SPM) concentration plume. The SPM showed to be
peculiar after its arrival in the ocean, presenting coloration and behavior in the water column in an
unnatural way. One part of the material appeared to be non-flocculating, while another behaved
like a hyperpycnal flow near the bottom. Such finer material, depending on hydrodynamic
conditions, can be continued resuspended, altering the characteristics of habitats (chemical,
biological and geological ways) and act as a pool of pollutants to the water column (Bastos et al.,
2016).
Methods
Four samples were chosen to describe different scenarios and properties of the sediment before
and after the mining dam collapse: 1) bed sediment from continental shelf in front of the river’s
mouth before the disaster (CS A); 2) bed sediment from continental shelf in front of the river’s
mouth after the disaster (CS B); 3) bed sediment from inside the river (no tide influence) after the
disaster (RV); 4) sediment near the mining dam after the disaster (MD). Sandy fraction was removed
and after complete disaggregation, the concentrated suspension was transferred to the
sedimentation column, which was filled with the same Artificial Saline Water (controlled temperature
and salinity; Furukawa et al., 2014). An acrylic cylinder with dimensions of 70mm of diameter and
50cm in height was used as a sedimentation column for floc area and settling velocity
measurements. Concentrations along the tests were acquired by a previous calibrated Optical
Backscatter Sensor (one calibration for each sample; R2 ≥ 90) positioned at 40 and 10cm depth.

.

Floc parameters were acquired by a high resolution video camera (50 to 500x of zoom).
Discussion and Conclusions

Different properties and behavior of flocs could be identified. Almost all sediment deposited at the
first 30min of experiment for CS A and B samples, while RV and MD did not deposited. Natural
coastal suspended particulate matter typically exhibits a multimodal granulometry distribution that
can be partitioned into multiple groups of particles consisting of macroflocs (>200µm), microflocs
(30 – 200µm) and single grain populations (10–30µm) (Eisma, 1986), and can be further divided
into primary particles (0.25–7µm) (van Leussen, 1994). The smallest measured particles were those
from MD, falling into microflocs group, while larger particles were those found at the base of the
column during CS A experiments, fitting into macroflocs group. Sediment from MD was the only
one to not generate macroflocs, even at the base tests. Despite particles from RV had been able to
produce macroflocs during base measurements, they were close to the upper limit of microflocs
group. The higher velocities occurred at the column top for all samples, due to hindering settling at
the base, with higher speeds for MD followed by RV. The lower settling velocity were observed for
CS A and B, indicating that besides larger, the flocs were lighter than the others.
-1-
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Sediment from RV had a group of particles with higher settling velocity than sediments from CS A,
resulting in an almost steady curve, while all others presented a clear positive tendency, indicating a
progressive settling. Even for column base measurements, this increased speed pattern occurs for
other samples, although less visible, while a slightly negative curve was acquired from RV at the
column base. Such pattern may indicates a pronounced hindering settling, were flocs are lighter and
more susceptible to turbulence (like counter flux). This differentiated samples behavior clearly
indicates the presence of two groups of particles, which can also be seen more smoothly on the CS
B sample at the column top. MD sediment presented a settling velocity increase through time, as
showed by a positive tendency curve. At the column base, most of sediment had already settled, so
flocs with very low speeds must have same characteristics as those very lighter flocs from RV.
Experiments indicates that the particles from inside the river and mine dam have peculiar
characteristics and yet, that not all kind of particles present in the river settled on the continental
shelf. The absence of some part of this material on the continental shelf can be explained by its
inability to generate denser and larger flocs, remaining in the water column with greater dispersion
than natural fine sediment of the local environment. Another interesting feature is that MD sample
presented different behavior from RV sample, containing denser particles, as although having
smallest diameters, most of them had a fast settlement. Because they are denser, these particles
must have been trapped in the vicinity of the dam, while lighter particles had been carried by the
flow. This differentiated settlement was intensified by the drought in which Doce River was passing
through, but some of these denser particles could be carried, as observed in the behavior of CS B
sediment.
So the dam failure changed sediment properties and caused an impact on its behaviour through the
river and at the continental shelf, as clearly shown by the settling and flocculation sediment
behaviour from samples before and after the disaster. We can jump on some conclusion about the
consequences of this disaster mainly for the local continental shelf and coastline, once the settling
process has been more difficult the probability of fluid mud formation increase and its interaction
with the wave pattern as well. Besides it this sort of sediment that continuum reach the continental
shelf can be transported for longer distances, disseminating pollutants and turbidity at unusual
places.
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Introduction
Sediment is becoming scarce. Therefore, soft sediments are progressively being used for nature
building. The MarkerWadden is an example of an ongoing Building with Nature (BwN) project which
aims to improve the ecology of Lake Markermeer (The Netherlands) by creating a wetland with the
cohesive sediments from the bed of the lake. It represents one of the first projects using fresh
unconsolidated mud as a filling material. However, building with these fine sediments represents a
great challenge, because of their complex properties.
Various authors have studied the settling and consolidation behaviour of mud at initial
concentrations below the gelling point, e. g. Merckelbach (2000), Dankers (2006). However, slurries
at much higher initial sediment concentrations are used for BwN, and the consolidation behaviour
of such mixtures has been less studied.
In this research, the influence of the initial concentration c0 on the consolidation behaviour of mud
was studied for mud mixtures with an initial concentration above the gelling point.
Methods
The material parameters of Markermeer mud were obtained with two different experimental
methods: settling columns and the Seepage Induced Consolidation test (SIC). The two sets of
parameters were used as input for a 1DV model to compute density profiles. To account for overconsolidated initial conditions, the effect of swelling was implemented in the 1DV-model. These
computed profiles were then compared with the profiles measured with an Ultrasonic High
Concentration Meter (UHCM). Further, the sensitivity of the model results was evaluated by
interchanging the coefficients of the material properties.
Results and discussion
In our analysis, we presume self-similar sediment properties, and apply a fractal material model.
The fractal dimension nf and the effective stress coefficient Kp obtained with the settling columns
and the SIC tests appeared to be of the same order of magnitude. However, the permeability
coefficient Kk differed by a factor of 20, suggesting dependency on the initial concentration and/or
sample preparation and/or accuracy problems with the methods deployed. Consequently, the final
bed heights are predicted correctly when using the different sets of material parameters to model a
hypothetical settling column of arbitrary height. However, the consolidation time may vary
considerably due to the high variability of Kk.

.

Both sets of material parameters predict the density profile and bed height well for equilibrium
conditions. The differences are minor, but the SIC material parameters provide a better agreement
with respect to final bed height and shape of the density profile (Fig. 1).

-1-
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Fig. 1. Left panel: density profiles for c0 = 200 g/l computed with material parameters obtained
from the settling column experiment and SIC test. Both profiles are compared with UHCM
measurement at t = 67 days. Right panel: density profiles for c0 = 300 g/l computed with material
parameters obtained from the settling column experiment and SIC test. Both profiles are compared
with UHCM measurement at t = 67 days.
When the material parameters from columns with different c0 were interchanged, the bed height and
density profile agree less to the measurement (see Table I).
Table I. Offsets of the computed density profiles with respect to the measured ones.
C0=200 g/l.
Parameters:
SCE
SIC300
SIC200

Offset Profile
[%]
2
2
9

Offset Bed
height [%]
7
2
7

C0=300 g/l.
Parameters:
SCE
SIC300
SIC200

Offset Profile
[%]
8
4
5

Offset Bed
height [%]
9
0
6

Discussion and conclusions
This research presented two different experimental procedures, the settling columns and the SIC
tests, which showed consistent results.
The results showed to be highly sensitive to the experimental procedure, notably to the sample
preparation. The mixing method, together with the room temperature and light conditions, seem to
be the most critical factors. The mixing procedure likely affects the size of flocs and the
environmental conditions may induce gas production and the development of biofilms. Our results
suggest that these factors affect in particular the consolidation time. We are carrying out further
research on these effects.

.

The initial concentration of sediment was also found to play an important role in the consolidation
behaviour. In the case that part of the initial column is over-consolidated, the consolidation curves
showed an initial linear phase caused by a higher density than at equilibrium in the uppermost part
of the mud layer. This excess of density acts like an overburden inducing what we defined as
“piston effect”. Further, under over-consolidated conditions, swelling needs to be taken into account
and be included in the model.
Thus, our study gives insight in the effect of the initial conditions on the consolidation of high
concentrated mud mixtures. These initial conditions are particularly important for land reclamation
and wetland construction, where the initial density may be high but the flocs may have been broken
due to the mixing during the dredging process.
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In this work a quasi- 2D model suitable for the simulation of time- dependent water flow and fine
sediment transport processes in large lowland river- floodplain systems is presented. This rivers
formed by main channel- floodplain involve large exchanges of water and sediments within the
system, as well as nutrients and biota. Floodplains play an important role in river flood attenuation, it
is important to understand floodplain inundation dynamics in order to make decisions on flood risk
management. The deposit of fine sediments is the process responsible for the long- term modification
of the floodplain. Moreover, it can become a reservoir of contaminated sediments. Large lowland
river- floodplain systems have very complex morphology with a network of permanent channels,
interconnected lagoons, natural levees. The sediments are transported mainly as wash load. These
systems have flooding duration on the order of several months, with a gradual and fairly slow
floodplain filling due to overbank flows from the main stream and secondary floodplain channels.
Quasi- 2D models can capture the fundamental characteristics of water flow and sediment dynamics in
these areas. These slow dynamics are compatible with the hypothesis on which quasi- 2D models are
based allowing for an effective compromise between computational costs and process representation.
In this contribution, the application of a quasi- 2D unsteady flow and sediment transport model in a
large lowland river system is presented. The study area comprises a reach 208 km long of the Paraná
River (between Diamante- Ramallo, Argentina) representing total a river- floodplain area of 8,100km2.
The model was already calibrated and validated in previous work. In this paper, the model results
corresponding to simulations of water and sediment dynamics during a recent five- year period are
presented.



 

Water flow is simulated with the CTSS8 hydrodynamic model (Riccardi, 2000). The governing
equations for the quasi two- dimensional horizontal time- depending flow field are represented by
the well- known approach of interconnected cells (Cunge, 1975). Water continuity for each link
between cells is used. Different discharge laws between cells can be used. Fluvial type links can be
specified by means of kinematic, diffusive, quasi- dynamic and dynamic discharge laws derived from
the Saint Venant momentum equation. In order to deal with special features of fluvial systems,
weir- like discharge laws representing natural sills, levees, road embankments, etc., are included in
the model. The spatial distribution of model parameters and hydrodynamic variables is done
through the subdivision of model domain in irregular cells.
The sediment module FLUSED (Basile et al., 2007) incorporated into the CTSS8 model simulates
transport of fine sediments and deposition processes by solving the quasi- 2D continuity equation
of suspended sediment, which for the j- th cell reads (neglecting horizontal diffusion):

.

As j

∂ (h C s ) j
∂t

N

= ( As φ s ) j + ∑ (Q C s ) j , k

(1)

k =1

where h is the water depth in the cell, Cs is the volumetric sediment concentration and φs is the
downward vertical flux of fine sediments (deposition rate), expressed as: φs = Pd ws C s , where Pd is
the probability of deposition; ws is the fall velocity of suspended sediment particle. The probability
Pd of particle remaining deposited is given by:

Pd = 1 − (U / U cd ) 2 , if U < U cd

(2)

where U is the mean flow velocity and Ucd is the critical mean flow velocity for deposition. Water
flow and sediment equations are solved using a finite difference numerical scheme. Water levels in
each computational cell are determined by an implicit algorithm and water discharges are
successively obtained by applying the discharge laws between cells. Using an implicit algorithm,
suspended sediment concentration, horizontal and vertical sediment fluxes are determined.
Additionally, mean and total cumulative daily, monthly and annual sediment deposition (volume and
weight) as well as bed level changes are computed for each cell. The initial conditions are
represented by the water levels, discharges and sediment concentrations at each computational cell
of the simulated domain. Boundary conditions for water flow are represented by the hydrographs at
the upstream end of the reach and by water depth- discharge relations at the downstream
boundary. The incoming suspended sediment transport at the upstream end is specified.
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The model was implemented along a 208- km reach of the Paraná River, Argentina, between
Diamante and Ramallo and involving a river- floodplain area of 8,100km². The floodplain is
morphologically complex, due to past episodes of sea- level rise and climate change. A well
developed network of surface- floodplain channels, oxbow lakes, lagoons, permanent pond areas,
and different types of vegetation can be observed. The floodplain width in the study area varies
between 30 and 60km, while the width of the main channel varies from 0.5 to 3km. The mean
annual water discharge at station Rosario is 17,000m³/s, while during the extraordinary floods of
1983 the maximum water discharge was approximately 60,000m³/s with almost 30,000m³/s
flowing in the main stream, and the floodplain was completely inundated. The minimum water
discharge observed at Rosario was 6,700m³/s, in 1970. The ratio between maximum and minimum
water discharges is 9, a rather low value as in other large rivers of the world. A 56- km long road
embankment connecting Rosario and Victoria (RV) crosses the entire floodplain.
The annual average total sediment transport entering the system is approximately 150× 106t/yr, of
which 83% is composed of silt and clay transported in suspension as wash load. Sediment load
entering the system is the main driver of changes in floodplain levels over long time periods. In
general, suspended sediment concentrations vary seasonally, from 50 to 60mg/l up to 500 or
600mg/l (that occurs between March and April) in the main stream. Annual mean values are
approximately within the range of 150 to 250mg/l. The few available measurements in the
floodplain indicate lower values, typically below 100mg/l.



The topological discretisation was carried out by selecting river cells and valley cells, and by defining
the different type of links between cells to represent special topographic features (natural levees, road
embankments, bridges, etc.). Currently, the model has 1413 stream cells that represent the main
stream, secondary surface- floodplain channels and the Coronda river tributary and 140 floodplain
cells representing the alluvial valley and islands, with 4248 links between the different cells.
Calibration (for low, medium, and high water stages) and validation results were very satisfactory, with
the average error in calibration lower than 10% at all stations and most Nash- Sutcliffe coefficients
were above 0.8 (Garcia et al., 2015). The different water stages (specially medium and high) are well
reproduced by the model. In this work a recent hydrological five- year were simulated (Sep 2010- Ago
2015), with incoming discharges derived from available records in upstream stations.
Sediment transport and deposition simulations were performed by using synthetics sedigraphs
(determined from available historic suspended sediment concentrations and water discharges) and
sedimentological parameters (sediment fall velocity for a range between coarse clay (3.35 m) to medium
silt (21.2 m), critical mean flow velocity for deposition of the 0.15m/s, sediment porosity 0.42).



The obtained results of hydrodynamic simulations of observed floods are very satisfactory, with an
average error between calculated and observed daily water levels and discharges lower than of 15%
in all stations. Moreover, the Nash- Sutcliffe coefficients obtained (0.86 to 0.92 in the principal
registration stations, and 0.56 to 0.61 in others stations) indicate an adequate model performance.
From the results of the analyzed periods, it can be indicated that the higher deposits were observed
in cells corresponding to lagoon areas in which the flow velocity was very low, and also in cells
where the floodplain widened. Practically no deposition occurred in the main stream. The simulation
results for all observed floods show that average annual incoming sediment load were
76.7× 106t/yr. The annual average deposition over the entire domain (floodplain- channel system)
varied from 10.2× 106 to 17.5× 106t/yr and, thus, the entire domain retained between 13% and 23%
of the incoming sediments. The amount of sediment deposited on the floodplain varied from
3.4× 106 to 4.4× 106t/yr, representing a retention of 4.5% to 5.7%. Such deposits induces an increase
in floodplain bed levels of the order of 0.3 to 0.4mm/yr. The present results constitute an
important advance in the knowledge of sedimentation processes in the reach.
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Abstract
Draining the second largest basin of South America, the Río de la Plata (RdP) is one of the largest
and most turbid estuaries of the world. Its fresh water plume impacts the properties of the shelf for
more than 500 km. The sediments’ load that reach the system mainly come from the Paraná river
(in its two main branches, Paraná de las Palmas and Paraná Guazú), and has been between 80 and
160 Mtonsy-1 (Urien 1972, Menéndez and Sarubbi, 2007). From that total, 10% correspond to bed
load (sand and silt) and 90% to suspended matter (fine silt and clay). The deposits go from sand on
the upper estuary and silts in the intermediate estuary, to clay and silts in its exterior part. In the
area of the salt wedge, where the river waters meet the sea waters, the flocculation of suspended
sediments occurs and, therefore, a zone of maximum turbidity occurs. Turbulence over the bottom,
due to tidal currents, waves or winds, can be strong enough to mix and homogenize the water
column, and resuspend the sediments. The aim of this work is to characterize the bottom surficial
sediments mean distribution and to study their composition including the organic matter and water
contents, to obtain a qualitative description of the mean transports.
Introduction
The RdP (Figure 1) is one of the most turbid estuaries in the world, with extreme concentrations
more than 400mgl-1. The amount of sediments transported by the RdP represent more than 1% of
the global input of suspended sediments that reach the oceans in the entire world, between 15,000
and 20,000 Mtony-1. It has been estimated that 90% of the sediments that reach the RdP as
suspended sediments are silts and clays; the rest correspond to very fine sands. Besides its
geographical extension, the RdP has large social, ecological and economic importance for the
countries along its shores, Argentina and Uruguay. Parker et al. (1987) made an interpretation of
the grain size observations available at that time and a synthesis of various geological and
oceanographic arguments to develop a first hypothesis for the processes associated to the
sediments transport and dispersion in the estuary.
Study area
The RdP is located on the eastern coast of southern South America at approximately 35ºS, is one of
the largest estuaries in the world. It has a northwest to southeast oriented funnel shape
approximately 300km long, which narrows from 220km at its mouth to 40km at its upper end. The
estuarine area is 35,000km2 and the fluvial drainage area is 3.1×106 km2.
Data and methods
The bottom sediments samples analyzed in this work were collected between 2009 and 2010, in the
frame of the FREPLATA/FFEM Experiment, funded by the French Fund for the Global Environment
(FFEM). Six oceanographic synoptic cruises every approximately 2 months were made during the
Experiment. Cruises lasted 2 to 3 days and visited the 26 sites shown as black dots in Figure 1. We
analyze the grain size distribution, water and organic matter contents form the bottom sediments.
Statistical methods applied
For every sample, the mean grain size, µ, standard deviation, , and skewness, Sk, were calculated
using the statistic moment method. We also computed the degree of sorting, defined as the ratio
between the standard deviation and mean grain size (Skene et al., 2005). The sediments were
classified according to Shepard (1954). We applied the Principal Components Analysis (PCA,
Preisendorfer, 1988) to analyze the large number (5×26=130) of different CILAS grain size
histograms obtained from the 5 different samples (cruises 2 to 6) collected at each stations.

.

Results
Mean distribution of bottom sediments and water and organic matter contents
The mean percentage and standard deviation between samples of sand (grain sizes between 62.5
and 250 µm), silt (grain sizes between 3.9 and 62.5 µm) and clay (grain sizes less than 3.9 µm, in
the Wentworth scale classification), are shown in the upper left and central panels, upper right and
lower right panels, and lower left and central panel of Figure 1, respectively. The mean percentage
concentration and standard deviation between samples of the water contents and organic matter
contents resemble those of the clay, suggesting that they could reflect in some extent the effective
porosity, related in turn to the degree of compaction, of bottom sediments.
-1-
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Figure 1. Mean and standard deviation between samples of the percentage concentration of sand
(upper left and centre panel), silt (right upper and lower panel) and clay (lower left and centre
panel). Stars in the upper left panel represent the mean percentage of gravel.
Sediment’s distribution according to Shepard’s
classification
The Shepard scheme shows that sediments
classified as “sand” are only present in the site
located at the exterior RdP, and does not seem
to have the same origin than the sediments
observed in the rest of the estuary. “Sandy silt”
is observed in the Argentinean coast of the
upper and intermediate estuary. Sediments
classified as “silt” are observed in the northern
intermediate estuary, over and downstream the
Ortiz Bank and close to Buenos Aires harbor.
Sediments classified as “clayey silt” are present
over and seawards Barra del Indio shoal.

Principal components analysis of the bottom
sediments distribution
Results have been summarized in Figure, which
schematically displays the five different regions
of the estuary identified by the PCA method.

Conclusion
Results show that the bottom sediments have a gradational arrangement of textures as they are
transported seawards, from dominant sand at the head, silt in the intermediate estuary and clayey
silt and clay at its mouth. The distributions of water and organic matter contents resemble those of
the clay, suggesting that they could reflect in some extent the degree of compaction of bottom
sediments. Coarse deposits (carbonated shell) are more abundant in the northern sector of the
exterior estuary, close to Montevideo, and a lower percentage is observed to the northwest of Punta
Piedras. Along the Northern coast of the intermediate RdP, medium and fine silt predominates,
whereas in the Southern coast, coarser and silt prevails. This could be due to differences in tidal
currents and/or to differences in the riverine water pathways along both coasts depending on their
source. Around Barra del Indio shoal, clay prevails over silt and sand, and the water and organic
matter contents reach a maximum. Physicochemical flocculation processes probably become
important there, and the width and the depth of the estuary also largely increase, producing a
significant reduction of the currents. Immediately seawards the salt wedge, coarser sand dominates.
This sand is much coarser than the sediment transported by the RdP tributaries, suggesting that it
comes from the adjacent shelf. Between the Santa Lucía River mouth and Montevideo, a different
type of sediment is observed consisting fine silt and clay; they seem to be relict sediments.
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Abstract
Numerical models are excellent tools for conducting process studies and testing hypotheses based
on observations. They constitute a 'laboratory' in which the forcing can be set 'on' or 'off', or even
the environmental conditions can be modified. The Rio de la Plata (RdP, Figure 1) is one of the most
turbid estuaries in the world and the one most important in terms of continental discharge and
drainage area. Observations of suspended fine sediments, particularly those remote and in situ
collected on recent studies, have driven to the statement of several hypotheses about the processes
that would determine the concentration of suspended sediments in the different parts of the
estuary. Nevertheless, the relative scarcity of data do not allow to demonstrate the validity of those
hypothesis and the role of several physical processes and of the morphology remain unknown. The
objective of this work is, therefore, to analyze the role of the different forcings and the
environmental conditions in the determination of the distribution of suspended fine sediments in
the RdP applying processes oriented numerical simulations.
Introduction
The RdP is one of the most turbid estuaries in the world, with extreme concentrations of more than
400mgl-1. The amount of sediments transported has been estimated between 80 and 160 Mtonsy-1
(Urien 1972, Menéndez and Sarubbi, 2007), representing more than 1% of the global input of
suspended sediments that reach the oceans in the entire world. It has been estimated that 90% of
the suspended sediments that reach the RdP are silts and clays, the rest correspond to fine sands.
Study area
The RdP, located on the eastern coast of southern South America at approximately 35ºS, is one of
the largest estuaries in the world. It has a northwest to southeast oriented funnel shape
approximately 300km long, which narrows from 220km at its mouth to 40km at its upper end. The
estuarine area is 35,000km2 and the fluvial drainage area is 3.1×106 km2. The RdP displays a
complex geometry and bathymetry, and drains the waters of the Paraná and Uruguay rivers, which
constitute the second largest basin of South America, after the Amazon. It exhibits a very high
discharge of 22,500m3s-1 on average, and extremes peak from 90,000m3s-1 to 8,000m3s-1. The
Paraná River converges to the estuary in two main branches (Paraná Guazú-Bravo and Paraná de las
Palmas) after forming the large Paraná Delta. Considering the orientation and the relative low depth
(less than 10 m), only the continental waves from the southeast can reach the interior, and they are
dampen and break as they propagate inward (Dragani and Romero, 2004).
Model and simulations description
MARS (Model for Applications at Regional Scale, Lazure and Dumas, 2008) is a hydrodynamic model
for coastal regions, bays, estuaries, adjacent shelf and open ocean, applied for modelling processes
at time scales that range from hours to decades. MARS code solves the primitive equations of an
incompressible fluid, with the assumption of hydrostatic balance and the Boussinesq
approximation. It is based on traditional finite differences on an Arakawa C grid (vertical and
horizontal). The vertical coordinate used is of generalized sigma-type. The sediment dynamics
module includes processes of erosion, transport in suspension and simultaneous deposition of
different types of sedimentological particles: gravel, sand and mud. The sediment settling velocity
is expressed as a function of sediment concentration to take into account the flocculation processes
(Le Hir et al., 2000). Wind waves are considered and generated locally from wind data.

.

Results
Sensitivity studies to the different forcings
A set of process oriented numerical simulations was performed to analyze the effect of the different
forcings (runoff, tides, winds and wind waves) on the sedimentological process in the RdP. The
bottom erosion parameter E0 was set to 0.0001kgm-2s-1. Simulations were run for an equivalent to
two years. To favour the inter-comparison between the different cases, results are presented for the
average of the hourly numerical solutions obtained over the last year.
Case 1: Simulation forced by continental discharge alone
Results show that after the period of simulation, silts are almost entirely deposited in the upper
region of the estuary, close to the tributaries, where they are discharged. The surface concentration
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maximizes at the mouth of the Paraná de las Palmas and Parana Guazú-Bravo tributary rivers. In the
upper estuary, suspended sediments in the bottom layer display a distribution similar to that of the
surface layer, but with higher concentrations at the mouth of the tributaries. The plumes extend
more over the intermediate and exterior estuary, along the southern coast.
Cases 2: Simulations forced with continental discharge and tide
Tides play an important role in the distribution of suspended sediment in the RdP due the relatively
high associated currents. Both clays and silts are transported by a much larger distance during the
same period than in the case without tides, reaching the exterior estuary. This is due to both the
increment in the currents, which inhibits the deposition of sediments and re-suspend them, and to
the lateral mixing (or stirring) associated with the tide. Concentrations decrease towards the
exterior estuary and over the Barra del Indio region a large gradient is observed. A relative
maximum is observed in the proximity of Punta Rasa. Sediments at the bottom layer show a
distribution similar to those at the surface.
Cases 3: Simulations forced with continental discharge, tides and winds
The distribution of the concentration of suspended silts at the surface layer is similar to that of the
case without winds. Over the entire estuary, the wind increases the dynamics of the system,
maintaining the sediments suspended for a longer period of time and exporting them, in part, to
the Continental Shelf.
Case 4: Simulation forced with continental discharge, tides, winds and waves
Results of the simulation in which wind waves
are included, are shown in Figure 1. The upper
left (right) panel shows the distribution of the
concentration of suspended silts (clays)
averaged over one year of simulation. The
maximum
concentration
of
suspended
sediments at the surface layer occurs to the
south of Punta Piedras. At the upper and
intermediate
RdP
a
marked
gradient
perpendicular to the estuary axis is observed,
with higher values along the southern coast.
Over the Barra del Indio shoal, a gradient
parallel to the estuary axis occurs, with
concentrations
decreasing
offshore.
This
Figure 1. Suspended clay (left) and silt (right) near surface
distribution well resembles what is obtained
(upper) and near bottom (lower) from Case IV.
from observations.
Conclusions
The distribution of suspended sediments in the RdP presents two different regions with well-marked
gradients: (i) one at the upper and intermediate estuary, which is perpendicular to the estuary axis,
with higher concentrations along the Argentine coast and, (ii) the second is parallel to the axis of
the estuary and occurs in the exterior RdP, where the concentration of suspended sediment
decreases abruptly downstream of the Barra del Indio Shoal. The largest amount of sediments is
brought to the system by the Paraná River (through Guazú-Bravo and Parana de las Palmas
branches), whereas the Uruguay River has a much lower sediment discharge. Tidal waves come from
the southeast and propagate as Kelvin waves along the Argentine coast first and then along the
Uruguayan, dissipating their energy by bottom friction along that path. Those characteristics
contribute to the increase of suspended sediments concentration on the southern coast, generating
the gradient observed in the interior. After the sediments are spilled into the RdP from the
tributaries, the currents speeds are strongly reduced and, consequently, the different textures are
gradually deposited according to their size and fall velocities. The flocculation processes that occur
in the salinity front contribute, together with the decrease in the velocity of the currents as the RdP
widen and the gravitational circulation associated to the estuary, in the decrease of the
concentration and its respective gradient, in the exterior zone.
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Estuarine morphodynamics undergo significant changes due to declined sediment supply from
river, rising sea-level, and human interferences (Syvitski and Saito, 2007; Syvitski et al., 2009). The
Yangtze Estuary is such a case whose decadal morphodynamic evolution was broadly examined. It
was documented that the subaqueous delta shifted from deposition to erosion since the early
2000s due to sediment supply reduction after the Three Gorges Dam (Yang et al., 2015) while some
others reported that the estuary mouth bar area sustains accretion until 2010 (Luan et al., 2016;
Zhu et al., 2016). The mouth bar area of the Yangtze Estuary is where the turbidity maximum
exists. To clarify the morphodynamic changes therein, we examine the two large scale shoals, i.e.
the Hengsha flat and the Jiuduan shoal, based on bathymetric data between 1958 and 2016 and
satellite images since 1985.
Bathymetric data were digitized and converted to the same datum-the Theoretically Lowest Water
Level (TLWL). Note that the landward part of the Hengsha flat was embanked since 2003 and the
super-tidal flats of the Jiuduan shoal were vegetated (Fig. 1), thus bathymetric monitoring and data
are lacking in these two regions. Satellite images of the mouth bar area from Landsat are also
collected to identify the boundary between bare flat and saltmarsh. The Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (NDVI) can reflect the green vegetation, specifically, positive NDVIs indicate
intertidal forested wetlands and intertidal marshes with vegetation. In this study, a threshold of 0.1
(NDVI>0.1) is chosen to calculate the vegetated area in each image to differentiate between
vegetation and non-vegetation.

.

Fig. 1. Bathymetric changes with 2, 5, and 10m isobaths of the Jiuduan shoal and the Hengsha flat
in 1958 and 2013. The white area was the reclaimed region in the landward part of the Hengsha flat
and the vegetated super-tidal flats of the Jiuduan shoal.
We detect the morphodynamic changes of the two shoals in terms of deposition rate, hypsometry
profile and saltmarsh area. Although the Hengsha flat and the Jiuduan shoal were continuously
accreting prior 2010, the morphodynamic changes of these two shoals are both to a large extent
influenced by human activities. In the pre-1997 period when local human activities are rare, the
Jiuduan shoal accreted enormously since its isolation from the Hengsha flat while the Hengsha flat
grew at a smaller rate. Since 1997, dredging and dumping activities and saltmarsh growth stimulate
the growth of the Hengsha flat. However, dredging and dumping activities slow down the
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development of the Jiuduan shoal and caused strong erosion in the region off the North Passage. In
summary, it suggests a transition from natural morphodynamic evolution processes prior 1997 to
afterwards human-driven morphodynamic adaptation.
Further, we found the accretion of the two shoals vanishes since 2010, even changes to slight
erosion (Fig. 2). We argue that the upper 600-km long reaches and the region off the North Passage
can supply sediment to the mouth bar area, contributing to the former accretion of the two shoals.
In addition, the nearshore mud deposition belt should be taken as one of sediment sources (Liu et
al., 2010). Since the erosion found off the North Passage is mainly caused by dredging activities in
the North Passage, regional human activities are expected to slow down the response time of global
changes. However, the reduced riverine sediment supply tends to slow down shoal accretion and
initiate large scale erosion in the long term. As a result, erosion of the two shoals in recent decades
is found in this study. From the evidence of erosion, we propose that the morphodynamic
adaptations of the shoals lag behind the changes of the sediment load at a time scale of 10~100
years.

Fig. 2. Temporal sand volume (the sand volume of the flat with flat elevation <6 m) changes of the
Jiuduan shoal and Hengsha flat between 1958 and 2016.
In conclusion, the two shoals in the mouth bar area of the Yangtze Estuary are influenced by
complex forcing as well as strong human activities. This study deals with morphodynamic evolution
of the two shoals in 60 years. The results are different from previous studies with nearinstantaneous estuarine erosion. More specifically, morphology in the mouth bar area has >10 years
response time for upstream sediment decline. Additionally, regional human activities play a role in
buffering its response through sediment redistribution within the estuary. Such understanding of its
natural behaviour and the response to human activities could also be used for research on turbidity
maximum and practical projects in other highly-regulated estuaries.
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Introduction
The spatial and temporal variability of flocculation and turbulence in estuaries is a relatively new
area of research because instruments to make accurate measurements have only recently been
developed. Laboratory studies, such as Milligan and Hill (1998) and Verney et al. (2011), have
demonstrated that floc size is affected by suspended sediment concentration and turbulence. Field
deployments of floc cameras in estuarine turbidity maxima and on intertidal mudflats (Manning,
2004) have provided insights into temporal relationships of floc size, concentration, and turbulence.
However, high resolution vertical measurements of these relationships in the bottom boundary layer
and water column of estuaries, such as provided by Wang et al. (2013), are rare. The objective of
this study is to better understand the spatial and temporal relationships between floc size,
suspended sediment concentration, and turbulence in a tidal channel. Furthermore, the relationship
between floc size and sediment flux is considered.
Materials and methods
Simultaneous bottom mooring and ship-borne casting were conducted for two tidal cycles in
summer 2016 in a channel near the head of the macrotidal Geum Estuary, South Korea. The
mooring consisted of a downward oriented Aquadopp-HR and an upward oriented Signature1000
that measured the current profile, including the bottom boundary layer. Their fast sampling rates
allowed for Reynolds decomposition of the flow

u = u + u'

(1)

where the instantaneous along-channel velocity, u, is the sum of a steady term, ݑത, and a fluctuating
term, ݑԢ. The fluctuating terms were then used to estimate vertical profiles of turbulent stresses per
fluid mass as well as turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) per fluid mass, E,

E = (u ' 2 + v' 2 + w' 2 ) / 2

(2)

where  ݒᇱ and  ݓᇱ are the fluctuating terms of the across-channel and upward velocities, respectively,
and overbars denote burst averaging. Spectral analysis of the velocity components in the frequency
domain provided estimates of TKE dissipation rate per fluid mass, which was then used to estimate
the microscales of the flow. The ship-borne casting adjacent to the mooring allowed estimation of
the gradient Richardson number to evaluate the effect of water column density stratification on
turbulence, and profiles of floc size distributions by volume concentration were measured by laser
in-situ scattering and transmissometry (LISST). In addition, water samples were filtered to calibrate
casted optical backscatter sensor (OBS) turbidity measurements to compare suspended sediment
mass concentration with floc size as well as to characterize the timing of flocculation with sediment
flux in the channel.

.

Results
Surface currents achieving 0.9ms-1 were observed during the flood phase. TKE was concentrated in
the bottom boundary layer and was greatest during the flood acceleration at 0.1Jkg-1. Turbulence
resuspended sediment from the channel bed and diffused them upward, increasing the
concentration in the water column more than an order of magnitude, from 0.02kgm-3 to 0.40kgm-3.
The concentrated suspension at this time fully absorbed the LISST laser and prevented
measurement, however measurements before and after revealed median floc sizes of 250μm
breaking up in the turbulent and concentrated conditions down to a nearly homogenous suspension
of 50μm median floc size, which subsequently rapidly flocculated to median size of 250μm in the
surface water over a two hour period as the suspended sediment concentration and TKE abated. The
greatest sediment flux occurred during the flood phase, and was followed by relatively less
turbulent and more dilute conditions during ebb, which maintained median floc sizes greater than
250μm even during peak flow. A following tidal cycle exhibited a similar trend, and cumulative
landward flux of sediment was observed. Both flocculation and turbulence in the tidal channel were
characterized by tidal asymmetry, where a short, fast flood current was followed by a relatively long
lasting high tide slack. The trend in top-to-bottom salinity difference also provided evidence that
tidal asymmetry was being enhanced by the process of strain-induced periodic stratification, which
occurred semi-diurnally during ebb phases. Ebb stratification reduced vertical turbulent mixing of
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Lake Sihwa, an artificial lake formed by a seawall, is located in the southern part of Gyeonggi Bay, on
the west coast of South Korea. After the construction of the seawall, leading to the restriction of free
exchange between freshwater discharge and seawater, sedimentation and water pollution worsened with
continuous point and non-point contaminant inputs from agricultural and industrial wastes (Han and
Park, 1999). To solve such problems, the Sihwa tidal power plant (TPP) was constructed and started
operation in August 2011. The increase in the exchange of seawater due to the operation of TPP
exhibited advantages for the improvement of the water quality in Lake Sihwa and the power generation.
However, the jet-flow associated with the operation of TPP caused an imbalance in erosion and
sedimentation near the Sihwa area. To date, the research has been focused on the water quality
improvements of Lake Sihwa. There are few studies on the erosion and sedimentation due to the
operation of TPP in outside Lake Sihwa (Bae et al., 2010). The primary objective of this study is to
examine the impacts of periodic artificial discharge on the variations in velocity and suspended sediment
concentration (SSC).
Three mooring systems were installed for the purpose of understanding the sediment transport
processes at stations M1, M2 and M3 (2.0, 2.6 and 3.3 km away from the Sihwa TPP, respectively) (Fig.
1). Each mooring system was equipped with a 600-kHz acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP),
Conductivity-Temperature-Depth (CTD) sensors, and an optical backscatter (OBS) sensor. The downwardlooking ADCP recorded velocities and acoustic backscatter at every depth bin. In order to estimate ADCPderived SSC, the acoustic backscatter calibration was performed with the modified sonar equation of
Denies (1999) and Ha et al. (2011).
The velocities and SSC exhibited the great variability in response to artificial discharge (Fig. 2). During
ebb phase, the strong jet-flow (>2 m s-1) associated with artificial discharge caused the suspension of
bed sediments, and high SSCs (> 30 mg l-1) were periodically observed in entire water column. At the
end of ebb phase, the anticlockwise rotating vortex was fully developed due to the jet-flow and strong
ebb currents. After turning into flood phase, the anticlockwise rotating vortex produced the secondary
peaks of the SSC, transporting the suspended sediment toward the Sihwa TPP. During the presentation,
it will be mainly discussed how the periodic artificial discharge can disturb the cohesive sediment
dynamics in the TPP.

.

Fig. 1. Map showing Lake Sihwa and the adjacent region. Hydrographic data was collected at three
mooring sites (red triangles, M1, M2 and M3).
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Fig. 2. Representative time series data from mooring M1: (a) discharge, (b) salinity, (c) along-channel
velocity, (d) across-channel velocity, and (e) ADCP-derived SSC (SSCADCP). Thick and thin black lines
indicate water height (c, d and e) and zero velocity (c and d), respectively. White line in (e) indicates 30
mg l-1, as the upper limit of bottom suspension.
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During recent decades, mangrove forests have experienced severe degradation due to
unsustainable land use. Restoration of mangrove ecosystems requires the recovery of their habitat,
considering ecology, hydrology, hydrodynamics, and sediment transport. In a first pilot in 2013,
brushwood dams were built on the eroding coast of Demak, Indonesia, in order to emulate the
function of mangrove roots and provide the physical conditions for natural colonization. However,
at present there is little research on how soft structures affect the local hydrodynamics. The present
study aims to improve the understanding of wave attenuation by permeable brushwood dams in
Demak, combining field observations and hydrodynamic modelling using Delft3D. The findings of
the study will be used to develop a landscape bio-morphodynamic model, which will be applied for
planning future mangrove restoration efforts.

Introduction
Mangrove ecosystems are present along intertidal areas of tropical regions and provide multiple
ecosystem services. They are natural habitats for numerous species, provide food and fuel wood,
sequester carbon and act as a natural flood protection against hazards (Giesen et al., 2007, McIvor,
2012).
During recent decades mangrove forests have experienced severe degradation due to unsustainable
land use (Winterwerp et al., 2013). In the province of Demak, Indonesia, mangrove removal for the
construction of aquaculture ponds altered the sediment balance and produced high erosion rates at
the coast. The measured retreat rates are over 100 m/year at some locations of the coastline, and
around 6000 villages are at risk of being swallowed by the sea.
Restoration of mangrove ecosystems requires recovering their habitat, considering the ecology,
hydrology, hydrodynamics and sediment transport. A first pilot was carried out in Demak in 2013,
where permeable brushwood dams were built to emulate the function of mangrove roots. The dams
attenuated waves in the areas that they confined, favouring sedimentation behind them and
providing the physical conditions for vegetation to grow. After the stormy season of 2015
(November-February), 0.5 m of accretion was measured behind the dams and natural recruitment of
Avicennia marina was observed to occur in the area.
In 2015 a large-scale project started with a consortium of Dutch companies (Ecoshape) in
cooperation with the Indonesian Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries (MMAF). The purpose of
the project is to protect 20 km of coastline by a buffering mangrove belt. The BioManCO research
project builds further on this initiative. It aims to expand the scientific knowledge on mudmangrove coastlines and to develop a bio-morphodynamic landscape model that can be used to
plan future restoration efforts.
Studying and quantifying wave damping by brushwood dams is a necessary step for the
development of the landscape model. Substantial literature exists on the effect of permeable
granular structures on incident waves (e.g. Sollit and Cross, 1976; Losada et al., 1995; Ting et al.,
2004 among others). A number of authors have represented the effect of the structures in terms of
reflection and transmission coefficients, empirically related to wave properties (wave height, wave
steepness, wave number) and to the characteristics of the structure (geometry, porosity). However,
little research has been done with soft structures such as brushwood dams.

.
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Figure 1. (a) Stretch to be protected by a mangrove belt (b) Location of Demak (c) Picture of one of
the permeable dams.
Methodology
In order to improve the understanding of wave attenuation by permeable dams in the area of
Demak, a combination of field observations and hydrodynamic modelling are being performed.
Field measurements are conducted in order to quantify wave attenuation over the existing dams,
and to characterize the soil properties at their location. The effect of the dams on flow and waves is
parameterized in a submodel, included in a larger-scale Delft3D model of hydrodynamics and
morphodynamics along the coast of Demak. The findings of this study will allow further
development of the landscape model. This model will be applied in selecting suitable sites for the
use of the permeable dams as a means to foster natural mangrove colonization and subsequent
restoration of degraded mangrove ecosystems.
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Abstract
In this paper the typical hydrodynamics on mangrove-mud coasts are studied. Worldwide, these
coasts experience serious erosion problems, and while the importance of mangrove ecosystems is
becoming widely recognised, mangrove restoration projects frequently fail due to poor
understanding of the system, especially the hydrodynamics. Therefore, a landscape model of the
eroding coastline of the Demak district in Indonesia is developed to analyse the typical
hydrodynamics associated to mangrove-mud coasts. Owing to the fine sediment, these coastlines
are characterised by gentle slopes, in the order of 1:1000 or less. Both the theoretical and
numerical wave transformation have to be re-evaluated on such slopes, which is done by combining
models with field measurements. Also the current patterns and density effects are studied in detail
to generate a full understanding of the hydrodynamics on mangrove-mud coasts.
Introduction
The erosion of mangrove-mud coasts is a serious problem worldwide, affecting millions of people in
their daily life. For example, income drops of 60-80% and halving of commercial sea fishing over the
last 5-10 years have been reported in eroding areas of Java, Indonesia, largely attributed to the loss
of mangrove spawning and sheltering grounds (Manumono, 2008).
The objective of the current research project is to develop a bio-morphodynamic landscape model
for mangrove-mud coasts. The algorithms for the physical and biological processes will be
developed based on laboratory and field work, the latter carried out at the extremely eroding
Demak coastline, Java, Indonesia.
The focus of this paper is the hydrodynamics on these muddy coasts. Due to the fine sediment,
muddy coastlines are characterised by extremely gentle slopes, in the order of 1:1000 or less. On
such slopes, the subtle balance between dispersion and shoaling of waves has to be re-established,
and numerical models such as SWAN have experienced issues with quadruplet wave-wave
interactions (Tas, 2016). Long waves are known to be less affected by these mild slopes, resulting
in a lower peak frequency nearshore (Phan Khanh Linh et al., 2015). Also the effect of viscous wave
damping by the soft muds on the seabed, and the effect of stratification due to river outflow is
investigated.
A retreating coastline, such as the Demak coastline, is the net response to an imbalance in
sediment transports. The sediment balance of muddy coasts typically consists of two huge gross
fluxes, erosion and sedimentation, and results in a significantly smaller net effect. We hypothesise
that the relatively weak effect of vegetation on the sediment may stabilise this inherently unstable
system. One of the main drivers of sediment transport is the hydrodynamics nearshore. Therefore,
the first step towards protection and/or restoration of mangrove coasts is a thorough
understanding of the hydrodynamics of the system.

.

Methods
In order to understand the hydrodynamics at the Demak coastline, a numerical landscape model has
been set up. For this, Delft3D is used, a 3D modelling suite to investigate hydrodynamics, sediment
transport and morphology and water quality for fluvial, estuarine and coastal environments
(Deltares, 2016). The modelled hydrodynamics are compared with currently available data
(summarised below) and data taken from the field campaign which is scheduled in the Summer of
2017.
The domain is chosen sufficiently large, to prevent interaction between possible river plumes and
boundary effects. This domain is illustrated in Figure 1. For the waves, an even larger domain is
used in order to prevent that shadow zones induced by the boundaries affect the region of interest,
i.e. the Demak coastline.
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Since the Demak district has been a
pilot site for coastal protection over the
past years, there is already some
information available, which is used to
set up the boundary conditions of the
model. A tidal station in Semarang, the
city bordering the Demak district to the
south, indicates the tide depicts a clear
diurnal signal, with a small semidiurnal component. The tidal range
varies between 40cm and 60cm. There
is a long-term average residual flow
towards the east, resulting in a net fine
sediment transport. Bed slopes are of
the order of 1:1000 close to shore,
further offshore steepening towards
1:500, all with a muddy substrate,
although the thickness of the mud
layers is unknown. Based on 14 years Figure 1: Domain with bathymetry of Delft3D model
of wave data near Semarang, the mean
wave height in the area is 0.46m and the maximum wave height lies between 2.6m and 3m. Due to
the monsoon climate, all relevant waves have a direction between N and WNW. The wet season is
from November to March. During this NW monsoon the river plumes are diverted to the east and
pushed against the shoreline, inducing a gravitational circulation along large parts of the coast,
keeping fine sediments close to the coastline. During the dry season, there are only local
gravitational circulations (Winterwerp et al., 2014).
Results
Wave transformation in the model is compared to wave measurements (wave height and period,
orbital velocities) along transects in order to assess model performance. Non-linear wave-wave
interactions (especially the quadruplets), dispersion, shoaling and wave damping by the soft muds
on the seabed are analysed individually, in order to determine whether the wave transformation on
these gentle slopes is modelled accurately.
Furthermore, current patterns (flow velocities and directions) are identified and analysed in order to
identify the main driver(s) and to assess the presence of residual currents. Finally, density
differences (salinity, temperature) are investigated over the seasons, to assess the presence of
stratification.
Discussion
Understanding the hydrodynamics of the area is mandatory to gain insight in the causes of coastal
erosion in Demak, moreover, it can be used to design successful coastal protection and restoration
strategies. For example, by identifying the main processes driving wave transformation on gentle
slopes, wave attenuating measures can be designed to tackle specific processes, and negative
effects can be minimised.
Although the model is set up for the Demak area, several conclusions (such as the wave
transformation on gentle slopes, the effect of stratification on sediment transport and specific
protection and restoration measures) are applicable to many other mangrove coasts worldwide.
However, it is important to note that, due to the sheltered character of the Java Sea, the Demak
coastline is only exposed to wind waves. Therefore, the wave transformation and impact of swell
waves on mangrove coasts will need to be analysed based on another case study.

.
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Abstract
The mechanisms leading to the formation and maintenance of a Coastal Turbidity Maximum (CTM)
along the Belgian coastline was investigated using a complex 3D numerical model. Interpretation of
model results suggests that the sediment concentration in this CTM may have strongly increased as
a result of human interventions in the 1980’s. The large amount of sediment that became available
then triggered self-organizing mechanisms that maintain or strengthen the CTM.
Introduction
A Coastal Turbidity Maximum (CTM) exists in the Belgian coastal zone, with elevated sediment
concentrations up to ~100 mg/l near-surface and several g/l near the bed. These high suspended
sediment concentrations lead to high maintenance dredging in the nearby Port of Zeebrugge (Fig.
1a) and its approach channels. However, despite the great costs associated with port maintenance,
the mechanisms responsible for this CTM are poorly known. One of the potential mechanisms may
be erosion of the seabed, which locally consists of consolidated mud (deposited there during lower
sea levels earlier in the Holocene). Large quantities of mud may be eroded from the seabed due to
human interventions, such as the seaward extension of the breakwaters of the Port of Zeebrugge
(see Fig. 1b). A second potential mechanism is trapping by salinity-induced density currents: the
CTM is located near the mouth of the Scheldt River. Additional mechanisms contributing to the CTM
may be related to dredging and disposal strategies, tidal asymmetry, and residual circulation
patterns.
[a]

[b]

.

Construction of
breakwaters

Fig. 1: The Zeebrugge coastal turbidity maximum (a, from Fettweis, 2010) and the erosion of mud
following the extension of the breakwaters (in red) of the port of Zeebrugge
Approach
In order to investigate the processes responsible for the formation and maintenance of the CTM, a
numerical model was setup. The overall strategies was to first setup and calibrate a complex 3D
model in which all relevant processes and spatial scales are incorporated, and subsequently exclude
individual processes to investigate their effect on the CTM. The model is setup with several mud
fractions and with sand, and a dredging and disposal scheme based on actual dredging and
disposal. Important features of this model include the effect of sediment on the density of the
water-sediment mixture, a simple parameterization of near-bed hindered deposition, buffering of
mud in the sandy seabed, and a local consolidated mud bed consisting of compact clays. The
hindered deposition term is a simple way of accounting for several complex and poorly understood
processes in the near-bed boundary layer related to hindered settling, flocculation, and
consolidation which become important at high suspended sediment concentrations (SSC). The
hydrodynamic model was calibrated against extensive datasets including waterlevels, velocity and
salinity. The sediment module was calibrated against aggregated satellite observations, in situ longterm observations of SSC, and dredging volumes.
-1-
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Results
The CTM can be generated with the model in two ways: through erosion of the underlying seabed or
by including the hindered deposition term (Fig. 2). Over long timescales, erosion of the seabed
cannot be responsible for the elevated sediment concentrations because a bed source is finite. After
a certain amount of time the bed sediment would become depleted, and the sediment
concentrations consequently would decrease. When hindered deposition is active, the CTM is
maintained by salinity-driven and sediment-induced density effects (Fig. 3), effectively pushing the
CTM towards the shore. However, hindered deposition is a process that becomes important at
higher suspended sediment concentrations. This requires a condition in which sediment
concentrations near the bed are already high. It is hypothesized that this initial state of elevated
sediment concentrations is triggered by human interventions (such as the seaward expansion of the
breakwaters illustrated by Fig. 1b). The large amount of sediment that became available triggered
self-organizing mechanisms that maintain or strengthen the CTM.

Fig. 2: Modelled average surface sediment concentration
[b]

[a]

Fig. 3: Effect of
concentration

.

sediment-induced density effects (a) and salinity (b) on the near-bed sediment
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Introduction
Channel siltation is crucial topics for safety navigation of ships (e.g. PIANC, 2008). Mechanisms of
the siltation depend on the sediment transport processes around navigation channels governed by
several factors, such as sediment types, force conditions (waves and current) and sediment
discharge through the river. A better understanding of the process is essential for selecting an
effective countermeasure and minimizing siltation.
The aim of this study is to elucidate siltation process in a navigation channel which is dredged in
a river mouth area. Field survey was conducted around a navigation channel under a flood condition
with highly turbid water discharge and the data shows fluid mud layers in the dredged channel.
Dynamics of the mud flows were studied through experiments with a circulating flume.
Study site
The study site is in the Port of Niigata, which is one of the biggest port located in the west coast
of the Japanese main island (Fig.1) and the port has been developed around the mouth of the
Shinano river, which is the longest one in Japan with the total length of 367 km. The channel of the
port has been suffering from the siltation by the discharged sediment through the river and
maintenance dredging is required around 800,000 m3 annually to keep the depth of -5.5 to -12 m in
the channel and harbour basin.
Field measurements
The surveys were carried out in the summer of 2013 and the several data were taken just under a
flood condition with relatively higher turbid water discharge from the upper tributary. Measured
vertical profiles of salinity and SSC in the navigation channel shows apparent pycnocline beneath 3
m from the water surface (Fig.2 (a)), also with rapid increase in SSC near the bed. In this near
bottom layer, high concentrated mud layer with the bulk density of around 1,200 kg/m3 appears,
detected by an in-situ density measurement (Fig.2 (b)). This high concentration layer does not
appear permanently according to previous field measurements during normal discharge rate
condition. The near bed high concentrated layer (Fig. 2 (c)) could be formed by fluid mud transport
from the upstream, which is the same mechanism as one observed on shelves off river delta (e.g.
Fan et al. 2004).
Fluid mud experiments with circulating flume
Flume experiments were also carried out to examine dynamics of fluid mud flow in the vicinity of
dredged channel at river mouth port (Fig.3). The flume used in the study is a circulating flume at
Port and Airport Research Institute. In the experiments, the pycnocline was reproduced with upper
fresh water and lower saline water at the dredged channel (Fig.4) and dynamic behaviours of turbid
water discharged from upstream were measured with several turbid sensors. The experimental data
will be precisely demonstrated in the paper and presentation.

.

Conclusions
Several field surveys were carried out to elucidate the siltation mechanism in the navigation
channel located at the mouth of the Shinano River in Japan. The survey successfully captured the
formation of high concentrated mud layer in the deeper dredged channel under the river flood
condition with high turbid water discharge. We will also discuss, in the paper and presentation,
flume experiments which were carried out to examine the fluid mud behaviours at dredged channel.
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Fig. 1. The location of Port of Niigata (indicated in the dotted box)

Fig. 2. Observed (a) Salinity and SSC, (b) vertical profile of bulk density and (c) sediment sample in
the study site.

.

Fig. 3. Sketch of instruments layout in flume experiment.

Fig. 4. (a) Flume experiment of fluid mud behaviours using Kaolinite clay in a circulating flume.
(b) Salinity and (c) turbidity measured in the flume experiment.
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Introduction
The Mahury estuary area, located in French Guiana, belongs to the coastal system under the
influence of the Amazon. This 1500km-long coast of South America, between the Amazon and the
Orinoco River mouths, is the world’s muddiest. This is due to the huge suspended-sediment
discharge of the Amazon River (106x754tons yr-1 ±9%), part of which is transported alongshore as
mud banks (Anthony et al., 2010). When a mud bank migrates alongshore across an estuary mouth,
the combined effects of waves, current, tide and wind induce mud resuspension and severe
sediment settling usually affecting the navigation channel.
From in situ surveys, Orseau (2016) have analyzed the sediment dynamics focusing mainly on the
processes occurring inside the Mahury estuary (Fig.1.). The aim of the present study is to further
investigate how offshore sediment sources together with the seasonality in wind, oceanographic
currents and waves influence the SPM dynamics inside the estuary as well as over the mud bank,
located at the eastern part of the mouth of the Mahury estuary. The proposed methodology
combines information provided from high spatial resolution satellite sensors (Landsat 8), in situ
surveys and 3D hydrosedimentary modelling (Opentelemac).

.

Fig. 1. SPM (kg/m3) variation and current velocity U (m/s) over a spring tide cycle during A) the wet
season and B) the dry season (Orseau, 2016). Surface values (at the mouth of the estuary) are
represented by a dashed-line and bottom values with a solid line. Positive velocities correspond to
downstream flow.

Results

Remote sensing
In total, 86 Landsat 8 images (04/2013; spatial resolution: 30m) have been processed from Level 1
to Level 2, using a Sun Glint correction algorithm first, and ACOLITE software (version 20160520.0)
for the atmospheric correction. Surface SPM concentration was then retrieved from remote sensing
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reflectance at the Landsat 8 band centered at the wavelength 665nm, using the algorithm of Han et
al. (2016) (Fig. 2.). This algorithm is based on two standard semi-analytical equations calibrated for
low-to-medium and highly turbid waters, respectively, using a mixing law for intermediate
environments. SPM maps have been used for delineating mud bank extension and provide input
data at the sea surface for the model development and validation.
3D hydrosedimentary model
The Telemac-3D model of the Mahury area has 40km long integrating, therefore, the Mahury River
and its main tributaries. The river discharge was imposed upstream whereas tide was imposed
offshore. Wind field was interpolated on the mesh and served to generate the Guiana current. The
current velocities, tidal and salinity levels were calibrated using data gathered from several field
campaigns (shipboard and mooring data, Orseau, 2016). Mud transport model consists primarily in
the adjustment of different parameters in the model of consolidation, the laws of erosion and
deposition and the fall velocity of the sediment. The characteristics of the bottom were taken into
account using measurements coming also from different in situ campaigns (Orseau,2016).
In-situ monitoring
For monitoring SPM dynamics in the area, seismic measurements were conducted with a sub-bottom
profiler (4-24KHz), well adapted for working in such shallow waters and for providing high
resolution imagery over cohesive sediments. Such data allow estimating the thickness and the
volume of displaced mud with time. Turbidity measurements were also conducted using OBS and
STBD instruments, to characterize sediment distribution within the water column.
Conclusion
This work will emphasize the interest of combining in situ and satellite data for improving the
understanding of the sediment dynamics through the development of modelling activities within the
morphologically complex coastal domain of French Guiana.

.

Fig. 2. LandSat 8 map of the surface SPM concentration (mg/l) in the area of study the 18th of
November of 2015
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Abstract
Since end 2011 maintenance dredging material from the port of Antwerp (right bank) is
mechanically dewatered by the AMORAS dewatering installation. Before the dredged material is
pumped to the AMORAS site, it is temporally stored in an underwater storage cell in one of the port
shelter-docks. The fresh maintenance dredging material is disposed into the underwater cell by split
and hopper dredgers. The presented paper investigates the behaviour of freshly disposed
sediments in the underwater cell by means of an in situ measurement campaign, monitoring mud
volume changes and tracking the disposed sediment plumes during and after a disposal of 5400m³
fresh sediment.
Introduction
In 2006 the Flemish authorities in association with the Antwerp port authority launched the
AMORAS project as a sustainable solution for maintenance dredging material from the port of
Antwerp. AMORAS stands for Antwerp Mechanical Dewatering (Ontwatering), Recycling and
Application of Sludge. The construction of the site started in October 2008. End of 2011 the
installation became operational.
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Fig. 1: AMORAS production sites (left): 1. under water cell, 2. Sand separation, 3. Piping, 4.
Consolidation ponds, 5. Dewatering installation, 6. Water treatment, 7. Storage. Right: Location of
the underwater cell in the shelter dock for push-tow barges
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After separating the sand from the dredged material, the remaining muddy sediment is
mechanically dewatered and stored, see Fig. 1. The ambition is to finally recycle the dewatered
sediment for other beneficial uses, e.g. in construction materials. This application is currently under
investigation.
AMORAS Under Water Cell
Freshly dredged material is temporarily stored in the AMORAS underwater cell, step 1 in Fig. 1. An
electrically powered cutter suction dredger picks up the sediments from the underwater cell and
pumps it to the sand separation installation: step 2 in Fig. 1. The underwater cell is a local
deepening, up to 16.2m depth (-12.0m TAW) in the shelter dock. The cell is separated from the
navigation channel by a submerged steel sheet pile reaching up to 9.2m below the surface (-5.0m
TAW).
In 2014 and 2015 the underwater cell has been monitored intensively by means of single- and
multi-beam surveys and RheoTune measurements (De Maerschalck at al. 2015). It was observed that
in times of intensive dredging and disposal activities, mud levels in the underwater cell rise faster
than was expected, leading to up to 50% of sediment losses. Based on these observations, local
authorities adjusted their port maintenance strategy.
Disposal plume measurements
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In spring 2016 the single-beam/RheoTune survey was repeated during a five week monitoring
campaign. In order to optimise port maintenance dredging costs, the Flemish authorities
responsible for the port fairways wish to bring the MS Artvelde into action. This trailing suction
hopper dredger has a hull capacity of more than 5400m³, which is significantly more than the
hopper dredgers used before. Therefore it was decided to do a complementary intensive monitoring
campaign to map the disposal plume during and after the disposal by the MS Artevelde.
The disposal plume was monitored simultaneously by two Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers
(ADCP), a YSI multi-parameter probe, RheoTune and water samples. The disposal location has a
unique setting: there are no currents nor waves and the disposal site is a confined space separated
from the neighbouring fairways by a submerged dam. This made it possible to track the whole
sediment plume at a high spatial and temporal resolution. The behaviour of the disposed
sediments was monitored in the first minutes till hours after disposal.
It was observed that during the disposal the volume of the disposed sediment increases with a
factor 5 to 7, see Fig. 2 below. The measured mean density of the fresh sediment in the underwater
cell directly after the disposal was around 1.03ton/m³, while the mean hull density was around
1.2ton/m³. Based on the measured volume changes and in situ densities it was estimated that
during disposal 10 to 25% of the sediments comes into suspension into the water column above the
underwater cell (Fig. 3). Part of the suspended sediment is captured within the contours of the
underwater cell. However, when the top of the mudlayer rises, less free space will be available
within the cell and more of the suspended sediment will be distributed over the submerged dam to
the neighbouring docks and channels.

Fig. 2: Mud volumes in the underwater cell before and after disposal (disposal vol. in hull ≈ 5400m³,
dens. In hull ≈ 1.2 ton/m³, disposal times are marked by the dashed red lines)

.

Fig. 3: ADCP backscatter intensity, sailed transact across the underwater cell 18 minutes after the
first disposal. The black line is the top of the mudlayer within the UWC as detected by the ADCP
bottom detector, the dashed line indicates the core of the sediment plume, the red dashed line
indicates the depth of the submerged steel sheet pile (≈ 9.2 m below the surface).
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Abstract
A transparent model sediment with the same rheological properties than a natural one is used to
study erosion in a narrow channel or a flume. Optical measurements allow access to local velocity
fields within water and transparent sediment simultaneously.
Introduction
Cohesive sediment is a complex material of inorganic mineral, organic material and biological
functions lead to viscoplastic and thixotropic characteristics, Toorman (1997). To characterize their
erosion two parameters are to be identify: bed shear stress from hydrodynamic forces and erosion
rate from suspended sediment concentration. In a macroscopic framework, previous experimental
studies on erosion have already defined different thresholds sediment behaviour, Van Rijn (1993),
Jacobs et al. (2011). This study is based on the development of transparent model cohesive
sediment to allow optical measurements and lead to local kinematic information during erosion
tests. First, the transparent cohesive sediment is elaborated with similar rheological properties than
a natural one, Pouv et al. (2014). Secondly, erosion tests are carried out of the flume using particle
image velocimetry (PIV) both to lead to, in the same time, the water velocity field and the
deformation and the displacements of the transparent sediment.
Material development
The transparent model cohesive sediment is prepared with classical modifier agent of viscosity:
synthetic clay, laponite RD (Rockwood), and polymer, carboxymethylcellulose (Prolabo). Laponite
leads to thixotropic properties and carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) enhances viscoplastic effects of
the mixture.
CMC solution is prepared first with powder sprinkle in deionized water in 0.5% mass concentration.
The solution is stirred at 600rpm with a magnetic agitator for 1 hour. In the same time, Laponite
suspension with 1% mass concentration is prepared sprinkling laponite powder in deionized water.
The suspension is then mixed during 15 minutes at 11000rpm with a homogeneizer Ultraturax T25
(IKA). Finally the laponite suspension is added to the CMC solution for 1 hour mixing at 1100rpm
with the magnetic agitator. The transparent sediment has a density close to 1kg.m-3. For
experiments this mother suspension is 70% mass diluted after 20 days at rest.
Rheological measurements
The rheological characterisation of the transparent sediment is carried out with a DHR-2 rheometer
(TA Instruments) using plate-plate geometry of 4cm diameter. Both surfaces are covered with sand
paper with a mean roughness of 58.5m to prevent slippage effects. Each measurement is realised
for a 300m gap. Before flow curve measurements and to ensure a reproducible proceeding a preshear is applied with a shear rate of 10s-1 during 120s following by a 600s rest period. Then shear
rate steps ranging from 10-3 to 103s-1 are applied in a logarithmic repartition to obtain up and down
curves. Each curve is corrected using Rabinowicz formula to minimize potential existing error on
the estimation of shear rate by using plate-plate geometry. The down curves of obtained rheogram
follow a Herschel-Bulkley model.

.

Flume measurements
Experiments are realised in a transparent PMMA flume with a square section (160mmx160mm). The
channel is close to defined bounded flow and to prevent from the gravity effect. Hydraulic pumps
allow applying an average velocity up to 5cm.s-1. Particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements are
obtained from a set Yag laser, CCD cameras devices and PIV controller. Polyamide particles
(Vestosint) with a mean diameter of 20 m are dispersed in the flow.
To define a water reference flow case, at first, channel measurements are realised with no sediment.
Then, the visualized channel background is lay down with the transparent sediment which has
almost the same refractive index than the water. Comparisons between the complementary flow
fields are conducted. Kinetic energy, laminar and turbulent shear stresses fields are then calculated
to reach local quantitative data.
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Fig. 1. For a flow rate velocity of 2.5 cm/s and three rugosity conditions: average velocity field,
kinematic energy field, laminar and turbulent shear stress.
Conclusion
A transparent model sediment with the same rheological properties than a natural one is used to
study erosion in a flume. Density and granular properties are not taking into account in this study.
These fundamental properties of real sediments have a major impact on the flow and turbulence
fields. Grain size has a major impact on the boundary layer development and turbulence intensity.
The most critical point is the gravity effect and the flow down of particles during erosion.
This work is the first step of a kinematic and dynamic study to understand local phenomena
operating during erosion processes. A next experimental step will be to simultaneously add
concentration measurements to PIV process and to use free surface flows for gravity effects.
Combined with the rheological data, the final goal of this study is to rebuild the local shear stress
field during erosion experiments.

.
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Introduction
Estuarine and coastal regions are often characterized by a high variability of suspended sediment
concentrations (SSC). The Belgian coastal zone is one of those areas where dredging works are
conducted to maintain harbours and navigation channels (Fettweis et al., 2016). To investigate the
SSC dynamics it is essential to understand the flocculation processes of estuarine mud, since it
alters the sediment settling flux by aggregating individual clay particles into larger flocs. Previous
curve fitting analysis of measured floc size distributions (FSDs) in the Belgium coastal zones showed
that the multimodal FSDs can be decomposed into four log-normal FSDs to identify groups of
primary particles, microflocs, macroflocs, and megaflocs, respectively (Lee et al., 2012). A two-class
population balance model (PBM2C) was firstly developed using size-fixed class 1 particles (primary
particles + microflocs) and size-varying class 2 particles (macroflocs + megaflocs) to describe the
aggregation and breakage process of cohesive sediments. This simple model was validated by
settling column test (Lee et al., 2011) and some field data collected in Zeebrugge (Lee et al., 2014),
and later was coupled in the open source TELEMAC system and validated by using the same data set
(Ernst, 2016). However, this two class assumption may be oversimplified as it does not address the
large megaflocs that form after the peak of algae bloom periods. Moreover, the maximum errors for
estimating the settling flux may largely decrease by tracking three size classes instead of two (Lee
et al., 2012). For these reasons, a three-class population balance model (PBM3C) was developed in
this study, also coupled with the open source TELEMAC modelling suite for the hydrodynamic and
turbulence sections, to simulate the characteristic sizes of three size classes, i.e., microflocs
(including primary particles), macroflocs, and megaflocs, respectively. A more recent data set from
the WZBuoy in the Belgian coastal zone is used to validate the newly developed PBM3C. The
objective of this study is to develop the PBM3C and implement it in TELEMAC to mimic flocculation
processes of cohesive sediments, especially to reasonably address the population of megaflocs that
previous PBM2C simply ignored.
Numerical modelling
Hydrodynamic model
The general open source software TELEMAC developed by the LNHE (Laboratoire National
d’Hydraulique et Environnement) of EDF (Electricité De France) is used to solve the Navier-Stokes
equations for variable water depth and velocity components, and to solve the tracer transport
equation for various active and passive tracers. The transport of tracers is of major importance in
the implementation of a flocculation model in TELEMAC3D.
Flocculation model
The PBM3C is developed to describe the flocculation processes, as an improvement of the previous
PBM2C. As shown in Fig. 1, a system of equations are set up to track (1) the number of microflocs,
macroflocs and megaflocs per unit volume, with symbol NP, NF1, and NF2, respectively, (2) the total
number of microflocs in all macroflocs (but not in megaflocs) per unit volume NT1, and (3) the total
number of microflocs in all megaflocs (but not in macroflocs) per unit volume NT2. Take a onedimensional vertical case as an example, the governing equation can be written as:

N i
N
  N i 
 ( w   s ,i ) i   t
  ( Ai  Bi )
t
z
z  z 

i = P, F1, F2, T1, T2

(1)

where Ni is number concentration (in unit of m−3), w is the vertical velocity of fluid, ωs is the settling
velocity, and νt is the eddy viscosity. Ai & Bi are source and sink terms, which include (1) the
aggregation of two microflocs, or two macroflocs, or two megaflocs, (2) the aggregation of a
microfloc and a macrofloc, or a microfloc and a megafloc, or a macrofloc and a megafloc, and (3)
the breakage of a macrofloc, or a megafloc. The average number of microflocs in one macrofloc per
unit volume is NC1 = NT1 / NF1, and the average number of microflocs in one megafloc per unit
volume is NC2 = NT2 / NF2. Thus, the sizes of macroflocs and megaflocs can be determined as DFi =
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Dp.NCi1/nf (i = 1, 2), where DP, DF1, and DF2 are the characteristic sizes of microflocs, macroflocs, and
megaflocs, respectively, and nf is the fractal dimension. The five parameters, i.e., NP, NF1, NF2, NT1,
and NT2, are defined as tracers in TELEMAC as long as flocculation is toggled on (e.g., a predefined
logical variable PBM3C is set to true). This PBM3C flocculation model can be included in the
TELEMAC software with appropriate modification of the subroutines VITCHU, WCHIND, CLSEDI,
SOULSBYFLOC3D, FONVAS, etc. in TELEMAC.

Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram for three-class population balance model (PBM3C).

Field measurements
The station WZBuoy is located about 2km outside the entrance of Zeebrugge harbour which is
situated in the coastal turbidity maximum area along the southern North Sea near the Belgian coast
(Fettweis et al., 2016). Although measurements were conducted with tripods for several years, only
the data for several selected tidal cycles around Julian Day 322 in the year 2013 were used to
validate the model. Velocity profiles and water surface elevation were recorded by an upward
looking ADCP (Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler) which was mounted together with the tripod. The
time series of FSDs were collected by the LISST (Laser In-Situ Scattering and Transmissometry), and
temperature, salinity, and SSCs were measured or derived from the ADCP backscatter strength.
Time series of water depth and the average temperature and salinity are treated as inputs to drive
the model, while the velocity profiles, SSC profiles, and FSDs are used to validate the model outputs.
Results and conclusions
The PBM3C enabled TELEMAC software is validated by the flow, sediment and floc size distribution
data from the WZBuoy station in the Belgian coastal zone within an intra-tidal time scale. More
complicated processes such as the effect of biofilms and interaction with microplastic particles will
be included in this system in a later stage.
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Background & Research Question
Port maintenance and nature preservation are two often conflicting aspects of coastal management.
Within a Pilot Project in the Western Wadden Sea (the Netherlands - see Figure1a) we test a win-win
solution that could reduce harbour siltation while simultaneously stimulate saltmarsh development.
For this purpose, fine material, dredged in the Port of Harlingen, is used to increase the bed level of
the intertidal flats at North-East of the harbour. The sediment is not disposed directly on the
mudflat but at the North-East edge of the Kimstergat Channel (Figure1b).
The strategy is based on the presumption that the flood dominant system results in an extra net
sediment transport onto the Koehool Mudflat (Figure1b). The imposed higher mud supply will
gradually feed the mudflat (hence the name of the project: The Mud Motor) and is expected to
accelerate the rate of bed level increase and, as consequence, the switch from a bare to a vegetated
mudflat state.
The success of the Pilot Project Mud Motor relies on the sediment transport capacity from the
channel to the mudflats. We therefore carried out a field campaign to unravel the role of the various
hydrodynamic forcing that determine the fate of the disposed sediment.

[a]

[b]

.

Figure 1: a) Frame of reference of the investigated area: Western Wadden Sea (the Netherlands).
b) Study Area: Kimstergat CHANNEL - Koehool MUDFLAT System. The definitions for the flood
direction (towards northeast) and ebb direction (towards southwest) are indicated.
Method
In Spring 2016, a 30 days’ field campaign was carried out. Wave, flow and sediment concentration
data were collected, at high frequency, using Wave Loggers, Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters (ADVs)
and Optical Back Scatter sensors (OBSs). The instruments were installed on two frames, located at
900m from each other, along a cross-section in the southern Koehool mudflat (Figure 1b).
Results and Interpretation
The dataset covers a variety of combinations of wind, waves and tidal conditions. Despite the
meteorological variations, most tides show the following trends (see for example the second tide in
Figure 2):
 The tides are flood-dominant, with larger flow velocities during flood (from channel to mudflat)
than during ebb (from mudflat to channel).
 The Suspended Solid Concentrations (SSC) are highest during conditions with very shallow water,
i.e. when the bed is more exposed to the effect of waves and when flow velocities are relatively
high; SSC values are very low (often close to zero) during high water slack, when waves do not
penetrate to the bed and when the flow velocity is close to zero.
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The weather during the full measurement period was overall calm, but wind events showed that the
above-mentioned flow and concentration patterns can drastically change. Such a different behaviour
is observed in the first tidal cycle of Figure
2. The weak wind from the South during the
rising tide did not result in sediment
resuspension. During the falling tide, the
wind changed in southwestern direction.
This led to: (i) reversal of the flow, with the
velocity flow remaining in flood direction
during the full tidal cycle (Figure 2c); (ii) a
slight water level set up (Figure 2a); (iii)
relatively high wave height over depth ratios
(Figure 2a, 2c). The consequence was that
the falling tide phase resulted in a
significant sediment flux towards the
mudflat. Figure 2d shows that the
accumulated flux of the “atypical” first tide,
is more than 3 times larger than the
accumulated sediment flux of the “typical”
second tidal cycle.
The first tide of Figure 2 is representative
for the case of flux enhancement in the
North-East direction, but other tidal cycles,
with opposite wind (from North-East), show
net sediment fluxes towards the channel
(Figure 3).
The analysis of the full dataset (totally 56
tidal cycles) shows that for the majority of
the time, the tide-induced sediment
transport result in a net flux in the flood
Figure 2 - Time series of : [a] Water Depth (m) and
direction. This typical pattern can be
SSC (g/l); [b] Wind Speed (m/s) and Direction
modified by the wind, (i.e. by wave forcing
(degrees); [c] Flow Velocity Magnitude (m/s) and
and wind-driven flow) and can induce a
Significant Wave Height (m); [d] Fluxes (kg/ms) and
significant net sediment flux towards one
Cumulative Fluxes (kg/m).
direction for the full tide (respectively: from
channel to mudflat with south-western wind
and from mudflat to channel with north-eastern wind). The six events highlighted by the green
squares in Figure 3, show that the sediment fluxes towards the mudflat, cumulated in long periods,
can be “lost” in a few tides if wind reverses the tidal flow in the channel direction. Over the full
investigated period, in fact, a small net flux is observed (0.5x104 kg/m), due to 3 reversed tide in
the South-West direction (3rd,5th and 6th wind events indicated by the green boxes in Figure 3).

.
Full Period

Figure 3 – Gross Fluxes (positive: N-E direction; negative: S-W direction) (kg/ms) and Cumulative
Fluxes (kg/m) in the full measurement period. The boxes indicate wind events with speeds above
12 m/s.
Conclusions
This study shows that wind plays a major role on the sediment transport in shallow intertidal areas.
It is therefore important to take this into account in the morphological modelling, especially in the
shallower tidal flat zone. These relatively common wind-events (more than 10% of the tides in the
measurement period presented a reversed velocity profile) are expected to influence the yearly
averaged sediment transport and therefore, in the case of the Mud Motor, the effectiveness of a
successful transport towards the mudflats.
-2-
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Introduction
Bed roughness in natural water systems has traditionally been studied extensively. It strongly
affects water levels, propagation of tides, widening or retreat of beaches, the rate and composition
of the suspended load and bedload transport, and consequently large-scale morphodynamics of the
sea bed. Previous studies (Swinkles et al., 2012) on the effect of bed characteristics spatial
variation showed that to considering this variation may significantly improve the prediction of the
water levels and currents in shallow areas. The flow conditions can influence the bed roughness in
space as in time. Thus, an improvement in the flow representation is expected when both variation
in time and space are considered. The aim of this study is to evaluate the Delft3D Modelling System
performance in the tidal level hindcasting, along a stretch of the eastern Brazilian continental shelf,
considering a spatially constant bed roughness, spatially varying bed roughness, and space-and
time-varying bed roughness.
The study area is part of eastern Brazilian continental shelf, with the Espírito Santo Bay as its
southern boundary and as the northern limit, the Doce River mouth. This study area presents a
heterogeneous bed sediment distribution. At the south of study area can be observed a more
uniform sediment grain size distribution, while the area near the Doce River mouth (North) presents
a larger range of sediment grain sizes (Bastos et al., 2015). The influence of bed roughness in the
prediction of tidal level was evaluated for two tide gauge stations: the first is located at the
Tubarão Harbour, at Espírito Santo Bay; and the second station is located at the Barra do riacho,
close to Doce River mouth.
Databases and Methods
Delft3D settings
To evaluate the influence of different bottom boundary conditions in the prediction of tidal level, a
2DH numerical model has been set up using the modeling system Delft3D. The hydrodynamics
within the Delft3D-FLOW module are computed based on unsteady shallow water equations. To
perform the numerical experimental, bathymetry, sediment grain sizes, and tidal phase and
amplitude data were used.
The bathymetry database was obtained by digitizing the original bathymetric charts produced by
the Brazilian Navy Hydrographic Office. Sediment grain size data (d50) was based on a compilation
of published and unpublished dataset and were used to calculate the bed roughness without
consider sediment in the simulations. The model was forced with tides extracted from the global
tidal model FES 2012, and included 15 constituents, specifically the M2, S2, N2, K2, K1, O1, P1, Q1,
Mf, Mm, MS4, MU2, N2, NU2 and M4. Three open boundaries are defined at the northern, seaward
and the southern sides of the model domain. The seaward open boundary is a water-level type, with
Neumann boundaries prescribed on the northern and southern sides.

.

Bed Roughness Conditions
In 2D calculations, the bed roughness is represented by the Chézy coefficient. This coefficient is
used to determine the flow induced bed shear stress. The bed roughness can be computed using
different formulations in Delft3D (Chézy, Manning, White - Colebrook and Z0), and in this study we
use the White - Colebrook's formulation (Equation 1). The White Colebrook's formulation requires
the specification of a geometrical roughness of Nikuradse 𝑘𝑠 (𝑘𝑠 = 2.5 𝑑50) [m]. Using this
roughness, the Chézy coefficient is calculated as follows:
𝐶 = 18 𝑙𝑜𝑔10

12ℎ
𝑘𝑠

(1)

Three different bed roughness conditions were tested: a spatially constant bed roughness (𝑘𝑠 =
0.0011m), spatially varying bed roughness, and space-and time-varying bed roughness (Van Rijn,
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2007). The constant value of 𝑘𝑠 was calculated considering the median sediment grain size of the
study area. We adopted the roughness predictor of Van Rijn (2007) to calculate the space-and timevarying bed roughness. In this formulation, the bed roughness will be varying at all times and at all
points in space, according to sediment grain size, water depth and flow velocity. A time step of six
minutes was used for updating roughness.
Response of Tidal level
The influence of the three different bed roughness conditions was investigated comparing the tidal
elevation modelled with the tidal level observed. The model is applied for the period between April
and August of 2014. In the simulations, only the bed roughness varied. Correlation coefficient and
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) were used to indicate the degree to which model estimates
reproduced observed values.
Results and Conclusions
Tidal elevation data were analyzed for two tide gauge stations, for the month of August 2014. Both
correlation coefficient and RMSE (Table I) showed the tidal elevation being well reproduced by the
model at the Tubarão Harbour and Barra do Riacho stations. Also, can be seen an prediction
improvement when was used the spatially varying bed roughness, and an even greater improvement
when the space-and time-varying bed roughness was used (Table I).
Table I: Correlation coefficient and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE [m]) considering the three different bed
roughness conditions, for the two tide gauge stations (Barra do Riacho and Tubarão Harbour).
Barra do Riacho
Statistic
Parameters

Constant bed
roughness

Spatially varying
bed roughness

Space-and timevarying bed
roughness

RMSE

0,1909

0,1889

0,1693

Correlation
Coefficient

0,8926

0,8938

0,9159

Tubarão Harbour
Statistic
Parameters

Constant bed
roughness

Spatially varying
bed roughness

Space-and timevarying bed
roughness

RMSE

0,1785

0,1764

0,1658

Correlation
Coefficient

0,9345

0,9353

0,9481

Comparing the results at the two tide gauge stations, when the space-and time-varying bed
roughness was used, was noted that the improvement is higher at the Barra do Riacho station. The
continental shelf close to Barra do Riacho station presents a higher variation of sediment grain sizes
when compared to the section of the continental shelf near the Tubarão Harbour, indicating that is
recommended the use of the space-and time-varying bed roughness in areas with great sediment
grain sizes variations become crucial for a proper flow representation.

.
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Introduction
Coastal lagoons are shallow water bodies separated from the sea by shore-parallel barriers,
which dampen wave and current conditions (Kennish and Paerl, 2010). Due to the sheltered
characteristics, coastal lagoons are typically inhabited by seagrass and marine fauna, which
contribute to the individual lagoon characteristics and functioning (e.g. De Wit, 2011). The
ecosystem health of coastal lagoons is vulnerable to increasing turbidity levels caused by e.g.
sediment suspension. Increasing turbidity causes hindered light penetration, which affects the
growth of seagrass (Middelboe et al., 2003). A proposed future increase in storminess due to
climate change (IPCC, 2007) could exacerbate the local turbidity levels due to increased
sediment resuspension (Madsen et al., 1993), and likewise, a sediment spill related to offshore
construction work may pose a threat to the coastal lagoon health. The lagoon of the present
study, Rødsand lagoon in southeast Denmark, is protected by the European Commission as a
Natura 2000 area; a designation that prohibits a permanent disruption of the natural habitat.
Comprehending the local sediment dynamics of a coastal ecosystem and potential future
stressors is an important step towards appropriate management; a topic which has been
stressed in several recent studies, e.g. Ferrarin et al. (2016), Gaertner-Mazouni and De Wit
(2012) and Spalding et al. (2014). Three classical lagoon types have been proposed by Kjerfve
(1986), depending on the wave energy, tidal range and water exchange with the adjacent sea
i.e. “Choked”, “Restricted” and “Leaky”. Rødsand lagoon holds a morphological difference in
terms of a connecting strait that generates additional flushing, which complicates assigning
the lagoon to one of the classical lagoon types. The aim of the present study is to investigate
the impact of a series of high-energy events (HEEs) on the suspension of sediment in Rødsand
lagoon and use the results to improve the modelling of fine-grained sediment dynamics in the
entire lagoonal system with the following objectives: to measure and compute wave energy,
flow conditions and sediment suspension; to describe and explain the relationships between
the hydrodynamic and sediment parameters; to model the flow and sediment dynamics on a
lagoonal scale by integrating the in-situ observations; and finally, to evaluate the impact of
increased storminess and a temporary sediment spill from nearshore construction work on
the lagoonal turbidity levels.

.

Field work
The Rødsand lagoon in southeast Denmark is connected to the inner Danish waters through a
north-eastern strait and faces the energetic strait Fehmarn Belt to the south that connects the
Baltic Sea with the inner Danish waters; the lagoon is sheltered by two barrier islands and a
spit (fig. 1). Rødsand lagoon is inhabited by Zostera Marina (eelgrass), which is present in the
western and shallow part of the lagoon (FEMA, 2013). An extensive monitoring program has
been in place in Rødsand lagoon from 2013 until 2015. The program included permanent
stations along the coast of Lolland and within Rødsand lagoon and provided continuous
measurements of the flow and sediment dynamics. In 2015 and 2017 periodic stations were
deployed in the western and eastern part of Rødsand lagoon, respectively, as well as in the
north-eastern strait. The periodic deployments supplied high-frequency data with information
about the flow, turbidity and sediment composition in the water column. In addition, three bed
sampling campaigns and subsequent laboratory erosion experiments were conducted. The insitu observations were used as calibration parameters to improve the numerical model of
Rødsand lagoon.
Preliminary results and discussion
Hydrodynamics
A total of eleven high wind speed events (>10.8m s-1) with a duration of more than six hours
were captured during the 2015 periodic deployment (instrumented platform); the events were
-1-
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the first of the season. The HEEs caused increasing wave heights and energetic flow
conditions. All the HEEs had westerly wind directions with exception of one event from
southeast. The water level was inversely related to the wind speed; during rising water level
the currents were easterly directed and vice versa. This behaviour suggested a seiche within
the lagoon.
Sediment dynamics
The increasing wave energy during HEEs caused an increase in the turbidity. The energy
required for particle suspension decreased with time suggesting that the erosional nature of
the lagoon bed depended on the occurrence of previous HEEs. The eelgrass cover was
significantly reduced during the period of investigation (diver observations). The impact of
the vegetation reduction could be observed in the turbidity measurements, which showed an
increase in the turbidity relative to the bed shear stress subsequent to the reduction.
Numerical model
The expected principal modelling result is an identification of the flow circulation in Rødsand
lagoon and its coupling to the fine-grained sediment dynamics. The numerical model will be
utilized to assess the system response and sensitivity to amplified storminess and increased
sediment import in relation to a sediment spill. A conceptual model of the lagoonal flow and
sediment dynamics will be proposed and compared to the classical lagoon types proposed by
Kjerfve (1986).

Fig. 1. Location of Rødsand lagoon (left) and zoom-in on the lagoonal bathymetry used for the
numerical modelling along with the locations of in-situ measuring stations (right).
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Abstract
The estuarine turbidity maximum (ETM) is one of the main drivers of longshore and cross-shore
sediment transfers in macrotidal estuaries. Besides the quantification of the ETM sediment mass and
its spatial expansion, the challenge is to understand its dynamics associated with the long term (~50
years) estuary morphodynamics. This study is based on a realistic 3D hydro-sediment dynamics
modelling of the Seine estuary (France) in order to quantify the influence of hydro-meteorological
forcing on ETM characteristics. The diachronic analysis of years 1960, 1975 and 2010 provides
understanding on the influence of the different bathymetries on the ETM dynamics. The ETM seaward
migration from 1960 to 1975 and its upstream migration from1975 to 2010 is related to extensive
engineering works through the 20th century that lead to significant tidal asymmetry changes.
Introduction
The estuarine turbidity maximum (ETM) is a key pattern in estuarine sediment dynamics. This highlyconcentrated zone of suspended particle matters buffers sediment exchanges between continental
and coastal waters, controls channel siltation and drives bio-geo-chemical processes. The mass and
the location of the ETM is known to be strongly modulated by the river discharge and the tidal range.
Nevertheless, waves may also significantly affect the ETM dynamics, resuspending flushed out ETM
sediments and hence accelerating ETM reformation. Besides the quantification of the ETM sediment
mass and its spatial expansion, the challenge is to characterize its dynamics associated with the long
term (around 50 years) estuary morphodynamics. Based on a realistic process-based numerical model,
this study investigates the ETM dynamics of the macrotidal Seine estuary (France). Since the deepening
of the navigation channel of Rouen, the Seine ETM has been translated downstream close to the
mouth, which is exposed to strong westerly wind-waves. Here, the main objectives are to explore the
ETM sensitivity to different hydrodynamic and hydrological forcing (tide, waves, river discharge) and
to quantify its evolution during the last fifty years (1960-2010) due to morphological changes.
Methods
The realistic 3D numerical modelling is based on the MARS3D hydrodynamics model forced by main
tidal components at the sea boundary, a realistic river discharge and wind stresses provided by a
meteorological model. Waves are simulated using the WAVE WATCH III® model on a series of embedded
computational grids, from a large-scale model of the Atlantic Ocean down to a local model at the
same resolution as the circulation model. The hydrodynamics model is coupled with a multilayer
sediment model for sand and mud mixtures (Le Hir et al., 2011) considering the advection/diffusion
of five particle classes (median diameter d50 = 20, 100, 210, 800, 5000 µm) and taking into account
consolidation processes (Grasso et al., 2015). The hydro- and sediment dynamics models were
validated on the reference year 2010. This hydro-meteorological forcing was then applied on the 1960
and 1975 bathymetries. Consequently, the diachronic analysis between the three periods (1960, 1975
and 2010) consists in comparing the influence of the different bathymetries on the ETM dynamics.

.

Results and discussion
The simulation of year 2010 confirms that the Seine ETM location (xETM) is strongly driven by the Seine
river discharge, shifting seaward during high river flow (Fig. 1a). The river-discharge detrended
analysis provides insights on the tide-induced ETM location (xTR ETM) and bottom salinity gradient
location (xTR Salinity) after removing the river-induced trend (xTR (Salinity, ETM) = x(Salinity, ETM) - xQ (Salinity, ETM)). It reveals
that the ETM would be dominated by the tidal pumping mechanism for spring tide and dominated by
the salinity gradients for neap tide (Figs. 1b and c). Moreover, the tidal range change (dTR),
characterizing the neap-to-spring (and spring-to-neap) period, influences significantly the ETM
location through a hysteresis response due to the delay for tidal pumping and stratification to occur.
The ETM mass is highly related to the tidal range, reaching 500,000Tons for spring tide, and
modulated by the tidal range changes (Fig. 2b). This relationship proves to be non-linear, with a clear
resuspension increase for tidal range larger than 6 m. Surprisingly, it appeared that the river discharge
did not significantly affect the ETM mass (Fig. 2a), whereas it strongly controlled the tide-averaged
location (Fig. 1a). Waves were observed to substantially influence the ETM dynamics in increasing the
ETM mass by 10 to 50% during energetic conditions (i.e. for waves larger than the median value),
especially during high river flow when the ETM is located close to the wave-exposed estuary mouth.
-1-
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Fig. 1. 2010 period. (a) Simulated ETM xETM and salinity front xSalinity locations versus the Seine river
discharge Q. River-discharge detrended locations of (b) near bottom salinity front xTR Salinity and (c)
ETM xTR ETM versus tidal range TR for neap-to-spring (dTR >0, red circles) and spring-to-neap (dTR <0,
blue circles) phasing. In panel (a), black and purple lines represent linear regression laws for xETM
and xSalinity, respectively. In panels (b) and (c), triangles and vertical brackets represent data average
and standard deviation, respectively, associated with TR ranges for neap-to-spring (red rightward
triangles) and spring-to-neap (blue leftward triangles) phasing.

Fig. 2. 2010 period. Simulated tide-maximum ETM mass versus tidal range TR related to (a) the
Seine river discharge Q and (b) neap-to-spring (dTR >0, red circles) and spring-to-neap (dTR <0, blue
circles) phasing. In panel (b), triangles and vertical brackets represent data average and standard
deviation, respectively, associated with TR ranges for neap-to-spring (red rightward triangles) and
spring-to-neap (blue leftward triangles) phasing.
Measurements and simulations provide evidences that the ETM location in 2010 is situated
up to 10 km upstream of the location observed by Avoine et al. (1981) in 1978, contrasting with the
downstream migration observed from 1955 to 1978. The diachronic simulations are in agreement
with these changes as the tidal asymmetry in 1975 was lower than in 1960 and 2010. It would induce
a reduction of tidal pumping and thus the ETM downward location in 1975. The reduction of tidal
asymmetry from 1960 to 1975 is associated with the dyking of the lower estuary in order to enhance
ebb-flow currents, whereas the tidal asymmetry increasing from 1975 to 2010 is related to the estuary
mouth narrowing after engineering works to extend Le Havre harbour.

.
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Introduction
In order to assess the present state of a marine sedimentary environment and to predict changes
induced by natural variability, human activities or climate change, qualitative understanding and
quantitative estimates of sediment fluxes and budgets are needed. Although sediment fluxes and
budgets are a key element to assess the fine-grained sediment dynamics on a regional scale, data
are often not available to qualitatively understand the fluxes on a time-scale longer than the
duration of in-situ measurement campaigns. One of the difficulties lays in the fact that regional finegrained sediment dynamics is the sum of all the local sources and sinks, such as rivers, coastal
erosion and accretion, deposition in inter- or subtidal areas and erosion of the geological
substratum that are often not well known and that reflects the recent geological history of the area.
This is also the case for the fine-grained sediment transport, the coastal turbidity maximum and the
cohesive sediment deposits in the French-Belgian-Dutch nearshore area and in the Scheldt estuary,
where the provenance is still under debate. The existing hypotheses for the mud provenance are
based on the residual flow patterns and general sedimentological considerations (e.g. Prandle et al.
1996; Fettweis et al. 2007). The aim of the current study is to make a new contribution towards
qualitative and quantitative fine-grained sediment budgets and dynamics in the southern North Sea
by identifying how the provenance of the fine-grained bottom and suspended sediments is related
to regional and local fine-grained sediment sources.
Method
As provenance indicator clay minerals have been used. The advantage of clay minerals is the
obvious abundance of these minerals in the mud deposits and in the SPM and their stability or very
minor changes if any during transport between provenance and deposition areas. Clay minerals can
be considered as representative tracers as the transport of fine-grained sediment occurs either in
flocs or as suspended particulate matter (e.g. Irion and Zöllmer 1999). The clay minerals have been
determined using the robust quantitative analyses of Środoń & McCarthy (2009) and Hubert et al.
(2009, 2012).
An extensive sampling campaign was set up in different phases to characterize the clay mineral
composition of the mud deposits off the Belgian nearshore (further referred to as BCS), the SPM in
the English Channel and the southern North Sea, and its possible source areas. These comprise
both present-day sources, which were sampled by collecting bottom mud and/or suspension water
samples, outcrop material and older, geological sources, which were sampled from borehole core
material. For each source area, the clay mineral composition <2µm, referred to as the clay fraction,
was quantified and compared with the mud composition from the BCS.

Results

.

The clay mineral compositional field for each analyzed source area is shown in Figure 1 with
reference to the BCS muds and SPM compositional field. This figure demonstrates that English
Channel waters, outcropping Paleogene sea floor bottom and Rhine-Meuse river water and deposits
have to be excluded as an important clay mineral source of the BCS muds. The BCS muds and SPM
clay mineral composition is also found in the SPM occurring in the Dutch coastal waters. This
demonstrates that the clay minerals in the Dutch coastal waters do not originate from the RhineMeuse River but have as major source the turbidity maximum overlying the BCS muds. The turbidity
maximum in the Belgian nearshore area is thus formed by erosion of the BCS mud.
The close relationship between the mud from the Scheldt estuary and the BCS mud raised the
question whether the estuary effectively discharges the mud to the BCS where it is deposited or
whether the inverse happens and BCS mud is imported into the estuary by tidal currents. As
demonstrated in Figure 1, this combined fluvial discharge clay mineral composition plots very close
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to the Scheldt estuary and BCS mud composition. It can be concluded that the BCS mud composition
can only be produced by Scheldt river system.
The current tidal regime of the Scheldt estuary is, however, marine-dominated with only small
amounts of fluvial mud being discharged into the North Sea (Verlaan, 2000). Presently, marine SPM
dominates the estuary. This apparent contradiction with the results of the clay mineral provenance
analysis can only be satisfactorily solved if the short period of hydrodynamic and sediment flux
measurements in the estuary since the start of the measurements represents an unusual situation
compared to the much longer period before when larger amounts of fluvial mud was exported from
the river basin to the sea. The geological history suggest that the mud deposition with the BCS clay
mineral composition has started since a few 100.000 years in contrast to the present
hydrodynamics in the estuary and the coastal zone that exhibits a fine-grained sediment flux from
out of the estuary towards inside. A consequence of this analysis is that the modern mud is derived
from the erosion and resuspension of previously deposited mud. Resuspended muds contribute to a
large part to the coastal turbidity maximum and represent a significant source of material in the
estuary itself.

Fig. 1: Triangular diagram of the quantitative clay composition <2µm of the different analyzed
regional sources and comparison with the compositional domain of the Belgian nearshore area
(BCS).

.
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Abstract
The flocculation process and modelling of suspended sediment transport in estuarine regions is a
hot topic in estuarine science[Winterwerp, 1999]. The flocculation is greatly influenced by
biochemical parameters[De Lucas Pardo, 2014]. In this paper, we analyse the impact of algae on the
processes of flocculation in the Yangtze Estuary, and we identify the mechanisms which are
responsible for their changes. The amount of algae (phytoplankton biomass) is linked to the
chlorophyll α concentration which we measured[Uncles et al., 1998]. The measurements were
performed in the maximum turbidity zone. The seasonal variations of phytoplankton lead to changes
in the flocculation dynamics and the composition of suspended particle matter. We recorded the floc
size changes in the Yangtze Estuary and we found that: (1) the flocs are significantly influenced by
tidal dynamics, as the floc size during slack water is larger than ebb tide and flood tide, (2) there is a
correlation between the Chlorophyll concentration and sediment concentration, (3) the floc size is
correlated to the algae-sediment mass ratio, (4) in winter, with high salinity and small river discharge,
the region has a significant stratification and the floc size was smaller than the one in summer (fig.1).

Fig. 1. The floc size distribution for different seasons ((A) summer (B) winter).
In order to better identify the parameters that influence most the flocculation and try to model it,
a series of laboratory experiments were performed. Parameters such as salinity, shear rate,
phytoplankton (and EPS (extracellular polymeric substances) produced by this phytoplankton) and
sediment concentration were systematically varied[Mietta, 2010]. The floc size as function of time
was modelled according to:

.

𝑁𝑖 (𝑡) =

𝑎1

𝑡
𝑡𝑎

1+𝑎2 exp(− )

𝑡

[𝑎3 + exp (− 𝑡 )]

(1)

𝑏

where Ni(t) represents the number of flocs of size i as function of time and the parameters
of a1, a2, a3, ta, tb are fitted to the data. The dependence of these parameters on the
environmental conditions will be discussed. the full particle size distribution (PSD) obtained
from fitting each class is given in fig.2.
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Fig. 2. The time dependent PSD of a suspension composed of 0.7g/l Yangtze sediment and 2mg/g
EPS and 0.3mol/l NaCl.
We will show by comparing the lab experiments and in-situ data, that more insight can be given in
the flocculation process by phytoplankton. The ultimate goal is to apply the model to in-situ
flocculation data and hereby improve large scale sediment transport models.
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Motivation and Methods
Suspended particulate matter (SPM) is a key variable of estuarine systems that influences physical
and biogeochemical processes. SPM concentration varies strongly over time scales ranging from
second to years under the influence of multiple environmental forcings, including deterministic
(tidal cycles, tidal range) and stochastic (river flow, wind, turbulence) components (Schoellhamer,
2002). Understanding the variability of SPM concentration related to each forcing is particularly
important inasmuch as environmental forcings are not steady but evolve in time under multiple
effects, such as climate change and human activities (Winterwerp and Wang, 2013).
The aim of this work is to quantify the variability of SPM concentrations at time scales characteristic
of environmental forcings in the highly-turbid Gironde and Loire estuaries (west France). It involves
identifying turbidity variability at forcing frequencies and estimating the relative contribution of
these frequencies to the total variability. For this purpose, different spectral methods were
combined and applied to the high-frequency multiannual turbidity time series recorded in both
systems by automated monitoring networks. In particular, the Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA) was
combined with the Lomb-Scargle periodogram (LSP) for a multiannual analysis, and with the
Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) for a seasonal analysis (Jalón-Rojas et al., 2016a). This
approach gives an indicator of the relative influence of different forcings on turbidity variability that
allows evaluating the consequences of changes in forcings on such variability. In addition, the
combined spectral methods were applied to numerical (SIAM-3D, Lajaunie-Salla et al., in revision)
and semi-analytical (iFlow, Jalón-Rojas et al., 2016b) simulations of SPM concentrations as a
validation test of the prediction of variability frequencies and their relative contribution to the total
variability.
Results
Frequencies of the main environmental factors affecting turbidity variability were identified in both
estuaries and subsequently grouped in three categories: river flow (hydrological regime and
discharge variability), tidal range (semimonthly and monthly tidal cycles), and tidal cycles. Their
relative contributions to the total turbidity variability depend on the estuarine region (lower and
upper estuary) and the time scale (multiannual or seasonal) and follow similar patterns in both
estuaries. On multiannual time scale (Fig. 1), the contribution of tidal forcings decreases by a factor
of 2.5 up-estuary, from about 50% to 20% in the case of tidal cycles (from 15% to 6% for tidal range).
In contrast, the influence of river discharge increases drastically toward upstream, from about 3% to
42-49%. On the seasonal time scale, the relative influence of forcings frequencies remains almost
constant in the lower estuary, dominated by tidal frequencies (60% and 30% for tidal cycles and tidal
range, respectively); in the upper reaches, it is more variable depending on hydrological regime,
even if tidal frequencies are responsible for more than half of the turbidity variance.

.

The interest of these quantifications was further discussed: (1) as indicator of long-term changes in
turbidity due to the potential evolution of environmental factors and (2) to compare nearby and
overseas systems. This includes a comparison of trends between the Gironde, the Loire, the San
Francisco Bay (Schoellhamer, 2002) and the Blyth (French et al. 2008) estuaries that shows a similar
influence of tidal frequencies on turbidity in their lower reaches.
Finally, the application of spectral methods to concentration prescribed by a numerical model (SiAM3D) in the Gironde estuary suggested that the current parametrization of the model underestimates
intratidal variability, in particular the quarter-diurnal. The parameterization of setting velocity was
optimized in order to reproduce SPM variability and turbidity maximum dynamics. Semi-analytical
predictions from iFlow showed a good approximation to observations of the proportion of the semidiurnal and quarter-diurnal variabilities. Interestingly this approach allowed quantifying the
percentage of the variance that this idealized model is overestimating for these two time scales at
the expense of higher variabilities frequencies.
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Fig. 1. Contribution (%) of each forcing to turbidity variability, estimated from the application of SSA
to time series of the Loire (A, C.1) and Gironde (B, C.2) estuaries. In (C) the distance from the mouth
of each station is normalized by the total length of the corresponding estuary (Position) and only
the best documented axis of the Gironde (Gironde-Garonne tidal river) is plotted.

.
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Abstract
One year of SPM concentration (SPMC) and Velocity data are analyzed to gain insight in the mud
dynamics in the harbor of Zeebrugge. Seasonal dynamics are inferred from satellite images, depth
soundings and SPMC data.
Study Site
The harbor of Zeebrugge is situated in the coastal turbidity maximum area along the Belgian coast
(southern North Sea). About 5,3 million tons (dry matter) of mainly fine-grained sediments is
dredged annually in the port (15.000 TDS/day). The fluid mud inside the port has a mean layer
thickness of up to 3m in front of the entrance of the Albert 2 dock (see Figure 4).

Figure 1 - Depth averaged SPM in Southern North Sea (left, Fettweis, 2007) and harbor of Zeebrugge
(right)
Measurements at fixed locations inside the harbor
SPM concentration and current velocity were measured at four locations inside the harbor (see
Figure 1) at two depths in the water column. Each measuring point was equipped with a point
velocimeter (Aquadopp), an OBS3+ and a CT-probe (Valeport 620). The data were collected every 10
minutes for a measurement campaign lasting 400 days (March 2013 to April 2014).
The time series of SPM concentration are split-up into individual tidal cycles, and grouped according
to neap, average and spring tide conditions in an ensemble analysis to study tidal dynamics.

.

Figure 2 - Ensemble analysis of SPMC (left) and velocity data (right) for the lower set of sensors at
locations Stern (in blue) and Albert II (in red) during spring tide conditions
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Natural Evolution of the Top of the Mud Layer
The top of the mud layer is measured by the 210 kHz echo sounder reflector. A simple volume
balance is set up to decompose the measured depth change ∆ℎ in the effect of dredging ∆ℎ and
the natural evolution ∆ℎ .
∆ℎ = ∆ℎ + ∆ℎ

− 
∆ℎ = −
   − 
The natural evolution ∆ℎ of the top of the mud layer corresponds to the cumulative effect of
resuspension and consolidation (negative sign) and deposition (positive sign) and is calculated from
daily depth soundings in Albert II dock (Figure 3).

Figure 3 - Natural evolution of the mud volume in Albert II-dock during summer (red background)
and winter (green background). Colored dots and (baseline) show tidal conditions: neap tide
(green), average tide (orange) and spring tide (blue).
Results and Discussion
Intra-tidal variation
Both SPMC and velocity peaks at location Albert II are 50 minutes delayed to location Stern (Figure
2). The peak concentration at Albert II is higher than at Stern, even though the velocity is lower. This
is explained by sediment being advected in the harbor and transported in a primary gyre, and
settling out between locations Stern and Albert II. This is consistent with the analysis of Vanlede et
al. (2014), who showed that horizontal transport is the most important component of the gross
sediment exchange at the harbor mouth of Zeebrugge, and that most horizontal sediment
exchange happens from 2h before high water to high water.
Spring-neap variation
Sediment import into the harbor during spring tide is 3 (2 to 4) times higher than during neap tide.
This is consistent with the spring-neap variation of SPMC observed at a nearby station in the North
Sea and with the spring-neap variation of peak SPMC observed inside the harbor.
Seasonal Variation
The mud volume in the Albert II dock is largest in winter, and reaches a minimum at the beginning
of autumn (Figure 3). Density profiles also show that the sediment layers are less consolidated in
winter than in summer. Figure 4 shows a striking seasonal pattern in the shape of the mud layer in
the Albert II dock. Where the top of the mud layer is flat in winter, it shows a height difference of
1m (max. slope 1/400) in summer. The seasonal variations are believed to be linked to seasonal
variations in the floc properties of the SPM (Fettweis & Baeye, 2015) that might influence
consolidation and strength properties of the bed.

.

Figure 4 - Seasonal variation of levels in Albert II dock. 210 kHz level (and 1σ) in blue for summer
(left) and winter (right). 33 kHz in black.
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Abstract
Water clarity or turbidity is an important parameter to understand the marine ecosystem and is
mainly controlled by suspended particulate matter concentration (SPMC). Measurements of SPMC
spanning long time and large spatial scales have therefore became a matter of growing importance
in the last decades. On many places worldwide observation platforms were installed to capture the
temporal and spatial SPMC variability on scales ranging from turbulent fluctuations to entire basins.
The infrastructure on which the sensors are attached is as diverse as the time scale of the processes
studied, and includes fixed and moving platforms or a combination of both. The same holds for
SPMC itself that may cover the range from very low to hyper-turbid conditions and concerning its
composition from organic to mineral and from non-cohesive to cohesive properties.

.

Long-term in-situ measurements of SPMC involve in general one or several optical and acoustical
sensors of similar or different technical specifications and, as the ground truth reference,
gravimetric measurements of filtered water samples. The combination of indirect and reference
measurements require two main calibration steps (sensor and model parameter calibration) at
different moments during the workflow in order to extract reliable and homogeneous SPMC. These
calibration steps are essential to be able to relate possible changes in calibration constants (sensor
and model parameter) to sensor degradation or to natural variability in SPM inherent properties. The
SPMC in long-term measurements is thus a surrogate of the real SPMC. A variety of parameters,
particle (floc) size and composition have an impact on the optical and acoustical inherent properties
of the SPM and thus on the sensor output. In case of long-term measurements, where multiple
methods are often used in parallel, different sensor SPM concentration are obtained that represents
surrogates or proxies that are not necessarily the same
The estimation of SPMC by optical and acoustical surrogates generally results from the combination
of a number of technically independent calibration measurements and regression or inverse models.
This includes all aspects of the measuring strategy, from the planning of the measurements to the
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measurements itself and the post processing of the data (Figure 1). As long as measurements are
carried out during a cruise with staff and laboratories ready to control the proper functioning of
sensors and to react on changes in the actual field conditions, uncertainties in the separate steps
can be minimized and errors quantified to some degree or even avoided. The situation is different
for autonomous, long-term implementations or large-scale observation networks. The parallel or
consecutive operation of numerous sensors requires additional (inter-)calibration effort to assure
data homogeneity. Variabilities in the state of the studied system change the inherent particle
properties which may require repeated field surveys for water sampling; electronic drift, mechanical
threats or growing coverage of sensor transmitter/receiver windows by living (biofouling) or nonliving matter (fouling) requires regular maintenance and sensor cleansing with sensor monitoring
against well-defined references.
Direct or indirect measurements of SPMC are thus inherently associated with a number of
uncertainties along the whole operational chain from planning over laboratory work, to system
problems during mostly unsupervised deployment and to converting the observed continuous proxy
values of optical and acoustical signals to SPMC. The aim of the study is to present and discuss
potentials and limitations related with the use of optical and acoustical backscatter sensors, to
describe challenges and yet unsolved problems with long-term observations of SPMC and to
formulate recommendations as a basis to acquire quality-assured SPMC data sets. On the basis of
examples the main sources of errors as well as means to quantify and reduce the uncertainties
associated with SPMC measurements are illustrated.

.

Fig. 1. Workflow of activities and tasks to be performed in long-term SPMC measurements. The
arrows indicate the flow of information between the tasks and activities over the measurement
phases. The measurement phases are plotted in serial order, but may overlap in the course of longterm installations.
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Introduction
Shallow coastal seas are subject to an increasing pressure by offshore operations. Further to a
direct influence these operations impose on benthic and pelagic organisms, an indirect influence is
caused by changes in sediment dynamics and morphodynamics. Temporal variations in SPM have a
large effect on the timing and rate of primary production, thereby also affecting higher trophic
levels. Field measurements along the Dutch coast indicate significant seasonal variations in
concentrations of SPM (Suijlen and Duin, 2001; Witbaard et al., 2015). These seasonal variations
originate from a marked seasonality in wind climate and the occurrence of storms. During storms,
increases in SPM occur simultaneously in large parts of the Dutch coastal zone of the North Sea
(Suijlen & Duin 2001), demonstrating that on short timescales, the vertical exchange between the
sea bed and the water column is dominant. Model concepts with two discrete seabed layers (a fluffy
top layer and a sandy lower layer) turned out to capture these fine sediment dynamics, see van
Kessel et al. (2011). However, the underlying physical processes resulting in the water-bed
exchange of fines are still to be unravelled.
Therefore, this study aims to investigate the resuspension of fines from the bed during and after
storms, accounting for the tidal variation due to the spring-neap tide cycle. This will lead to a more
specific conceptualization and related parameterization of the water-bed exchange, thereby
enabling to study both the direct and indirect impact of offshore operations.
Methods
To investigate the water-bed exchange of fines, data from a bottom lander is analysed. The lander
was placed 1.2 km off the Dutch coast, at Egmond aan Zee (see Figure 1). It collected data on
hydrodynamics and sediment concentrations continuously during a period of 21 months, from
March 2011 until November 2012 (van der Hout et al., submitted). The following data collected with
the lander are analysed: (i) current velocity over the entire water column, measured by an upward
looking RDI ADCP; (ii) near bed velocities, measured with a Nortek Vector current meter, positioned
at 30cm above the seabed; (iii) SPM concentrations at four heights above the bottom, i.e. 30, 80,
140 and 200cm, measured with ALEC Compact-CLW’s.

.

Figure 1: Location of the bottom lander, also showing the bathymetry of the study area
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Results
The 21-month deployment allows comparing high-energetic conditions with low energetic
conditions. Here, we highlight a period of 25 days: 10 August 2011 until 4 September 2011. Figure
2a shows the water depth variation with a dominant semi-diurnal tide and spring-neap cycle. Panel
2b shows the computed variation in bed shear stress by waves and currents, whereas panel 2c
shows measured SPM concentrations at 0.3 and 2.0 meters above the bed (mab). Two storm events
can be distinguished, and are indicated by grey bands. During these storms, the bed shear stress
increases due to wave action. An increase in SPM concentration is also observed during this storm
period. A quarterly diurnal cycle can be
identified, which can be related to increased
mixing during higher tidal flow velocities.
After the storm events, the bed shear stress
decreases, but the SPM concentrations
(a)
remained high for approximately a week.
During the period from 12 August – 26
August (i.e. between the storm events)
similar bed shear stresses lead to large
differences in SPM concentrations. The first
week after the storm event is characterized
(b)
by generally high SPM concentrations,
whereas SPM concentrations are low
throughout the second week after the storm
event. This indicates that more fine
sediment is available for resuspension in the
study area after the storm event. After
(c)
approximately a week, the response of SPM
concentrations to the computed bed shear
stress is similar to pre-storm response.
Before the onset of the second storm,
around
the
28th
of
August,
SPM
concentrations at 0.3 mab are lower than
Figure 2: Measured water levels (a), computed bed
100 mg/l. After the storm event, similar bed
shear stress (b) and measured SPM concentrations
shear stresses lead to SPM concentrations of
at 0.3 and 2.0 meters above the bed (c), from 10
almost 500 mg/l at 0.3 mab.
August 2011 until 04 September 2011.
Interpretation and Conclusions
The variations in SPM concentration indicate that waves play a crucial role in remobilizing fine
sediment from the mostly sandy seabed. After remobilization, tidal flow is essential for mixing the
sediment higher up in the water column. The resulting SPM-time series show a semidiurnal cycle
(mixing by the flow) modulated by the wave-induced bed shear stress. Before and shortly after
storms, the response of SPM concentrations to similar bed shear stresses is clearly different. This
difference can be attributed to the burial of fines into the seabed. However, this burial is not
instantaneous but takes approximately one week of calm conditions. Hence, the predominant
processes that lead to the burial of fine sediments in the seabed should work on these timescales
as well.
In conclusion, the North Seabed depicts a profound memory to previous meteorological (and
seasonal) conditions, which needs to be captured in any model describing the water-bed exchange
processes in this sandy system.

.
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Abstract

The Ems and Loire evolved into hyper-turbid estuaries in the course of the 20th

century. Winterwerp et al. (2013 a, b) argued that narrowing and deepening of these
rivers induced a regime shift towards these hyper-turbid conditions. This regime
shift was presumed to be driven by a positive feed-back between tidal
amplification, tidal asymmetry and sediment-induced drag reduction. As also the
Sea Scheldt was/is subject to narrowing and deepening, Winterwerp et al. reasoned
that also this river may be at risk to become hyper-turbid.

Currently, these arguments have not yet been sustained with quantitative data
and/or model results. Therefore a number of in-depth studies have been initiated

analysing such a regime shift. The study in the current report is aimed at
contributing to these studies and the discussion on the causes of these regime

shifts. The objective of this work is to assess whether a regime shift towards hyperturbid conditions can be simulated with a simple state-of-the-art process-based

numerical model. For this purpose, we have developed a schematized Delft3D
model of the Sea Scheldt.

Several model configurations were tested aiming to observe sediment accumulation
in the estuary and, eventually, a transition to a hyper turbid regime. These model

configurations are defined by the inclusion of certain sediment transport processes.
These are: the initial presence of sediments at the bed of the river; erosion and

deposition of sediments from the water column to the bed and vice versa; the type
of bed model (we have tested the standard D3D bed model and the buffer layer

model of D3D) and the associated sediment transport processes (the inclusion of a

fluff layer and of a deposition efficiency term is the main difference); in none of the
simulations, the bed level is updated, i.e. all sediments depositing on the bed are
taken into the bed, but without bed level changes.

The table below gives an overview of the model configurations tested in this study,

where the sediment transport processes considered for each configuration are
indicated. Salinity is considered in all model configurations. Note that one

configuration with no sediments in the system is tested as well, to establish the
equilibrium salinity penetration without the influence of sediments.
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model

type of bed

sediment in

sediment at

erosion and

configuration

model

the model

bed initially

deposition

1

standard D3D

no

no

no

2

standard D3D

yes

no

no

3

standard D3D

yes

no

yes

4

standard D3D

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

buffer layer

5

model D3D

Hyper-turbid conditions have not developed under the studied set of parameters

yet. However, a number of important conclusions can be drawn from the current
work. General conclusions form the study of model configurations:
-

Erosion and deposition, in combination with tidal asymmetry, are responsible

for the transport of sediments into the estuary. This is important, since
without suspended sediments distributed throughout the whole system,
hyper turbid conditions cannot develop under any circumstance.
-

The presence of internal asymmetry (vertical stratification in sediment

concentration) contributed to further increase the import of sediments into
the system via two mechanisms: a. the combination of sediment mixing
during high energetic conditions (and stratification during low energetic

conditions) and tidal asymmetry. b. The decrease in eddy viscosity that a
fluid mud layer produces and the associated tidal amplification.
-

With erosion and deposition allowed in the model, and with the effect of

internal asymmetry, sediment keeps accumulating in the system after 66
months.
-

The initial amount of sediment in the system does not affect the equilibrium
suspended sediment concentration in the water column, which is determined
by the balance between erosion and deposition (given a constant sediment
supply).

Within each of the studied model configurations, the sensitive of a selection of
sediment and hydrodynamic parameters in the import of sediments into the river
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has been studied as well. The most relevant results are from this sensitivity analysis
are:

-

In a starved bed, an increase in the settling velocity leads to an increase in

the bed thickness and thus of the eroded sediment and the suspended
sediment concentration.
-

A starved bed can become alluvial by increasing the sediment input into the
system.

-

A more erosive bed increases the sediment concentration in the water
column, but decreases the overall import of sediments into our schematized
estuary.

-

Spring-neap variations (or episodic erosion events) are key to mobilize the
stock of sediments at the bed, increasing the sediment concentration in the

water column. Once a certain concentration is reached in the water column,

the rate at which the overall sediment concentration increases seems to
become linear.
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Abstract
Sediment transport provides a critical bridge between hydrodynamics and morphodynamics.
Sediment transport behaviour has obvious impacts on morphodynamic development. Long-term
morphodynamic modelling enables examination of large scale morphological patterns, such as
channel-shoal patterns in estuaries and deltaic channel structures. Non-cohesive sand is mostly used
as the material in shaping morphology. However, most of estuaries and deltas in nature are partly or
fully dominated by cohesive sediment or mud. There are researches on sand-mud interactions and
their implications on total sediment transport (van Ledden, 2003). It is increasingly aware that adding
mud to the system can make a big differences on the large scale morphodynamic development
behaviour (Edmond and Slinger, 2009; Gelynese et al., 2010; Caldwel and Edmond, 2014). However
mud transport is notoriously difficult to be defined properly in the model given the combined
sensitivity to a few fundamental parameters (Partheniades, 1965; Mehta, 2014). It is thus not clearly
known how mud have controls on development of large scale morphodynamics and the sensitivity to
the mud property.
In this work we construct a long-term morphodynamic model based on the DELFT3D in an idealized
300 km long and 100 km wide river-estuary-sea system. Long-term simulation is assisted by the
morphological factor approach. Both sand and mud are put on the river bed for erosion while the
river supplies mud into the system as well. Dry bed erosion is considered to stimulate sand bar and
channel migrations. Sand and mud interactions are considered by defining transport layers. By varying
the content of mud and the mud properties, we run a number of sensitivity scenarios under combined
river and tidal forcing.

.

Figure 1. Modeled morphology after 100 years in scenarios with (A) sand only and (B) sand plus 30%
of mud
The model results suggest that inclusion of mud on the sandy environments induces less bifurcated
and less braided channel-shoal pattern (Figure 1). Instead, more merged sand bars and less
meandered channels forms in sand-mud mixture environment. Increasing mud content leads to
straighter channel pattern. The tidal flats and sand bars are more accreted in elevation and more
sediments are retained inside the estuary due to the presence of mud. We argue that the impacts of
mud on large scale estuarine and deltaic morphodynamic development can be explained by its
-1-
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cohesiveness which increases erosion resistance and fine sediment transport rate once in motion.
More sensitivity simulations and in-depth analysis results will be presented in the conference.
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Introduction
The Helmholtz Zentrum Geesthacht aims to generate comprehensive data sets of coastal ocean key
state variables on an operational basis. In general, the observational data originate from various
types of in-situ measurements and satellite remote sensing.
Maps of near-surface suspended matter concentration (SPMC) are provided by satellites measuring
ocean colour and subsequently converting spectral radiances into SPMC by means of inverse
models. The outcome depends critically on the comparison to water samples in order to calibrate
the model parameters. In coastal waters, the inherent optical properties of the suspended particles
are highly variable in time and space. This variability is not reflected in the limited number of
available satellite overfly match-up SPMC data from water samples. Hence, incommensurable results
are expected compared to other in-situ observations which are needed to extend the satellite
observation into the vertical and to fill observational gaps due to cloud obstruction. The distribution
of SPMCs shows strong gradients and patchiness in concentration and inherent particle properties
(Figure 1). Hence, the combination of remote sensing and in-situ SPMC data is expected to be a
challenging task.
Methods
The Helmholtz-Zentrum Geesthacht operates since 2007 the observing system COSYNA (Coastal
Observing System of Northern and Arctic Seas). Main observation area is the German Bight, a
shallow coastal shelf sea characterised by significant inflow of fresh water from the major rivers
Elbe and Weser and the intertidal Wadden Sea as its coastal fringe (Baschek et al., 2016). These data
are used for ground-truthing of satellite scenes.
A direct comparison of satellite remote sensing data from ENVISAT/MERIS scenes, taken between
2002 and 2012, to match-up water samples yields only some 50 out of 5000 water samples. In
order to extend the amount of match-up cases both in time and space, we took advantage of the
numerous in-situ measurements of optical backscatter (turbidity) data collected by the different
COSYNA observing platforms: time series from pole stations in the East and North Frisian Wadden
Sea, profiler data during occasional ship surveys and horizontal transects across the German Bight
taken by means of an undulating fish towed behind a cruising vessel. Turbidity was converted into
SPMC by repeated calibration with SPMC from simultaneously taken water samples. These turbidity
values were in turn compared to isochronous spectral radiances from MERIS generated by the ESA
standard processor developed for CASE II waters.

.

Results
The relationship between sample SPMC and turbidity could be well described by linear regression in
most cases (Figure 2, left). There are, however, significant regional differences in the slope up to a
factor of two between East Frisian Wadden Sea, North Frisian Wadden Sea, off-shore German Bight
and Elbe river plume areas indicating different inherent optical properties of the suspended
particles. The number of turbidity match-up cases is about one order of magnitude larger than the
direct comparison to water samples. This allowed regional differentiation of correlation parameters
between in-situ SPMC and turbidity. The differing correlation parameters (turbidity – SPMC) are most
probably due to differences in particle size and specific densities.
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Figure 1: composite map of ENVISAT/MERIS TSM results, averaged over the year 2010.

Figure 2: Correlation optical backscatter - SPMC for all ship cruises in the offshore German Bight
where turbidity was measured, 2009-2012 (left). Correlation of ENVISAT/MERIS TSM to turbidity data
from several stations and ship cruises in the Wadden Sea and German Bight (right).
The scatter of the correlation diagram of MERIS TSM with in-situ turbidity data (Figure 2, right) is
still large, but the preliminary results indicate that there is some universal nonlinear correlation
irrespective of the area considered.

.

The results indicate the need for detailed in-situ calibration of turbidity in coastal waters to adapt
the conversion algorithms to consider spatial, and in case of extreme events, temporal variation.
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Introduction
Mangrove forests constitute much of the intertidal vegetation at tropical and sub-tropical latitudes.
These ecosystems provide a variety of vital services and hence support many coastal communities
(Kathiresan and Bingham, 2001).Additionally, mangrove forests have been shown to enhance
coastal resilience from storms by dissipating wave energy and reducing erosion (Horstman et al.,
2014). In many parts of the world, these valuable areas are threatened by changes in land-use and
total global coverage has declined by around half since the pre-industrial epoch (Giri et al., 2011).
However, there are a few notable exceptions to this global trend. One such area is the Firth of
Thames mangrove forest in the North Island of New Zealand (Fig. 1). Over the past 60 years, the
mangrove forest has prograded rapidly (>800m), owing to increased sediment loads from
catchment deforestation and engineering works on the rivers that discharging into the Firth of
Thames (Swales et al., 2015).
In this work, we explore relationships between the hydrodynamics, in particular turbulence
characteristics, and sediment transport within these rapidly expanding mangroves. This work aims
to elucidate the physical mechanisms underlying this unusual trend.
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Fig. 1. (a) Location of Firth of Thames in New Zealand (black box), Google Earth images of (b)
location of main transect (white box) within mangrove forest with rivers supplying sediment
indicated by stars, (c) instrument deployment sites (circles), (d) Photograph of system used to
deploy instruments with minimal disturbance of seabed.
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Field Site and Measurements
Data was collected along a transect close to the centre of the Firth of Thames mangrove forest (Fig.
1b). The forest is composed of small Avicennia mangrove trees with average heights of ~3m. The
transect encompassed several zones from the bare mudflat, through to the sparsely-populated
fringe region to the densely populated forest interior (Fig. 1c). Measurements of hydrodynamic
conditions and sediment concentrations were taken over 10 consecutive days in November 2016,
using a variety of acoustic current meters and optical backscatter sensors. In particular an array of
three vertically-stacked Nortek Vectrino Profilers was used to obtain high-resolution velocity profiles
(each profile was 3 cm in length with 1 mm vertical resolution with a sampling rate of 50Hz)
through the water depth. An access boardwalk with 5 side-arms and cantilevered bridge systems
allowed the deployment of instruments with minimal disturbance of the sediment bed (Fig. 1d).
The average grain size (D50) at the field site was 5-10µm.
Results
Preliminary results from a single tidal cycle are shown in Fig. 2. On this day, the Vectrino Profilers
were deployed within the forest (central white circle, Fig. 1c) and small (0.5 m) waves were observed
to propagate into the forest. During flood tide, turbulence (characterised by the dissipation rate of
turbulent kinetic energy, ε) was lowest at the bed and increased with height above the bed, likely
owing to the larger wave velocities within the upper part of the water column. Relatively high SSCs
are observed (~2.5g\L). At mid-height in the water column, SSCs decreased during the tide, while
conversely, turbulence increased. This inverse relationship may suggest that sediment supply from
outside the forest is the dominant control on SSCs during the flood stage of the tide, instead of the
local turbulence conditions. Future work will explore this possibility in order to elucidate the
relation between sediment concentrations and turbulence properties throughout the tidal cycle and
under different hydrodynamic conditions
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Fig. 2. Data from just inside mangrove forest (centre dot, Fig .1c). (a) Water depth (b) 10-min
averaged dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy (ε) at 1cm (circles),18.5cm (triangles) and
22.5cm (squares) above the bed, (c) burst-averaged suspended sediment concentrations at
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Introduction
Mangrove ecosystems are found in sheltered intertidal areas of tropical and sub-tropical coastlines.
The characteristic aerial root systems of mangrove trees and their canopies provide a significant
source of drag to the tides and waves propagating into the forest, resulting in delayed asymmetric
tidal currents (van Maanen et al., 2015) and substantial wave attenuation (Horstman et al., 2014).
Consequently, mangroves are known as efficient sinks for suspended sediments, often flocculated
muds, which are imported on flood tides and settle in the quiescent conditions of the forest.
(Furukawa et al., 1997). Although the physical mechanisms facilitating the sediment retention in
mangroves are roughly known, the relative contribution of the intertidal elevation, root types and
densities and sediment properties are yet to be disentangled (Krauss et al., 2014). The present study
addresses the deposition across contrasting mangrove fringes and identifies linkages between
sediment deposition rates the sediment properties, vegetation parameters and tidal flow
characteristics.
Field sites & methods
Data have been collected in four estuarine mangrove regions: in the Firth of Thames and Whangapoua
Harbour in New Zealand and in the Palian and Kantang estuaries in Thailand (Fig. 1). Mangroves in
New Zealand are mono-specific, consisting of relatively small Avicennia trees of height 1.5-4 m. The
study sites in Thailand accommodated multiple species of e.g. Avicennia and Rhizophora with trees
of up to 20 m height. All field sites had a characteristic fringing region between the bare mudflat
fronting the mangroves and the denser forest further inland. Trees are sparse in this fringing region,
yet there is a dense cover of pneumatophores (pencil roots) protruding from the bed.
At each field site sediment deposition was monitored over periods ranging from a single tidal cycle
to a full spring-neap cycle. Concurrent observations of the tidal flows were collected with Aquadopp
current profilers and Vector current meters (Nortek), covering each of the three characteristic zones
along the transects: the bare flat fronting the mangroves, the pneumatophore dominated fringe of
the forest and the dense(r) mangrove forest in the back. Other biophysical parameters that were
quantified for each zone were: numbers (N) and diameters (d) of vegetation elements to compute the
cross-sectional vegetation density (φ = Nπd2/4), the sediment grain sizes and the contents of organic
matter (OM) and Chlorophyll-a (Chl-a) of the top 2 cm of the bed.

.

Fig. 1. Mangrove transects in (a) the Firth of Thames and (b) Whangapoua Harbour, both in northern
New Zealand, and (c) the Palian estuary and (d) Kantang estuary, both in southern Thailand.
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Fig. 2. Deposition rates for the three distinct zones at each study site.
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Table I. Biophysical conditions for each of the characteristic vegetation zones at the study sites.

Firth of
Thames
Whangapoua

Palian

Kantang

flat
pneum
mangr
flat
pneum
mangr
flat
pneum
mangr
flat
pneum
mangr

Hmax
[m]

Vflood,max
[m/s]

Vebb,max
[m/s]

φ
[-]

D50
[μm]

OM
[%]

Chl-a
[μg/g]

1.7

0.22

1.3

0.09

0.10

0

7.45

10.0

4.9

0.07

0.0083

10.2

9.5

1.3

5.9

0.11

0.10

0.0135

10.1

9.3

12.7

1.5

0.24

0.14

0

198

1.9

14

1.5

0.13

0.07

0.0053

232

1.9

15

1.4

0.07

0.04

0.0081

245

3.0

23

1.9

0.08

0.10

0

85.3

8.3

-

1.3

0.02

0.05

0.0194

70.9

6.6

-

0.9

0.02

0.02

0.0407

74.0

12.3

-

1.9

0.10

0.03

0

159

10.3

-

1.3

0.04

0.03

0.0200

115

10.2

-

0.8

0.05

0.04

0.0150

96.9

9.3

-

Results
The observed sediment deposition was converted into a deposition rate per unit area per tide (Fig. 2).
Deposition rates showed greatest inter- and intra-site variability on the bare flats fronting the
mangroves, coinciding with the greatest difference in velocities between flood and ebb tide (Table I).
Even though tidal forcing was quite similar across the sites, as indicated by the inundation depth of
these intertidal areas, maximum tidal velocities in the New Zealand sites were more than 2 times
greater, partially explaining the limited deposition at these sites.
At the pneumatophore fringes and within the forests, tidal velocities were more similar, generally less
than 10 cm/s, with the lower velocities observed in the denser vegetation at the Thai sites (Table I).
Likewise, deposition rates for these zones showed a reduced variability between the sites and highest
deposition rates were observed at the Thai sites (Fig. 2).
Apart from the tidal forcing, there is a spectrum of biophysical controls which determines sediment
transport and deposition in mangroves. Even though mean grain sizes (D50) of the bed material varied
from clay to fine sand, the generally high organic matter content increased sediment cohesivity. At
the Whangapoua site, the lack of organic matter might be compensated by a greater density of
microphytobenthos reflected by the higher Chlorophyll-a content (Table I).
Outlook
Although the tidal current velocities provide a first indication of the differences in the observed
sediment deposition rates across the studied mangroves, these do not provide a full explanation for
the inter- and intra-site differences that were observed. Further data analysis will address the
correlations between the hydrodynamics, vegetation densities, sediment properties and biological
activity. These analyses could be complemented with the critical erosion thresholds that have been
quantified for the New Zealand sites, as a quantifier for the erosion and deposition threshold for fresh
deposits.
The comprehensive analysis of these data should provide quantitative information on the factors
facilitating and limiting sediment deposition in mangroves, providing new insights in the thresholds
to sedimentation in these highly dynamic ecosystems.

.
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Introduction
Cohesive sediments do not exist as single particles, but exist as flocs that consist of many particles
gathered together in estuary waters. The size and density of flocs changed with many factors, such
as the suspended sediment concentrations (SSC), clay minerals, local shear rate, floc strength, ions
in the water, and organic matter contents (Shen and Maa, 2015). Therefore, experiments that can
isolate various affecting factors in order to understand the significance of each affected parameter
in flocculation are important.
In this study, a tank mixer system was designed to explore the flocculation processes of cohesive
sediments. Turbulence shear rate, salinity, and the SSC are selected as control factors that inflecting
the flocs size distributions in natural environments. The sediment from North Passage of Yangtze
River estuary (with its D50 about 8 micron) and commercial kaolinite were used in the experiments.
The effect of turbulence shear, which practically limits the maximum floc size around the size of the
Kolmogorov micro-scale, was discussed for different SSCs and salinities. The results of this study
can be used to further enhance any flocculation model in the future.

Methods

Experiments
The cylindrical tank with a 33 cm blade was constructed in Hohai University (see Fig.1). The height
of the tank is 158cm and the inside diameter is 76cm. The red point is the measuring point (about
80cm above the bottom). An Optical Backscatter Sensor (OBS-300) calibrated with pumped water
samples is used to measure the SSC. The Laser In Situ Scattering and Transmissonmetry (LISST100,Type C) is used to measure the floc size distributions and its volume concentration.
Hydrodynamic model

.

A hydrodynamic model was built using the Ansys Fluent software. The Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter
(ADV-16Mhz) was used to measure the velocity and turbulence kinetic energy. The output data of
ADV are used to calibrate the hydrodynamic model. Based on the output of model, the details of
flow field and turbulent shear rates in the device and the influence by instrument in the device are
discussed.
Results and conclusions

The experiments describe the influences of shear rate, salinity, and SSCs on sediment flocculation.
The relationship between floc size distribution and settling velocity was also addressed. Flocculation
model can benefit from these experiments and improved in a later stage. It will also provide
theoretical support for flocculation processes in other sediment transport models.
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Introduction
The Arvand River which is located in the south west of Iran, on the border with Iraq, is one of the
largest inland waterways in the area, formed by the confluence of the Euphrates, the Tigris and the
Karoon River. The Karoon River, a tributary which joins the waterway from the Iranian side, deposits
large amounts of fine sediments into the river. Mud deposits originated form the Arvand River
branches at the north-western part of the Persian Gulf have mainly affected the coastlines in over a
vicinity of more than 100 km in diameter, extending to Deylam Bay in the east and Kuwait Bay in the
west. The fine deposits in this area are of two dominant origin; clastic mud coming from Zagros
Range and carbonate mud deposited in the water column (Purser, 1973).
The hydrodynamic of this area is governed by tidal, wind-induced and wave induced currents.
Moreover, the wave climate is highly affected by the existence of muddy deposits and relevant
dissipation originated by wave-mud interaction (Soltanpour et al., 2008).
In this case accurate prediction of current velocity and bottom shear stress, which both can be
significantly influenced by wind generated waves, is essential for sediment transport predictions in
the coastal environment (Ma and Madsen, 2012).
This paper presents a small-scale 3D coupled wave-current numerical model to predict the rate of
cohesive sediment transport. The model performance is verified against field measurements,
geomorphological evidences and shoreline data extracted from satellite imagery.
Numerical modeling and the case study
Delft 3D is assumed among the strongest models for areas with complex hydrodynamic systems
and is able to capture small scale variations in wave-current-morphology simulation for coastal
areas. An important target for this model is to estimate appropriate conditions for carbonate mud
precipitation in the study area.
A general 2D hydrodynamic model is set up for the entire Persian Gulf to simulate general currents
due to tides and winds for one year which provides water level elevations in five points for the local
model. The 3D online coupled wave-current model results for one year over the area covered by fine
sediments are adopted to simulate the sediment transport rate, ultimately. Wave height attenuation
due to wave-mud interaction is simulated using a multi-layer fluid system introduced by Maa (1986)
and assuming viscoelastic rheological behavior for the fluid mud layer.
As the case study, Deylam Bay is considered in which the model results are verified against an
available set of 37-day wave and current measurements at two, nearshore and offshore, stations.
This bay is located on the margin of the area affected by fine sediments and studies show that while
the western margin of Deylam Bay is influenced by mud deposits up to 20 m in some areas, very
fine sand with oolitic origin is dominant at the eastern part. Near the most northern point of the bay
there is a small village with a newly constructed port, called Shah-Abdollah, where repeating
sequences of soft mud and fine sand could be observed on the beach, indicating that this location is
the marginal point of the sandy and muddy sediments. Hence, it is believed that the long-term
pattern of suspended mud transport in the North-Western Persian Gulf is the main cause for
determination of mud affected margins in this area (Khaleghi et al., 2014).

.

Results and Discussion
The results of various model runs are presented here. First of all the general hydrodynamic model
over the Persian Gulf has simulated the general currents over the entire Persian Gulf (Figure 1(a))
and successfully predicted current velocities at the offshore measurement station for a 37-day
period in late winter 2007as shown in Figure 2.
The coupled wave and current model has reasonably predicted current velocities at shallow water
station, as depicted in Figure 1(b), as well as suspended sediment concentrations. As a result the
long-term pattern of suspended mud transport, the consequent spatial pattern of the formed bed
constituents at Shah-Abdollah coastal village is in fair agreement with model results presented in
Figure 1 (b) in which the net mud transport rate in front of this village is estimated to be zero.
In short, the established model is capable of simulating currents and sediment transport rates over
the north-western Persian Gulf.
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(b)
(a)
Figure 1. (a) Depth averaged velocity in the Persian Gulf model, (b) Longshore sediment transport in
Deylam Bay (1000 m3/year)
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Figure 2. (a) Comparison of calculated and measured depth-averaged velocity at offshore station, (b)
Comparison of calculated and measured depth-averaged velocity at nearshore station
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Introduction
The North-Western part of the Persian Gulf is covered with mud deposits which were believed to be
mainly originated from the Arvand River catchment area. However, recent findings show that
precipitated carbonate mud forms considerable portion of fine sediments in the mentioned area.
This study aims to correlate sediment constituents to the general rheological behaviour of mud
deposits in the study area.
Sediment constituents in the study area
Mud deposits up to 20 meters thickness is observed at the very shallow coasts extending from
Shah-Abdollah and Hendijan Fishery Ports in the east towards the Arvand River mouth and
surrounding area of Kuwait Bay in the west. Aragonite can be found in sediments of certain
locations in the Persian Gulf (Purser, 1973). True aragonite needle muds are chemically-precipitated
type of sediment which are found in warm, shallow, saline, agitated water, usually where strong
currents exist. They are chemically-precipitated from water that becomes oversaturated with CaCO3.
The percentage of carbonate constituent in studied samples typically exceeds 30%. The solubility of
carbonate in warm water is already low, and wave agitation blows off more CO2, which leads to an
increase in pH and helps the precipitation process to happen more easily. Small particles are picked
up off the bottom, and carried up into surface waters of high pH, where carbonate precipitates
around the particles as coatings of aragonite. The true aragonite needle muds are too fine grained
to be studied with a light microscope. Figure 1 shows a photograph of a selected mud sample from
the shoreline of Hendijan Port taken by a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The sediment texture
consists of ordinary clay flakes together with aragonite needle mud with a length/breadth ratio of
6/1 to 12/1. The dimension of the figured needles vary from 0.1 x 0.5 μ to 0.2 x 1.7 μ. The
carbonate fraction in the sediment constituents are estimated to exceed 30 percent in the
nearshore and offshore samples with an average value of 28% based on XRF tests; while the water
content ratio of sediment mixture is measured between 60 and 80 percent.

Figure 1. SEM photograph of a selected mud sample from the shoreline of Hendijan Port
Rheometry investigations and sediment constituent analysis
The selected samples from the Hendijan Coast and the Musa Estuary of the Persian Gulf were
analyzed using an Anton Paar Physica MCR301 rheometer capable of performing rotary and
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oscillatory tests. Vane geometry was used as the measuring system at a constant temperature of
20°C. The oscillatory tests are operated in terms of controlled shear stress (CSS) in the form of
amplitude sweep (keeping the frequency at a constant value; usually the angular frequency sets as
10 rad/s) (Mehta et al., 2014). The yield and flow stresses were determined from the amplitude
sweeps tests with controlled-strain deformation ramp mode in a range of 0.01 to 100 (%).The rotary
tests were operated in terms of controlled shear rate (CSR) and the shear rate was considered in the
range of 0.1 to 100 1/s. The constituents of the sediment samples were examined by conducting
XRF and XRD tests. Moreover, a number of samples were fabricated by mixing kaolinite and various
percentage of carbonate material and it is tried to regenerate similar rheological properties with the
artificial samples. Figure 2 shows sample results of rheometric behaviour of Hendijan mud sample
in comparison with one of the artificial sediment sample with zero carbonate content. Yield and
flow stresses of Hendijan mud can be obtained from oscillatory test whose curve is presented in
Figure 3. As it is observed the yield stress from rotary test is about 100 pa, while the yield stress
from oscillatory test is about 10 pa and the flow stress is about 129 pa.

Figure 2. Flow curves for Hendijan mud and sediment sample

Figure 3. Oscillatory test results on Hendijan mud sample
Summary
Considerable amount of carbonate constituent is observed in muddy sediments over the shallow
coasts of North-Western Persian Gulf. This carbonate fraction seems to play an important role in
mud rheological behaviour, something which is tried to be investigated in this study. Moreover, it is
tried regenerate similar behaviour as PG mud samples by fabricating artificial muds consist of
kaolinite and various amounts of carbonate material.
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Introduction
Erosion is one of the most significant coastal and estuarine processes which may lead to drastic
geomorphological changes, dispersing contaminants and fine-grained materials in to the water,
resultant probable habitat loss and environmental problems. The prediction of sediment erosion is
an important issue while dealing with coastal and estuarine dynamics. The erosion resistance of
sediments is characterized by introducing critical shear stress and erodibility. These two
parameters, as the major sediment erosion properties, are dependent on many parameters which
should be identified through an exploratory analysis of factors affecting sediment erodibility.
Although understanding of erosion especially in cohesive sediments is not thoroughly obtained, for
gaining a better understanding of erosion and analysis of erodibility data, paying attention to some
parameters affecting on erosion is inevitable; parameters such as: sand, silt and clay content,
sediment grain size, organic content, water content, Atterberg limits, plasticity index, specific
gravity, consolidation condition, bulk density and etc. Many researchers have tried to correlate
sediment erodibility with these sediment properties, including: Parchure and Mehta (1985),
Winterwerp and van Kesteren (2004), van Prooijen and Winterwerp (2010), Jacobs et al. (2011),
Winterwerp et al. (2012) and Kimiaghalam et al (2015); however, the relations they have suggested
for correlating sediment erodibility and other sediment properties are highly dependent on location
and sediment origin. Hence, erosion like many other natural processes depends on many factors
which makes it a complicated problem. This issue makes ordinary statistical methods less effective
to interpret and analyze such data. Moreover, it is so probable that there would be a gap in our
measured dataset which will influence on the statistical analysis results.
This study aims to propose a conceptual framework for analyzing erosion data of cohesive/noncohesive/mixed sediment beds using some specific soft computing techniques in order to 1)
determine effective parameters and evaluating the level of effectiveness, and 2) establish a general
framework to correlate physical parameters of the sediment to the erodibility parameter.
Artificial Neural Network
ANN –Artificial Neural Network-is one of the most well-known machine learning methods which is
used for many different purposes, such as: function approximation and curve fitting, pattern
recognition and classification, clustering, feature extraction and data dimension reduction, inputoutput time-series prediction, forecasting, single time-series prediction, dynamic modelling and so
on. It is inspired by human nervous system. It consists of many neurons which enable data to be
processed. As the capability of every single neuron is so limited in processing data, setting neurons
adjacent to each other and making networks so that the output of one neuron will be the input for
the next neuron seems inevitable. For dealing with complicated problems it is needed to imitate (or
it has been proved that imitating) brain function and make parallel networks or in order to decrease
the calculation time remarkably. Furthermore, optimization, data training and finding the
relationship between different parameters are some of the other most important applications of
artificial neural network which are going to be used in this study to meet the challenge of reaching
to a better correlation.
To reach this goal, neural fitting toolbox in Matlab for a multiple-conditioned set of data was
applied. A two-layer feed-forward network with 10 sigmoid hidden neurons and linear output
neurons was applied. 70% of input samples were dedicated to training and 15% to each validation
and testing parts. The network was trained with Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation algorithm.
As the first trained network is not necessarily the best one, a couple of network retraining has been
performed to gain a better correlation value.
An exploratory application of ANN
As regular statistical regressions are not usually fitted on the majority of data points and usually do
not consider more than two variables in every try, such artificial intelligence methods are getting
more and more popular in recent decades.
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As a case study, the erosion data set provided from Kimiaghalam et al (2014) and Jacobs et al
(2011), encapsulated in Table 1, is adopted to find an appropriate correlation between critical shear
stress and other sediment properties. According to Kimiaghalam et al (2014) several undisturbed
natural soil samples were taken from different river banks in Manitoba, Canada. The samples mainly
contained clay and silt with 24–94% clay content. For each sample 13 different physical, mechanical,
and electrochemical properties were measured. Previously using Kimiaghalam data set and
managing to get to almost high correlation values encourages us to expand our data set to a set of
data with a vast range of diversity-even in its conditions- in order to investigate our results and the
efficiency of ANN. Hence, a set of data has been extracted from Jacobs et al (2011) which was
belong to artificially generated samples with different conditions. According to Jacobs et al (2011)
their erosion tests were taken on artificially generated sand-mud mixture. The composition of soil
samples are vastly varied in silt, sand and clay percentages and clay minerology. Hereby, it has been
used of organic matter to link these multiple-conditioned sets of data and play the role of a joint in
this new table. Adopting and training the described network, Figure 1 shows ANN estimated values
for critical shear stress versus observational data.
Summary
In this study a framework is proposed based on ANN to analyze erosion data of different conditions
to obtain a tool for estimating sediment properties. Applying a selected network to a diverse
combination of two sets of data (from intact and artificially generated sediment samples), a
reasonably fair agreement is achieved between observations and ANN estimated values.
Table1. The applied data set, consists of Jacobs’ [1] and Kimiaghalam [2] data sets
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

xcl (%) xsi (%) xsa (%) PIn (%) ω(ave.) OM
2
0
2
5
6
11
16
2
4
7
12
17
3
5
6
7
8
2
5
8

49
4
8
19
24
45
64
5
10
19
30
42
19
19
19
18
18
49
47
46

49
96
90
76
70
44
20
93
86
74
58
42
78
76
75
74
74
49
47
46

0
0
1.3
3.2
4
7.5
10.7
1.3
2.7
5
8
11.1
2
3.2
4
5
5.4
1.6
3.7
5.7

21.0
27.0
21.5
20.5
21.0
28.5
39.0
22.0
21.0
22.5
30.0
38.0
17.0
20.0
22.0
23.5
24.0
20.5
23.0
28.5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

ρ(ave.)

τ(ave.)

Ref.

#

2034.0
1948.0
2028.0
2050.5
2033.5
1924.0
1794.0
2014.0
2028.0
2009.0
1897.5
1802.0
2120.0
2058.5
2017.5
1995.5
1984.5
2049.0
2004.5
1924.5

0.278
0.222
0.177
0.258
0.316
0.980
0.929
1.146
1.146
0.513
1.197
1.596
0.273
0.439
0.414
0.924
0.899
0.250
0.323
0.545

[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

xcl (%) xsi (%) xsa (%) PIn (%) ω(ave.) OM
12
16
5
6
11
16
33
27
41
40
42
50
94
60
65
56
54
24
25

41
42
19
24
44
63
28
25
41
43
44
45
4
34
33
27
45
37
50

47
42
76
70
45
21
39
48
18
17
14
5
2
6
2
17
1
39
25

7.8
11
5
6.6
13.5
19.7
29
12
34
40
21
24
27
17
14
24
18
13
5

31.5
37.0
25.0
23.5
37.0
49.0
39.0
29.0
44.0
54.0
28.0
34.0
35.0
27.0
23.0
40.0
38.0
17.0
22.0

0
0
0
0
0
0
2.2
1
9
6.6
1.1
1
1.4
1.4
1.9
2.8
2.1
1.2
1

ρ(ave.)

τ(ave.)

Ref.

1879.5
1817.5
1976.0
1993.0
1817.0
1704.0
1823.7
1825.4
1741.0
1744.8
2005.8
2066.3
1915.7
1920.2
1777.4
1929.2
2214.9
2156.3
2131.3

0.927
1.419
0.520
0.333
0.717
0.990
9.380
0.980
9.550
1.720
7.810
10.250
4.850
8.570
1.620
2.680
2.740
1.600
0.310

[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[2]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]

Figure 1. The overall training + Correlation values in different stages of network training
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Introduction
Sediment dynamics in near coastal areas has during the recent decades been extensively studied by
means of numerical models. These models are often calibrated by comparing measured and modelled
sediment concentrations. Although very good calibrations have been presented some patterns remain
to be modelled correctly. This is often explained as being due to benthic biology. In this study, it is
attempted to improve a numerical modelling tool to include combined seagrass/sediment effects.
Currently there is a good understanding of how suspended sediment affects seagrasses (e.g. De Los
Santos et al., 2010). But essential for our ability to quantify effects are also how biology works back
on sediment transport. For instance, that vegetation can act as sediment traps.
Seagrass induce hydrodynamic drag on the flow. This reduces water velocity and attenuates wave
energy (e.g. Carr et al., 2010). The plants can also be so extensive that the sea bed is mechanically
protected from hydrodynamic forces. Combined, these effects reduce the resuspension of sediments
and increase sedimentation in the seagrass area (Gacia and Duarte, 2001). On the contrary some
authors suggest that the vegetation may increase near bed turbulence and in this way increase the
bed shear stress and enhance erosion (e.g. Lefebvre et al., 2010).
Seagrasses require light for growth; thus reduced resuspension, and the corresponding increase in
light availability for growth and photosynthesis creates a positive feedback for their growth. On the
other hand suspended sediments can limit the growth and thus the protective cover. This may create
a negative feedback on the plants. The effect of plants on hydrodynamics has been studied well in
the laboratory and during shorter field periods. But seasonal changes are less well studied (Hansen
and Reidenbach, 2013). Therefore there is currently a knowledge gap preventing more precise model
predictions of eelgrass growth and sediment transport taking into account the interaction between
plants and sediment.
In this study it will be attempted to quantify the effect of Zostera Marina (eel grass) in a non-tidal
lagoon. The effect is studied by means of time series of hydrographic and sedimentological
parameters along with mapping of the eel grass. The study will be conducted during a period where
the biomass of eel grass is increasing.

.

Fig. 1. Rødsand Lagoon. The study area was selected as it is an important habitat located close to
Fehmarn Belt. The area is generally shallow and has widespread patches of eel grass.
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Non-tidal lagoon used as a study area
The study is conducted in Rødsand lagoon which is a non-tidal lagoon in the inner Danish Waters.
The area is located next to Fehmarnbelt and is protected by a coastal spit as well as two semisubmerged sand barriers. The lagoon is located north of the strait Fehmarnbelt and covers an area
of approximately 150 km2. Water exchange with Fehmarnbelt takes place through three openings
towards the South. The water level variation is forced mainly by water level changes in Fehmarnbelt.
Fehmarnbelt itself a part of the inner Danish waters. These waters is the transition zone between the
salty North Sea and the brackish Baltic Proper. Fehmarnbelt is responsible for 70-75% of the water
exchange (Sayin and Krauss, 1996). Rødsand lagoon also has an opening towards the North,
Guldborgsund which occasionally contribute to the water exchange.
Online stations to monitor hydrographic and sediment parameters
From April 2014 to October 2015, hydro– and sediment dynamics were studied by means of four
online monitoring stations. The stations logged currents and waves as well as turbidity and other
water quality parameters. The stations were equipped with automatic remote controlled water
samplers so water samples could be extracted also in rough weather. The data set provided very good
data to establish a conceptual model of the area and in many periods high correlations between bed
shear stress and suspended sediment concentration was observed.
Based on the data from the stations a 3D numerical model was set up (Forsberg et al., n.d. (in review)).
Through calibration it was possible to reproduce the main features of the measured turbidity time
series. It was however also clear that the eel grass in the lagoon affected the sediment dynamics.
Therefore a subsequent study has now been initiated to study the effect of the eel grass on sediment
transport.
Quantifying the effect of eel grass on sediment dynamics
A monitoring platform will be placed on a feasible site where eelgrass is present. The station will
monitor hydrodynamics with a higher detail also close to the sediment bed. At the same time the eel
grass will be documented with respect to area cover, canopy height, shoot density and biomass. An
additional station will be placed at a similar site without vegetation.
The overall aim is to improve our ability to predict growth of eelgrass and (fine-grained) sediment
dynamics, by being able to model the interaction of sediment dynamics as a function of eelgrass
shoot density/biomass, as well as the eelgrass growth dynamics as a function of sediment dynamics.
Essentially, this initial study will focus on establishing changes in critical bed shear stress for erosion
and deposition. Time series of sediment, hydrodynamic and biological parameters will provide a data
basis for understanding the temporal dynamics and quantify critical shear stress and sedimentation/
erosion.
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Study area and sediment dynamics
In the navigation channel of the Weser estuary (Northern Germany), net-deposition of predominantly
cohesive sediments leads to a high maintenance effort by dredging to guarantee save shipping traffic
to adjacent ports. The estuary is the tidal influenced reach of the Weser river between the weir in the
south (km 0) and the North Sea. The average river discharge amounts 326m3/s and can vary between
60 and 3500m3/s. The average tidal range is 2.8m in the outer estuary, but reaches 4.1m at the weir.
Thus, the estuary can be classified as hypersynchronous and meso- to macrotidal. The average
location of the brackish zone (2 to 20ppt) is located between Weser km 45 to 70 for slack high water
and between km 60 to 90 for slack low water. An estuarine turbidity maximum (ETM) occurs in this
reach and has been described by Grabemann, et al. (1997) based on turbidity measurements. Its
position is generally between Weser km 30 and 90 according to Kösters, et al. (2014). The core area
for maintenance dredging of the navigation channel coincidences with the typical, frequent location
of the ETM, reported by the German Federal Institute of Hydrology, Eberle and Fiedler (2014). Fig. 1
shows the location of the Weser estuary and the relevant reach where the ETM is located for moderate
river discharges.
North Sea
Weser
estuary

initial conditions

Fig. 2: Modelled, tide- and depth averaged sediment concentration,
isohalines (---) and river discharge (Q) for the year 2009

Fig. 1: Location and extent
of Weser estuary (model
domain) and reach of the
navigation channel between
km 40 to 80 with depth
below chart datum [m NHN]

.

Fig. 3: Modelled areas of net-deposition indicated by available mass
of sediment in the lower bed layer after one year at the end of the
simulation with navigation channel (∙∙∙) and isobaths (∙–∙) of 10m
average water depth (distorted view; coordinate system UTM)
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In general, the ETM formation can be explained by the interaction of the effective settling velocity and
residual hydrodynamic transport processes induced by salinity gradients in estuaries. More recently,
it was shown by Burchard and Hetland (2010) that tidal straining might in some cases have a higher
contribution to the ETM formation than gravitational circulation. This is assumed to be valid for the
Weser as well. Field studies by Schrottke, et al. (2006) show that at times, a concentrated benthic
suspension (CBS) is present at the ETM. Schrottke reason that a small part of CBS is not resuspended
during one tide, but deposits with increasing erosion stability. This might be due to different
processes (e.g. consolidation) and could explain net-deposition in the presence of high bed shear
stresses in the navigation channel. Though, this process is not understood in detail yet.
Modelling approach
To reproduce and investigate the described findings, a hydro-numerical 3D-model has been set up.
Two basic characteristic effects shall be simulated with the model:

Formation of the ETM by sediment transport from the model boundaries and residual
accumulation processes in the water column induced by the estuarine residual circulation/
tidal asymmetries rather than instantaneous local erosion.

Net-deposition in the reach of the ETM due to
o a high settling flux of the accumulated sediments (sediment availability) and
o an increasing erosion resistance of the deposited sediments (erosion reduction).
The focus of the model approach is to reproduce the sediment transport fluxes, budgets and average
variation in a seasonal scale on a big spatial domain, namely the ETM formation and shifting during
one year as well as the resulting net-deposition areas according to measured turbidity and dredged
volumes. This can be achieved by a simplified parametrization which still enables the reproduction of
the described effects but also leads to a passable computational effort.
Model setup and results
The model of the whole estuary is set up using Delft3D. The spatial domain has an extent from north
to south of about 100km (Fig. 1, top) and is discretized by about 15,000 elements with 10 vertical
layers. The simulation period is the year 2009 with appropriate boundary conditions. Water level and
salinity along the navigation channel can be reproduced adequately with root mean square errors
smaller than 30cm and 3ppt, respectively. To ensure that the ETM does not evolve merely due to local
erosion, no initial sediment distribution is provided and sediment concentrations are only specified
at the open model boundaries for the current model stage. Beside, a constant settling velocity
ws = 1mm/s is used. To be able to reproduce the described objectives the 2-layer-concept by van
Kessel, et al. (2011) is applied. This concept extends the bed exchange parametrisation of
Partheniades-Krone with an additional fast responding upper fluff layer. Here, this concept is adopted
to reproduce the short scale tidal dynamics of sediments in the water column and the resulting
residual transport from the boundaries as well as an increasing erosion resistance of the deposited
sediments in areas with a temporally high CBS. Hence, the ETM formation as well as long term
net-deposition in the navigation channel at the ETM can be simulated.
Fig. 2 displays the formation and shifting of the modelled ETM along the navigation channel. Fig. 3
shows the corresponding net-deposition after one year. Net-deposition takes place in the navigation
channel, but is still underestimated. Though, averaged seasonal measured concentrations (not shown)
can be reproduced quite well, taking into account that sediments are specified only at the open
boundaries with more than an order of magnitude lower concentrations (~ 0.05kg/m3).

.
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Abstract
The presence of aquatic vegetation can alter properties such as flow resistance and turbulence in
shallow water systems which consequently impacts the transport of sediment, organic flocs, nutrients
and contaminants. The fate of these particles is closely linked to vegetation and may exert major
influences on habitats and biodiversity. For this, it is important to take into account the presence of
vegetation in hydrodynamic modelling where its results will be used for sediment transport,
morphodynamic and ecological modelling, and their feedback to the hydrodynamics.
There are already models which describe the effects of vegetation on water flow and sediment
transport mainly by reduction and dampening of turbulent stresses due to vegetation drag, calculated
either as an excess bottom resistance (Luhar et al. , 2008) or as a local drag force in the vegetated
volume inducing loss of momentum (Maza et al., 2013; Jacobsen, 2016). The parameters used in the
models are mostly obtained from laboratory experiments for specific conditions and types of
vegetation (artificial or real). Besides, comparative analysis and validations on extensive datasets are
still lacking therefore making the application of the results to real cases difficult.
In this study the aim is to couple the impact of vegetation on hydrodynamics and fine sediment
transport (and ultimately on morphology, nutrients transport and light) and the feedback on the
growth and biomass (ex. shoot density) of the vegetation.
The impact of vegetation on the hydrodynamics of waves and currents will be modelled by defining
the vegetation as a 3D porous medium in the MIKE3-HD model. As an example, in figure 1, the impact
of a vegetated area on wave field is shown, where it causes velocity dampening and phase lag. The
porosity and the drag coefficients will be a function of the vegetation type and properties. The
hydrodynamic model is coupled with the sediment transport (MIKE-MT) and the ecological model
(MIKE-EcoLab), where the altered flow properties impact the transport, erosion and deposition of
sediments and other nutrients and particles in the flow, influencing the light and water quality around
the vegetated area. The ecological model then reacts on changes in light and water quality and
controls the growth rate of vegetation in the bottom.

.

Fig. 1. Impact of vegetation on propagating waves in form of dampening and change in velocities
and phase
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This study will be accompanied by a field investigation in Rødsand lagoon which is a non-tidal lagoon
in the inner Danish Waters. A monitoring platform will be placed on a feasible site where eelgrass is
present. The station will monitor hydrodynamics with a higher detail also close to the sediment bed.
At the same time the eel grass will be documented with respect to area cover, canopy height, shoot
density and biomass. An additional station will be placed at a similar site without vegetation. In this
way, the influence of vegetation on the flow properties and concentration levels can be determined.
These results will then be used for calibration of the model parameters for implementing the
vegetation effects such as drag coefficients and porosity values.
Coupling the hydrodynamics, sediment transport and the ecological modelling of the growth and
decay of vegetation enables a better understanding and predicting of the dynamics of the fine
sediments transport in vegetated areas and their feedback on the vegetation’s growth and local
habitats.
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In the Southern Bight of the North Sea, a Coastal Turbidity Maximum (CTM) can be observed in the
Belgian coastal area around the port of Zeebrugge. Understanding the dynamics of this turbidity
maximum is of great importance in coastal zone management. Our research studies the CTM with a
numerical process model (model domain shown in Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Model domain and bathymetry. Letters W and BH indicate the location of the observation
stations Wandelaar and Bol van Heist

The hydrodynamics is simulated using a 3D hydrodynamic model, developed within the Delft3D
model suite (Deltares, 2011) and is then passed on to a sediment transport model implemented in
Delwaq (Deltares, 2014). In this way the sediment dynamics in the area is modelled in an ‘offline’
mode. Two methods of taking into account the effect of waves are examined: importing the
calculated wave field and applying a simple fetch length approach. The sediment transport is
modelled using a two-layer bottom model as described in van Kessel et al. (2011).
The model starts running without prescribed initial sediment, neither in the bed nor in the water
column. The sediment supply comes from the model boundaries and the model gradually builds up
to a dynamic equilibrium. This modelling approach is suitable for studying CTM (and ETM)
dynamics, as the resulting turbidity maximum is not forced through the provided initial condition,
but is an internal solution of the system.

100

The turbidity maximum in front of the port of Zeebrugge is found to be robust to a wide range of
parameter settings (e.g. Fig. 2). The mechanisms controlling the suspended sediment concentration
are studied in detail.
This paper focuses on the effects of salinity on the formation of the CTM. The results of suspended
sediment concentration obtained from the simulations in baroclinic mode (with salinity) and
barotropic mode (without salinity) are compared (Fig. 2a,b). The density-induced residual circulation
due to salinity (Fig. 3a,b) causes more sediment being trapped within the turbidity maximum.
Due to the feedback mechanism of the system, the change of the model settings leads to the
change in the sediment pattern of the whole system. As the result of the change in the turbidity
maximum pattern in the vicinity of the port of Zeebrugge, the exchange of sediment through the
port, the dredging (and thus dumping) amount are affected. These, in turn, modify the turbidity
maximum in the area. This feedback intervention will be thoroughly discussed.

Fig. 2: Depth-averaged suspended sediment concentration (averaged over a spring-neap cycle)
computed (a) with salinity and (b) without salinity
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Fig. 3: Spring-neap averaged current velocity profiles computed at (a) Wandelaar (W) and (b) Bol van
Heist (BH) (see Fig. 1& 2 for the locations). Positive values indicate currents directed landward
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Abstract
Considerable energy dissipation is observed when waves pass over fluid mud layers. Water depth,
wave characteristics and mud properties are all effective on damping of wave energy. As the details
of the physical processes in the complex wave-mud interaction are not well understood, the
applications of the techniques of data mining look beneficial. Employing available laboratory data,
the present study offers an empirical dimensionless expression for the wave attenuation rate based
on the most effective parameters. M5' model tree as a machine learning approach is employed and
the performance of the derived formula is examined.
Introduction
Regression trees are simple and efficient models to deal with domains of large number of variables.
They are obtained by dividing the given training data into smaller subsets. Within Machine
Learning, most research efforts concentrate on classification (or decision) trees, in comparisons to
regression trees and M5 (Quinlan, 1992; Wang and Witten, 1997).
Dimensionless parameters of the model
A number of laboratory and numerical studies have been conducted in order to study the effective
parameters on wave height attenuation over fluid mud layer. The results show that wave energy
dissipation depends on water depth and wave characteristics, such as wave height and wave period,
and thickness of fluid mud and its properties, such as density and rheological behaviour. By
dimensional analysis of above governing parameters, different dimensionless quantities can be
,
, ,
derived. Table I presents the list of the adopted dimensionless quantities where , , ,
, and stand for dynamics viscosity, wave frequency, wave height, mud density, water density,
mud depth, wave attenuation rate, water depth and gravitational acceleration, respectively.
Table I. Dimensionless parameters used in M5 algorithm
Dimensionless
parameters

Physical meaning
dimensionless Wave
height attenuation
relative mud depth

relative water depth
wave steepness
dimensionless
viscosity
Relative density
dimensionless
viscosity
dimensionless wave
height
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Model tree modelling and results
The data set includes laboratory experiments of Sakakiyama and Bijker (1989), Jiang (1983),
Soltanpour and Samsami (2011) and Hsu et al. (2013). Each set of laboratory data was examined to
study the relationship between dimensionless wave height attenuation and dimensionless
parameters of Table 1. M5 algorithm was then used to predict the best relation for the
dimensionless wave attenuation rate. All data of 182 runs were randomly divided to two training
(75%) and testing (25%) groups. As only linear relationships can be modelled by M5’ model tree,
logarithmic values of the parameters were employed to prevail this limitation. The nonlinear
formula for dimensionless wave attenuation can be derived as
.

.

.

.

.

(1)

Following the statistical parameters of Willmott et al. (2012), Table II shows the accuracy of the
proposed formula. Scatter diagram of the measured versus predicted dimensionless parameters is
presented in figure 1. It is observed that the derived relationship is capable to predict the damping
of passing waves on fluid mud beds.
Table II. Validation indices between predicted and measured dimensionless wave attenuation rate
Relative error
0.087

Correlation coefficient
0.873

Index of model performance
0.96

predicted dimensionless
wave attenuation rate

1
y=x
test runs

0.1

0.01

0.001
0.001

0.01

0.1

1

measurded dimensionless wave attenuation rate
Fig. 1 Measured and predicted dimensionless wave attenuation rates
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Introduction
Carefully assessing impacts of human interventions on sediment transport in estuaries has
become increasingly important due to the high ecological importance of these systems.
Quantifying these changes is commonly done by numerical modeling. Especially for suspended
sediment concentration (ssc), model results rely on the applied model formulations and model
parameters, settling velocity being a key parameter. The validation of ssc is therefore important,
but is often difficult due to limited measuring data. However, small variations of settling
velocities can lead to relevant variations of the overall residual sediment fluxes in the whole
estuary.
Objective
In this study, an estuary model of a macro-tidal and well- to partially mixed estuary is used to
study intratidal ssc patterns for different settling velocities, compare them to measurements and
in a second step, assess the impact of settling velocity on the residual sediment fluxes over a
hydrological year.
Study area and methods
The study area is the Weser estuary, which discharges into the south-eastern North Sea
(Germany). Strain induced periodic stratification is assumed to be the main contributor to the
estuarine circulation. In measurements and simulations, sips can be observed especially during
high river runoff and neap tides. Over the tidal cycle, high variations in suspended sediment
concentration (ssc) from <10mg/l to over 1g/l occur. This is due to the processes of local
resuspension and advection with flood and ebb currents, followed by settling and finally
deposition during slack tides.
The employed hydrodynamic modeling tool, based on the shallow water equations, is Un-TRIM
(Casulli and Zanolli, 2002) coupled with the SediMorph module which calculates the transport of
suspended sediment and bed load. The model of the estuary stretches from beyond the limit of
freshwater influence to the limit of tidal influence at the tidal weir (Fig. 1a). Realistic boundary
conditions are considered, including modeled and / or measured water levels, river runoff,
waves, salinities, temperature and ssc. A comparison of model water levels, salinity and
temperature to measurements has shown very good agreement. Sediment transport is
calculated with a multi-fractional approach with up to five suspended sediment fractions. Each is
assigned a settling velocity based on the Dietrich formulation. The initial distribution on the bed
is based on surface samples.
The model is run for an initial spin-up phase and consecutively for a time span covering the
below mentioned ADCP measurements in 2009, as well as the hydrological year 2012.

.

To determine the intratidal ssc patterns, cross-sectional hydro-acoustic profiling data over a full
tidal cycle were collected, using two vessel-mounted simultaneously direct reading ADCPs
(300Hz, 600Hz). The measurements were carried out at three locations within the etm in three
consecutive years (2009 – 2011). In order to cover the change of acoustic properties of the
particles, vertical profiles of CTD, OBS and LISST as well as water samples were taken every 30
minutes.
To study the residual sediment fluxes in the whole estuary, exact transport rates at the edges of
the elements of the numerical grid are integrated during the simulation and later aggregated
over control volumes representing relevant morphological units.
-1-
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Results and discussion
A comparison of the modeled current velocities to the ADCP measurements shows very good
agreement. At many instances in the tidal cycle, the spatial patterns observed and modeled ssc
are in good agreement, as shown in Fig. 1b for the sum of all fractions.
(a)

(b)

ADCP
crossprofile

Fig. 1. (a) Tidally averaged ssc in the Weser estuary model with position of ADCP measurement
cross-section; (b) Measured (left) and simulated (right) current velocity magnitude (upper) and
suspended sediment concentration (lower panel), at full flood current 2h20min after low tide.
However, a comparison of different sediment fractions with different settling velocities reveals
that the settling velocity has a strong impact on the agreement of modeled and observed
patterns. This is most evident during slack water time. Then, sediment with lower settling
velocity does not settle fast enough and the suspended matter remains in the water column for
a longer period in the simulations than in the observations. Sediment with slightly higher settling
velocity settles faster and the intratidal ssc patterns are in better agreement to the
observations.
The remaining of the suspended matter with lower settling velocities in the water column has
implications for the residual sediment fluxes in the estuary. This is shown by means of sediment
budgets for one hydrological year calculated at cross sections in the outer estuary. Overall, the
budgets are expected to show a net sediment import into the estuary over the year. Due to the
baroclinic circulation, fractions with their main load being transported in the lower part of the
water column, are transported upstream. Sediments with lower settling velocities, which are
distributed more evenly over the water column, are not captured equally well by this import
mechanism with the same magnitude. This leads to downstream directed residual fluxes and
may lead to an overall loss of sediment from the etm in the long run.
Summary

.

When modeling suspended sediment in estuaries, looking at intratidal ssc patterns enables to
study detailed short-term effects of different settling velocities. Comparisons of such patterns to
ADCP cross-profile observations show if the spatial and temporal ssc variations are realistic.
However, only by looking at residual sediment fluxes over longer periods, it can be evaluated if a
certain choice of settling velocity approach yields to plausible results for the whole estuary
domain.
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Abstract
This paper addresses the impact of maintenance dredging in the mouth of the Seine estuary through
the use of numerical sediment marking.
Context
The macrotidal Seine estuary shelters two of the major French harbours. Rouen harbour is located 80
km upstream from the mouth, its navigation channel is crossing a very morphodynamic area which
needs to be maintained by continuous dredging operations. Le Havre harbour is opened to the Baie
de Seine nearby the estuary mouth, and is subject to fine sediment settling especially after storms in
the area and/or when the estuarine turbidity maximum is located downstream, during high river
discharge.
The respective amounts of sediment annually dredged are 1.8 M.t for Le Havre Harbour (88% mud)
and 4.5 M.t. for the navigation channel to Rouen (66 % mud. These quantities have the same order of
magnitude as the sum of river input (550 kt/year of fine), and the loosely known global sedimentation
of the Seine estuary mouth (around 7M.t per year considering a bulk density of 1.8).
Therefore, dredging plays an important role on the sediment budget of the estuary. In this context,
several questions arise on the role of maintenance dredging on sediment dynamics in the Seine
estuary:
- renewal of turbidity maximum, and possible increase of its mass
- contribution to the sedimentation patterns in the area, and to the fate of tidal flats,
- consequences on the estuarine morphological evolution
These features get an increased interest since the actual dumping site for material from the navigation
channel is becoming saturated, and should be replaced by another location, more offshore.
Methods
The 3D hydrodynamic model used is based on the code Mars 3D. A curvilinear grid is used and
realistic forcing is considered: tidal components offshore, real 2DH wind forcing, waves from
WaveWatch III and diurnal Seine river flow. Suspended sediment transport is simulated by solving
advection/diffusion equation for 5 sediment types (1gravel, 3 sands and 1mud) (Le Hir et al., 2011).
Consolidation is taken into account. This hydro-sedimentary model was validated in hydrodynamics
and suspended particle matters dynamics (Grasso et al., 2017).
In the model dredging and dumping are explicitly accounted for when sediment elevation is not
compliant with the draught specified by port authorities, sediments are removed from the sea bed
and instantaneously released in the bottom layer of the water column above the dumping sites. The
model distinguishes 9 dredging sites where the dredged masses and sediment composition are
known. In order to follow the fate of dredged materials, the latter are numerically marked by affecting
them to specific state variables of the model that respect the particle type (sands or mud). The
corresponding concentrations of these new variables can be computed either in the water column
(suspensions) or in the layered surficial sediment. Their contributions to the total suspended sediment
mass of the estuary or to the siltation rate can then be evaluated.
Dredging and dumping model is calibrated against in-situ data gathered on dredging vessels. The
robustness of the model was first evaluated regarding the temporal and spatial variability of dredging
efforts in the Seine Estuary. Finally, the volume of settled sediment in the dumping area constitutes
a second validation dataset. The agreement between numerical and in-situ dredged sediment grain
size was also tested. Except the tolerance of the dredging strategy, and the dredged depth when it
applies, there is no specific calibration of the numerical procedure, so that results are dependent on
the overall validation of the sediment transport model.

.

Results
The figures illustrate the distribution of "already dredged sediment" at the Seine estuary mouth, after
6 month, either in suspension (Fig.1), or deposited (Fig.2). Fig. 1 shows that a part of dredged
sediment is advected to the north while a significant fraction comes back in the estuary and joins the
turbidity maximum zone.
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Fig. 1: Percentile 50 over a semi-diurnal tidal cycle of the marked suspended mud concentration (i.e.
previously dredged in the navigation channel) at the Seine estuary mouth. Dredged sediment
marking started 6 months before. Area A represents the dumping site of Rouen harbour. The
estuary turbidity maximum zone is located in area B at this period of the year, and extends
seawards for high river discharge.
The distribution of previously dredged material in the surficial sediment (fig. 2) indicates maxima in
the vicinity of the dumping site, with a dominant dispersion northward, but also some dispersion
towards the estuary, either around the sandy Ratier shoal or in the northern flood channel and on the
intertidal mudflat “vasière nord” located East of Le Havre harbour. It appears that some dumped
sediment can be found in the dredged area of Rouen and Le Havre harbour too, suggesting that Le
Havre harbour is dredging sediment previously dredged by Rouen harbour. As the measured stability
of the dumping site is estimated to be 70%, this result indicates that dredging and dumping clearly
interfere with the siltation in the estuary.
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Fig. 2: Percentage in mass of sediment dredged in the navigation channel, naturally dispersed in the
upper 6mm of the seabed, after 6 months of numerical marking. Area A represents the dumping
site of Rouen harbour.
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Conclusions and perspectives
Our study improves our knowledge on natural and anthropogenic factors interactions within the Seine
estuary. The main challenge is to approach a steady state of marked quantities in order to quantify
the weight of dredging activities in the sediment dynamics of the Seine estuary. Another perspective
is to model middle term (10 years) morphodynamic evolutions in response to different dredging
strategies.
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Introduction
Feedback of sediment-induced stratification on the flow plays a significant role in estuarine transport
(e.g., Winterwerp, 2001). Talke et al. (2009) and Donker and de Swart (2013) modelled subtidal
dynamics in the hyper-concentrated Ems estuary and showed how sediment-induced longitudinal
density gradients influence the location of the turbidity maximum. By contrast to the increasing
number of such modelling studies, few experimental results were published on the actual vertical
structure of the water column, or on the intratidal dynamics of stratification and mobile mud layers,
which were sporadically observed to move independent from the tidal flow (e.g., in the Severn estuary,
Kirby, 1989). Based on data collected in the Ems estuary, we found sediment-induced restratification
during flood to effectively decouple the upper and the lower half of the water column, inducing the
formation of a density current in the mobile mud layer.

.

Fig. 1. Vertical distribution of ADCP current velocity (a), SSC interpolated from OBS casts (b, vertical
dashed lines), and echo sounder intensity (c, SES-2000, Innomar) during 17 h at Jemgum. White
lines (a, b) separate flood and ebb directed flow. Salinity (a) is shown by vertical bars. Coloured
circles (a) indicate magnitude and location of ECM measured current velocity in the mobile mud
layer. Coloured circles (b) indicate strength and location of the maximum vertical SSC gradients.
Observations
Figure 1 shows the variability of sediment-induced stratification in the center of the turbidity zone of
the Ems estuary, measured November 2014 during moderate discharge, at one side of the navigation
channel. Layers were separated by strong gradients in suspended sediment concentration (SSC), i.e.,
a lutocline on top of a mobile mud layer, and an interface separating the mobile mud from a higher
concentrated fluid mud layer below (SSC > 50 g/l). According to electro-magnetic current meter data
(ECM, not shown), the fluid mud layer was stationary.
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During the first half of the flood tide (Figure 1b, II-III), the mobile mud layer was entrained. We
observed the formation of the mobile mud layer (restratification) during an unexpectedly early stage
of the flood phase (III). Subsequently, the flow was decoupled between the upper and the lower layer,
separated by the lutocline, approximately in the middle of the water column. The flow was flood
directed towards the surface, while velocities in the mobile mud layer were ebb directed (Figure 1a).
The mobile mud layer remained unaffected by entrainment for a period of 4.5 h around high water
and moved with an average velocity of 0.08 m/s in ebb direction, with a peak velocity of 0.12 m/s
above the fluid mud surface, directly following flow reversal (III).

Fig. 2. Horizontal flow acceleration. During flood acceleration (II) the mobile mud layer is moved
upstream. Deceleration during restratification (III) affects the lower part of the water column.
Interpretation
In general, these data describe a significant intratidal asymmetry in vertical mixing, which is strongly
controlled by the properties of flocculated cohesive sediments (Winterwerp, 2002). Settling and
restratification during flood is interpreted to result from a super-saturated situation after the
acceleration phase. High SSC in the upper part of the water column is not sustained during stagnating
flow. The settling flux is rapidly increased, inducing the collapse of the SSC profile through feedback
by increased turbulence damping (Winterwerp, 2001). Consequently, the region of highest velocity
shear moved vertically from the fluid mud surface to a location above the lutocline.
In addition, significant flow deceleration was observed in the lower part of the water column, over the
vertical extent of the mobile mud layer before flow reversal, indicating a situation of forced convection
(Figure 2, III). The required ebb directed momentum is provided either by the downstream bottom
slope or, most probably, by the downstream SSC gradient. We believe that the collapse of the SSC
profile causes a corresponding change in the vertical distribution of the sediment-induced
downstream density gradient, acting against the flood momentum to decelerate the lower part of the
water column and reverse the flow direction.
The collapse of the SSC profile has a substantial impact on the flow structure and transport. The
restratification is implicitly responsible for the differential advection of saline water over the mobile
mud layer, observed at the end of the flood phase. Moreover, the restratification may reduce upstream
transport of sediments. Flood entrainment after low water provides the main pulse of near-bed
upstream transport and controls tidal pumping of sediments. During flood, this pulsed transport is
obviously limited by restratification and the associated rapid increase of the downstream density
gradient in the lower part of the water column.
Neglecting consolidation, upstream transport would increase the downstream density gradient on a
longer time scale. However, the probability of rapid restratification would increase at the same time.
It follows that mud-induced period stratification could be interpreted as a self-organizational process
in hyperturbid estuaries, balancing and limiting further upstream transport. In any case, our
observations demonstrate the importance of intratidal processes, here the mud-induced mixing
asymmetry, on subtidal estuarine fluxes.
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Abstract
Estuarine and coastal areas are densely populated and economically developed. Along with the
Jiangsu coastal development planning as a national strategy to promote, by 2020, the per capita
GDP in this area must be greater than the average level of the eastern region. This will make it
become a region of important economic growth. However, large scale land reclamation, as well as
practices such as sewage discharge has led to serious deterioration of water quality, and
accumulation of toxic and harmful substances within the sediments. Under the condition of
hydrodynamic effect, cohesive sediment will be enrolled in diffusion, transportation, deposition and
re-suspension of complex movement processes. In addition, cohesive sediment is also the carrier of
heavy metals, organic pollutants, and its transportation directly affects the migration and
transformation of pollutants, also changes the original characteristics of sediment movement.
In this paper, in the central Jiangsu coast intertidal zone along the south side of Chuandong Port,
based on the established site of beach elevation observation, four typical vertical lines are chosen
for water level, velocity and sediment concentration observation, and three of which are located on
the
intertidal
mudflat,
including
5#(33°02.482′N, 120°53.667′E),
6#(33°02.744′N,
120°53.990′E), 7#(33°03.035′N, 120°54.393′E), and one in Xiyang Deep Trough(33°06.650′N,
120°57.655′E)(Figure 1). Water and sediment samples were collected once a month between July
and October 2016. Heavy metal concentrations of more than 40 sediment and water samples were
examined, including Chromium (Cr), Iron (Fe), Copper (Cu), Zinc (Zn), Arsenic (As), Cadmium (Cd),
Mercury (Hg), and Lead (Pb). According to sea water quality standard (GB 3097-1997) and marine
sediment quality standard (GB 18668-2002), the area is severely affected with high pollution of Zn,
Hg and Pb. Sampling surface sediments when ebb tide occurs and beaches expose, using heavy
mental Zn as an example, to clarify the effect of turbulence on continuous water sediment
adsorption of heavy metals.
Experiments were subsequently carried out on collected sediment using six mini annular
flumes(Figure 2); one of them was selected as raw sediment without screening and cleaning, and
the other five were treated with the same clean sediment for the adsorption of heavy metal Zn. Take
the first class water quality standard of upper bound 0.02g/L; sediment standard applies the first
kind; the concentration of Zn is 150mg/kg. Water in the flume is 20cm high, and sediment
concentration in each flume is about 1.5kg. Respectively sampling sediments from the flume in
interval 3, 4, 5 and 6 days(Figure 3), the weight are always 50-100g, and then to measure
concentration of heavy metal adsorption of sediment based on continuous turbulence water. The
sediment in each mini annular flume is taken only once to ensure that all the samples have the
same adsorption state.

.

The stable maximum zinc adsorption of fine sediment was found to occur at 8-10 days. Limited by
short sampling intervals, the zinc was not fully absorbed onto the sediment, thus heavy metal
concentrations gradually increased as the adsorption capacity reduced. After reaching a maximum
value, concentrations gradually decreased but the release rate was significantly lower than the
adsorption rate. Based on saturated adsorption, continuously kept under the same hydrodynamic
conditions for 20 days, and then returned to still water after 32 days, it was found that heavy metal
adsorption capacity of the undisturbed sediment was smallest. Microorganisms and organic matter
could inhibit the adsorption of fine sediment. In the absence of an applied flow, sediment gradually
settled to the bottom of the annular flumes, leaving only surface interactions between the sediment
and water. When saturated adsorption was reached, the sediment gradually released heavy metal
zinc into the water, resulting in a decrease in zinc adsorption in each annular flume.
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Figure 1. Jiangsu coastal area and the location of the study sites.
Figure 2. Mini annular flumes during the experiments

.

Fig. 3. After 4 and 5 days sediment sampling
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Context
Assessing sediment fluxes over continental shelves is crucial for many socio-economical and
environmental issues such as regional sediment budgets, sediment extraction and dredging, or
monitoring benthic habitats. This study focuses on the continental shelf of the Bay of Biscay,
located in the north-east Atlantic. Surficial sediment is constituted of barely-consolidated mixtures
of fine sand and mud. Despite the abundant literature on hydrodynamic circulation, mainly
poleward and driven by wind and density gradients (e.g. Lazure et al., 2008; Le Boyer et al., 2013)
although in a macrotidal context, sediment fluxes had never been assessed at this regional scale.
Regarding sediment dynamics, previous works were mainly conducted on sediment exchanges in
submarine canyons along the continental slope, turbidity dynamics and sediment fluxes at river
mouths, sedimentation rates, and seabed nature. In addition to the influence of natural forcings, a
few studies have already drawn attention to the fact that trawling activities are likely to significantly
influence sediment dynamics over large areas of the Bay of Biscay shelf (e.g. Mengual et al., 2016),
as it is the case over many continental shelves worldwide. This study aims at quantifying sediment
fluxes at the shelf scale under the influence of natural forcings and trawling activities.
Methods
Given the extent of study area, a numerical modelling approach was chosen. A 3D hydrosedimentary model, based on the coupling between the hydrodynamic code MARS3D (Lazure and
Dumas, 2008) and the mixed-sediment transport model MUSTANG (Le Hir et al., 2011), was
validated in terms of hydrodynamics, hydrology, and dynamics of suspended sediment. Two 5-year
realistic simulations were run (2007-2011 period), accounting either for natural forcings only (i.e.
wave, wind, tide, river discharge) or for both natural and anthropogenic forcings (i.e. trawling) in
order to quantify and compare their respective contributions to sediment dynamics. Based on sitespecific measurements and fishing effort data, the trawling-induced erosion is parameterized
according to Mengual et al. (2016). More details about forcing features, initial and boundary
conditions, and model settings can be found in Mengual (2016).
The first step of this work consisted in assessing typical regimes of natural-induced sediment fluxes
on the continental shelf over the simulated period. One of the most popular and simple clustering
algorithms (K-means) was applied. The residual (tide filtered) sediment dynamics have been
computed and presented in terms of integrated sediment fluxes over different water depth ranges,
along borders across the shelf (longshore and cross-shore), at different time scales (seasonal and
annual). Lastly, the trawling contribution to sediment dynamics was investigated in terms of
resuspension and horizontal fluxes at seasonal and annual scales, as well as changes in the seabed
composition.

.

Results and conclusions
The cluster analysis (K-means) enabled the identification of 5 typical sediment flux regimes over the
5-year period at the shelf scale, and revealed a marked seasonality. During the autumn/winter
period, results highlight a poleward/equatorward alternation of intense sediment flux regimes, well
correlated with water fluxes, and largely influenced by the wind. Nevertheless, both sand and mud
residual fluxes (depth-integrated) during this energetic period exhibit a clear poleward orientation.
Due to less energetic conditions in terms of waves and currents, sediment flux regimes occurring
during the spring/summer period are significantly weaker than the rest of the year and are confined
near of the coast. Moreover, mud fluxes exhibit a poleward orientation on the inner shelf, not
correlated with water fluxes, and different from sandy ones oriented more cross-shore. Our results
provided evidence for the role of the tidal current asymmetry: due to contrasted settling velocities
and thus different phase lags between dominant resuspension (on ebb tidal phase) and subsequent
deposition, the mud flux is oriented north-westward while the fine sand flux follows the maximum
current direction (west-south-westward). At the annual scale, sediment fluxes are clearly controlled
by the residual poleward dynamics occurring in winter (Fig. 1), in fair agreement with the annual
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residual circulation reported in the literature. A sediment budget at the scale of the French shelf,
performed from sediments initially prescribed within the seabed, revealed a total loss of 2.02Mt.yr-1
in the same order of magnitude as the riverine input of 2.5Mt.yr-1 (Jouanneau et al., 1999).

Fig. 1. Annual residual natural-induced and depth-integrated mud and sand fluxes averaged over
the different years of the simulated period: Fmud on (a) and Fsand on (b), respectively.
Regarding anthropogenic forcing, trawling is responsible for a significant annual contribution to
resuspension over intensively trawled muddy areas of the mid-shelf (up to 20%), more precisely over
the "Grande-Vasière" mud belt where it becomes the main source of resuspension during the high
fishing season. Trawling also contributes to horizontal sediment fluxes. At the annual scale,
trawling enhances poleward natural mud and sand fluxes at a rate ranging from a few per cent to
40%, and significantly contributes to the natural off-shelf export of sediment: +35% and +15% of
mud export along the 130m and 180m isobaths, respectively. On the contrary, trawling induces an
onshore residual transport of sediment in some locations of the inner shelf. Lastly, our results
highlighted a trawling-induced mud fraction decrease in the seabed over intensively trawled areas
of the shelf, qualitatively in agreement with recent observations (cf. Mengual et al., 2016).
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Context
In estuaries and coastal seas, suspended particulate matters (SPM) are mainly aggregated in flocs, of
variable shape, size, density and hence settling velocity. The latter is crucial as it controls the SPM fluxes in
coastal ecosystems, from turbidity maximum formation to turbid plume or mudflat dynamics. In 1994
Kranenburg, following Krone’s works, proposed an innovative concept of fractal flocs, assuming that flocs
are self-similar objects, i.e. “a unique relationship exists between aggregate size and the number of
primary particles that form the aggregate’. In practice, this concept leads to the following widely used
relationship between floc size D and floc excess density Δρ:
∆𝜌 = 𝜌! − 𝜌!

𝐷!
𝐷

!!!"

Where Dp is the primary particle size, ρp the primary particle density and nf the fractal dimension. These
concept and relationship are used both for estimating floc settling velocity from floc size in situ
measurements and for simulating floc dynamics in numerical sediment transport models. The main
difficulty of the concept is to know what are basic floc particles constituting the flocs, and what are their
densities. As flocculation is associated to particle cohesiveness, clay minerals are often considered as floc
basic/primary particles. However, once observing flocs individually, it becomes evident that not only clay
but other larger minerals as well as organic particles, often aggregated in very dense, strong basic
particles, contribute to form microflocs and macroflocs. The aim of this study is to investigate the
variability of the primary/basic particles forming flocs, and to examine the consequences of this variability
in term of floc density and floc settling velocity.
Methods
More than 360 samples were collected in the Seine estuary, Bay of Seine and Rhone ROFI area in 2015 and
2016, at different seasons and for various hydrodynamic conditions. These SPM samples were analyzed to
estimate SPM concentration (gravimetric measurements), organic matter content (loss of ignition method)
and SPM deflocculated particle size distribution after agitation and ultrasonic insonification. Combining
SPM concentration and volume concentration provide information on population-average excess densities.
Simultaneously to SPM samples, in situ turbidity and floc size distribution were measured with an OBS3+
and a LISST100X.
Results
De-flocculated spectra: Basic/Primary particles variability
De-flocculated spectra are generally characterized by a combination of two sub-populations: a claylike population, with a diameter around 2µm and a larger flocculi-like population featured by median
diameters ranging from 10mu to 20µm (Fig. 1). During planktonic blooms, a third population is observed,
featured by larger sizes (from 50 to 200µm). This population is named “phytoplankton” but may also be
strong bio-aggregates. These populations were quantified, both in term of PDF and representative
diameters. Flocculi generally dominate the PSD, contributing from 50% to 90% of the distribution.
The presence of distinct populations is questionable: were flocs entirely de-flocculated and then do
the populations correspond to the true signature of the primary individual particles or did some small but
resistant flocculi persist to exist despite the ultrasonic deflocculation? This question is examined by
comparing the volume concentration and the mass concentration of samples, and testing hypotheses of
primary particles or small but dense aggregates.
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Fig. 1. Left: Synthesis of deflocculation experiments: decomposition between “primary particles” clay-like,
“flocculi” and “phytoplankton” populations, in percentages of full spectrum. Color represents the organic
matter content (%). Right: Basic particles excess density Vs median particle size. Color represents the
organic matter content (%).
“Basic particles” features: size Vs densities
Examining population average excess densities shows that populations observed after ultrasonic
insonification are mainly dense small flocs, named here “basic particles”, with excess density values
ranging from 1500kg.m-3 to 500kg.m-3, and decreasing with increasing median floc sizes (Figure 1 - right).
High organic matter content is associated with low densities, from 1000kg.m-3 to 200kg.m-3. If these basic
particles are assumed to be self-similar (and neglecting the presence of phytoplankton, i.e. a second
population of primary particle with lower density), these particles show fractal dimension ranging from 2.5
to 3.
Fractal continuity between primary particles, “basic particles” and in situ micro/macroflocs
The question addressed in this last section is the continuity of the fractal approach over floc sizes. The
fractal dimension of the basic particles will be confronted to the fractal dimension of the in situ
microflocs/macroflocs. For the latter populations, two assumptions are made: either primary particles are
2µm clay-like particles, or 10µm to 20µm basic particles, with their respective densities. Fractal dimensions
calculated are then compared with deflocculated features, and the presence of organic matter. The
implication on settling velocity estimation will then be discussed.
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Context
Macrotidal estuaries are featured by the presence of Estuary Turbidity Maximum (ETM), where sediments
are accumulated through the joint influence of tidal pumping (tidal asymmetry) and salt edge structure.
ETMs are defined as areas of high suspended sediment concentration, and are characterized by a given
location, extension, mass and average concentration. The ETM dynamics has been widely investigated over
the last decades, mainly from short term in situ measurements of suspended solid concentration (SSC) and
floc size distribution, and numerical modelling. Since 2015, the SYNAPSES automatic monitoring network
was deployed within the Seine Estuary, measuring turbidity at high frequency in 6 stations along the
system (3 within the ETM zone). The aim of this study is to investigate the potential of automated turbidity
monitoring networks to characterize the ETM dynamics, applied to the case study of the Seine Estuary,
France.
Methods
The SYNAPSES monitoring network consists in six stations deployed along the estuary, all equipped with
YSI 6600V2 probes measuring conductivity, temperature, turbidity, fluorescence and O2 concentrations
every 5min. If both surface/bottom measurements are available in the ETM, this study focuses on near bed
(1mab) measurements. The network has been fully operational since January 2015, supervised by the GIP
Seine Aval and maintenance being operated by the Grand Port Maritime de Rouen.
The MARS3D hydrodynamics and sediment transport numerical model was implemented in the study area,
and is featured by a non-orthogonal curvilinear computation grid and refined meshes within the estuary
mouth. The model is forced by tidal components at the sea boundary, the ARPEGE meteorological model
and waves simulated by WW3 on the studied area. Sediment dynamics is computed though the advectiondispersion equation and the process-based model developed by Le Hir et al. (2011) and Grasso et al.
(2015). Five sediment classes are transported within the model: 1 gravel, 3 sands and 1 mud,
representative of the sediments present in the system (Grasso et al., 2017).
Results
Turbidity time series
Turbidity measurements show that the largest turbidity is observed at Fatouville, in the central part of the
expected ETM, for medium or high river discharge periods (Fig. 1). Turbidity reached values above
4000NTU close to the bed during spring tides and the lowest values during neap tides. For low river
discharges, turbidity values are slightly higher at the upstream station (Tancarville), reaching values above
2000NTU during spring tides. This strong correlation with the river discharge suggests that the ETM is
mainly centered close to the upstream station during low river discharge periods and close to Fatouville
(central station) the rest of the year.
ETM location
Based on the simultaneous turbidity measurements at SYNAPSES stations, an estimation of the ETM
location can be given by calculating the centre of gravity of the turbidity along the section covered by the
three stations (Fig. 1). Results show that ETM would be effectively centered on Fatouville for medium to
high river flow but between Tancarville and Fatouville during low river discharge periods. This method
reaches its limit when the largest turbidity is observed at one of the upstream/downstream station: in this
case, the ETM could be located upper (or lower respectively) in the estuary, but not correctly observed.
In order to analyze the reliability of this simple calculation, results are compared with ETM location
calculated from model outputs (validated and then considered as the reference), evaluating the SPM mass
longitudinal distribution (using information over the full model grid) every 15’ and estimating the center of
mass of the ETM (Fig. 1). If the trends of both methods are similar at the annual scale, the SYNAPSES-based
calculation locates the ETM 5km downstream than model results.
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Two approaches were then tested to improve the ETM location calculation from the SYNAPSES
stations:
a)
b)

A limitation identified in the SYNAPSES-based method is the “low” number of stations compared with
the distance covered by the ETM at the annual scale. Based on model results, the monitoring network
was then virtually optimized, moving or adding new stations.
We also tested the hypothesis that i) the ETM, associated with large turbidity measurements, is nearly
always passing at the Fatouville station and ii) if the ETM is located upstream, ETM will arrive late
during ebb at Fatouville. Then we calculated the time lag (DT) between high water and the percentile
90 (P90) of turbidity during ebb. This proxy was calculated and compared both for the SYNAPSES data
and model data, and results showed very good correlation. DT calculated from SYNAPSES data was
then compared with the reference ETM location. Results show that a linear relationship can be found
and used to reliably evaluate the ETM location from a single monitoring station (SYNAPSES DT – Fig. 1).
However, this last method can be unreliable for very high river flow, if the ETM is located downstream
Fatouville.

Fig. 1: Seine river discharge and tidal range (top panel), P90 turbidity measurements at the three SYNAPSES
stations (middle panel) and ETM location (bottom panel). Pk 337: Tancarville (upstream), pk 350:
Fatouville, pk 365: Balise A (downstream). Blue dots: MARS3D ETM location, pink dots: ETM from SYNAPSES
center of gravity, orange dots: ETM estimated from time lag between high water and ebb turbidity P90
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Abstract
Fringing intertidal flats are common features of elongated estuaries. We generalized the geometry
of profiles of individual intertidal flats towards a common relationship, based on extensive
measurement data of various estuaries. We found a strong linear relation between the width, slope
and height of linear intertidal flat profiles, which also yields well for the mild-sloped upper part of
convex-up profiles. Deviations of this linear relation at the lower steeper part of the flats are the
result of dominating alongshore currents.
Introduction
Elongated estuaries are fringed by tidal flats that consist of
bare mudflats and at higher elevations vegetated marshes.
These areas form a buffer between the channel and the dike,
thereby serving as coastal protection. Furthermore, they
provide valuable habitats for various species and are
consequently
often
protected
by
legislations
(e.g.
Natura2000). Human interferences have affected and are still
affecting these flats. Channel deepening, storm surge
barriers and local weirs and groynes are examples of such
interferences.
Profile shape (convexity or concavity) has been identified as a
predictor for tidal flat development. Convex-up profiles are
related to expanding systems dominated by tidal flow and
concave-up profiles are linked to retreating wave-dominated
systems. The theoretical basis for these relations however
lies in analyses of systems dominated by cross-shore tidal
flows. Limited evidence is available that supports such
relations for systems with predominantly along-shore tidal
flows. In this paper, we aim to identify the relations between
tidal flat parameters for systems with predominantly alongshore tidal flows in order to determine predictors for future
developments of fringing tidal flats.

.

Data
We consider fringing tidal flats in the meso-tidal systems
Westerschelde and Oosterschelde (the Netherlands) and the
macro-tidal Seine Estuary (France). All these flats are
confined between the shore and a channel. Many of the
considered
tidal
flats
in
the
Oosterschelde
and
Westerschelde are also confined in streamwise direction by
the dyke configuration. For the Oosterschelde and
Westerschelde, a data set of 56 transects on 20 fringing tidal
flats is available covering a period of 21 years (1993-2014)
with annual RTK measurements. Furthermore, LiDAR data in
combination with single-beam data is available for various
years. For the Seine a local LiDAR database over 12 years is
available. Numerical simulations provide the local tidal
ranges and characteristic velocities in the channels. The
bathymetry, tidal range and average flow magnitudes are
indicated in Figure 1.

a

b

c
Figure 1: Westerschelde and Oosterschelde:
(a) bathymetry and numbering of the tidal
flats; (b) averaged tidal range; (c) average
magnitude of the velocities.
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Results
Oosterschelde. The tidal flats in the Oosterschelde
have an S-shaped profile, where the linear part in
the middle covers more than 80% of the intertidal
area. The flats are therefore characterized as
linear. A consistent linear relation is found for the
bed level:
TR
(1)

z = z0 − s ⋅ x with s =

⎛ z
⎞
L ⎜ 1 0 + 1⎟
⎝ 2 TR ⎠

with distance from the shore or marsh x, bed level
z (and z0 at x = 0), tidal range TR, bed slope s and
calibrated length scale L=1000 m. High and mildsloped flats are therefore found when there is
sufficient space between the channel and the
shore.
Westerschelde. Two types of tidal flat profiles are
found in the Westerschelde: (i) linear (partly
concave-up) profiles; (ii) convex-up profiles with a
mild-sloped upper part and a steep-sloped lower
part. Linear and convex-up shapes are found for
different widths and heights of the flats. The linear
profiles show a similar relation between the
height, slope and width as for the Oosterschelde,
also with L=1000 m. The convex-up profiles have
two distinct slopes. The slope in the upper part
follows the relation as found for the linear profiles.
The slope in the lower part is significantly larger.
Time evolutions of the profiles show that both
profiles can be stable, eroding or accreting.
Seine Estuary. The profiles in the Seine Estuary
show a distinct double-sloped profile. The upper
profiles approximately follow the linear relation
with L=1000 m, using a tidal range of TR=6.7m.
The transition to the steeper lower part is more
distinct than in the Westerschelde.
For all profiles a value of approximately L=1000m
was found, despite the significant variation in tidal
range. No definite explanation was found yet for
this linear profile. It is hypothesized that waves are
important drivers. When waves are negligible, it
seems that the upper part can become flat and
dewatering processes generate creeks.

Figure: (a) Linear profiles in the Oosterschelde
and Westerschelde. (b) Convex-up profiles in the
Westerschelde and Oosterschelde. (c) Profiles in
the Seine Estuary for different years. See Figure
1 for the location of the profiles in the
Oosterschelde and Westerschelde. The vertical
scale is made dimensionless by dividing by
0.5TR . The dashed lines represent Equation (1)
for various values of z0.

.

Conclusions and Outlook
The measured transects at the tidal flats in the
three estuaries indicate that various (almost)
equilibrium profiles exist. The shape itself seems
not to be a direct predictor for future
development. Linear profiles and convex profiles can prograde, erode or can be in equilibrium. The
upper flat follows a linear profile with milder slopes and higher mean bed levels for wider flats. The
exact cause for the relation for the upper flat is to be examined. Further steps will focus on
determining the influence of the alongshore current and sediment abundance on the width and
slope of the steeper lower part of the convex-up profile.
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Background
The Mississippi River is North America’s largest river in terms of water and sediment delivery to the
ocean (Milliman and Meade, 1983). The annual maximum sediment and water discharges typically
occur in the spring to early summer and the annual minimum discharges occur in the late summer
through autumn. During high river discharge, estuarine mixing of the river discharge occurs in the
Gulf of Mexico. However, during low river flow, seawater enters the river and a salt wedge forms
within the lower extent of the river, migrating as much as 100km upstream. This highly stratified
river-mouth estuary produces favorable conditions for flocculation, sediment trapping, and
sedimentation of suspended fine sediment.
Actively and passively controlled flow and sediment diversions exist in the lower 200km of the river.
Additional river diversions are under consideration to mitigate ongoing land loss in the Mississippi
River Delta. The present research is being conducted to better anticipate the potential
consequences of increased river diversion on the frequency and extent of salt-water intrusion into
the river channel and the associated sediment interactions that impact sedimentation.
Methods
Field measurements of water discharge, sediment discharge, and suspended sediment
characteristics were conducted November 2015 and December 2016 in the lower Mississippi River
during periods of sea-water intrusion. The measurements were conducted at profiling stations
established between minor river distributaries located 28 to 88 km upstream of the Mississippi
River outlet to the Gulf of Mexico. The river depth at these stations ranged between 15 to 45m
deep. Flow velocity, vertical shear, river discharge, suspended sediment concentration, and
sediment discharge were estimated with a vessel-mounted Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP)
calibrated to physical samples of Suspended Sediment Concentration (SSC). An instrumentation
package was cast through the water column at the thalweg of each station to collect suspended
sediment samples and measure water and suspended sediment properties. In addition to water
temperature and salinity, in-situ suspended sediment size was measured by Laser In-Situ Scattering
and Transmissometry (LISST-100x) (Agrawal and Pottsmith, 2000) in-situ size and settling velocity
were measured with the Particle Imaging Camera System (PICS) (Smith and Friedrichs, 2011; Smith
and Friedrichs, 2015).

.

Results
The water column was observed to be sharply stratified, with vertical salinity gradients ranging
between 5-10ppt/m. The mixing zone between the overlying, seaward flowing freshwater and
underlying, upstream flowing seawater was 2-4m thick. In this mixing zone, median particle size
was observed to increase compared to the freshwater layer by approximately an order of magnitude
from nominally 20µm to 200µm. Settling velocities also increased by a factor of 3-5 from nominally
0.1mm/s to 0.3 to 0.5mm/s. Large macroflocs with diameters between 300-500µm were also
observed in the lower seawater lens with settling velocities between 1-3mm/s.
Additional analysis of the 2015 and 2016 data is in progress, investigating the longitudinal
variations in the suspended sediment populations, floc growth in the shear layer, and floc breakup
near the bed. These findings will be finalized prior to the conference.
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Context
Suspended particulate matters (SPM) are key elements within coastal ecosystems regarding their role in
sedimentary transfer, transport of contaminants, dynamics of benthic habitats and in the modulation of
primary production. In coastal areas, at the interface between estuary and bay, strong turbidity gradients
are observed and SPM are mainly formed by flocs, aggregates of mineral and organic matters, even if sand
can episodically be resuspended associated to high-energy hydrodynamics events. SPM dynamics is driven
by physical and hydrological forcings such as tidal currents, storms, river discharge, but also by the
seasonal variability of organic matter (OM) content (i.e. phytoplankton blooms). All these parameters
contribute to modulate flocculation/deflocculation processes and hence the characteristics (size, density)
of flocs. The role of organic matter in SPM dynamics is still rising important questions, especially the
understanding of the contribution of phytoplankton and Exopolymeric Substances (EPS)/Transparent
Exopolymeric Particles (TEP). This work aims to examine the spatial and temporal variability of SPM
characteristics at the interface between the Seine estuary and bay.
Methods
Six field campaigns were conducted in 2016 within the Seine river plume and the near Seine Bay in order to
investigate flocculation dynamics and the potential relationship with the OM content. These campaigns
consisted of ship-based monitoring and sampling through 12-h tidal cycle cruises carried out along the
annual cycle (~ every 2 months, mainly spring tides) at two fixed stations: La Carosse (LC), at the mouth of
the Seine estuary in the turbid plume, and BS1, located more offshore. During these surveys, we used a
floating platform equipped with two downward looking RDI 1200kHz and 600kHz ADCPs continuously
recording along the 12-h tidal cycle. Every hour, samples at the sub-surface and 1m above the bed were
collected from a horizontal Niskin bottle sampler for quantifying suspended sediment concentration (SSC),
TEP, total OM and chlorophyll a concentration. Finally, a frame equipped with a CTD profiler, an OBS3+, a
turbidity meter (Wetlabs FLNTU) and a LISST100X was deployed to profile the water column, at 15-min
intervals during the tidal cycles. Dedicated post-processing methods were developed for LISST analysis,
especially in the salinity gradient (flagging the Schlieren effect), but also in low SSC conditions. Analysis of
water samples taken near the bed also revealed, sometimes, the presence of both sand and flocs.
Results
First results at the station LC show that SPM dynamics at the tidal scale could be divided into 3 key
patterns using hydrological parameters such as SSC and salinity: the Seine river surface plume during low
tide, offshore (Seine Bay) waters during high tide in the whole water column, and resuspended bed
sediments near the bottom during ebb and flood (Fig. 1). The three patterns are always observed all along
the annual cycle, but with variable SPM features (SSC, Particle size distribution (PSD) and OM content).
The SSC surface plume is around 30mg/l during winter and 10mg/l in summer. This variability could be
explained by the position of the turbidity maximum in the estuary, close to the mouth in winter (high river
discharge), and shifted landward during summer low river discharge periods. Suspended sediments in the
plume are mainly macroflocs, with sizes larger than 200µm. Preliminary results do not show a seasonal
variability of surface plume floc sizes but this pattern is characterized by sharp salinity gradients, then
LISST data require deeper and careful processing.
Regarding fine sediment resuspension patterns, a seasonal trend is also observed with SSC values reaching
100mg/l in January and March and lower values for the rest of the year. Sand particles are regularly
observed close to the bed and their presence is generally correlated to spring tides, except once in
December. A methodology - based on the separation of the LISST particle size distribution (PSD) into five
Gaussian populations - has been developed in order to estimate the presence of sand in suspension and to
calibrate the optical instruments with only fine (i.e. the flocculating) particles (Fig. 2). It consists in
estimating SSC from LISST-100X PSD, testing the presence of flocs (H1) or sand in the two largest
populations, macro- and mega-flocs (H2) or in mega-flocs only (H3). For H1, the excess density of each
population is calculated assuming a fractal behaviour, while for H2 and H3 a fixed density of 2650kg.m-3 is
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associated to the largest “sand” populations. The best hypothesis is validated when the calculated
concentration is the nearest from the reference sample concentration (Fig. 2). This methodology will be
extrapolated to all vertical profiles along tidal and annual cycles, in order to automatically detect the
presence of sand in suspension.
Superposed to the hydrological cycle, a strong seasonal variability of the OM content is observed, reaching
values up to 50 % during spring and summer and lower than 20 % during the rest of the year. Observations
of deflocculated PSD revealed clearly the presence of a phytoplankton bloom in July. This seasonal
variability of OM content is suspected to modulate SPM characteristics, and will be also investigated from
the collected dataset.

Fig. 1. Tidal profiles of salinity (PSU), SSC (g/l) given by the OBS3+ and the median floc size (µm) at the
fixed station LC on 28/01/2016.

Fig. 2. (A) PSD split up into 5 Gaussian Populations for a near bed water sample at LC on 22/03/2016. (B)
Comparison of SSC estimated against SSC given by OBS3+ at LC on 22/03/2016 with the 3 hypotheses: H1,
only flocs are present, H2, presence of flocs and sand in the two largest populations (macro- and megaflocs) or in mega-flocs only (H3). Grey points represent samples for which the hypotheses are not validated.
Red points are samples with H2 or H3 validated (sand and flocs), blue points are for samples with H1
validated (only flocs).
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Abstract
The development off automated monitoring network is a key issue for both water quality (e.g.
indicators) and knowledge on the fate of suspended particulate matter (SPM) in estuarine systems.
Among the monitored parameters turbidity is govern by resuspension, deposition and advection of
sediment. Turbidity measurement is obtained by optical methods to accurately assess the temporal
variations of SPM concentrations. The main advantage of indirectly estimating SPM concentration are
the continuous acquisition of data and low operating cost. On the other hand, some limitations have
been identified to using turbidity sensors, as the effect of sediments characteristics on the turbidity
response (Hatcher and al., 2000; Merten and al., 2014). This article, based on field sample and
turbidity measurements, describes the effects of particle concentration, size, density and the organic
matter on the turbidity signal of two optical sensors with different design. Results are applied to the
Seine estuary automated water monitoring system (measuring since 2010).
The optical sensors tested were deployed to realize vertical profiling measurements of turbidity
directly in the field. The data were carried out in the fluvial and Turbidity Maximal Zone (TMZ), along
the Seine Estuary (Normandy, France) during 36 tidal cycles between February 2015 and June 2016.
A measuring frame was deployed vertically with Sea-Bird 19plus V2 CTD associated to an OBS3+, a
multi-parameter YSI 6600 V2 probe and a LISST 100X-type C. For each tidal cycle, profiles were
conducted every 15’ in the water column to measure sedimentary parameter such as turbidity and
floc sizes. A horizontal Niskin bottle was used every hour in order to obtain SPM concentration from
the sub-surface (1m) and close to the bed (1m), thus resulting in about 26 samples per tidal cycle.
Each sample was immediately filtered on pre-weighed glass filters (Whatman GF/F) with a pore size
of 0.45µm to obtain the SPM concentration. Eight water sample were also chosen per tidal cycle and
were filtered to measure the organic matter proportion by loss on ignition (480°C for 4 hours).
For each tidal cycle, a correlation coefficient between turbidity is obtained by comparing
OBS3+ or YSI 6600V2 and SPM concentration. We used several methods to accurately obtain this
relationship (Fig. 1A). Comparing all the data (36 tidal cycles in the fluvial or TM zone), the correlation
coefficient ranges between 0.92 and 3.92 (Fig. 1B). Results show an YSI slope range between 1.12
and 1.79 mg.l-1.NTU-1, for TMZ, and between 0.85 and 1.97 mg.l-1.NTU-1, for fluvial area. Conversely,
OBS calibration coefficient varies with time, showing statistically different slopes. The highest values
reach close to 3.95 and 3.96 mg.l-1.NTU-1 and the lowest values are observed around 2.19 and 1.75
mg.l-1.NTU-1, respectively for TMZ and fluvial area. Various studies (Bunt and al., 1999; Downing, 2006)
indicate that OBS sensor signal can be altered by the variability of the particle optical properties in
the environment. On the Seine estuary optical sensors are affected by particles size (D50) and flocs
organic matter content (Fig. 1C). Measuring sediment fluxes using automated monitoring network
need to accurately estimate SPM/Turbidity relationships (Fig. 1D).

.
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Figure 1: General scheme of the study. a: Relationship between turbidity and SPM concentration
using different methods; b. Temporal variations of the Turbidity/SPM relation in the fluvial and TMZ
zone; c. Response of the optical sensors to SPM characteristics (D50 and loss on ignition) and d.
application of the obtained relation to the Seine estuary monitoring network.
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Abstract
Discussion on the strategy for calibrating a 3D process-based model to simulate short-term
sediment dynamics (sand and mud) and long term morphodynamics.
Introduction: the Seine mouth, a dynamic system
Since the the XIXth century, many engineering works have been undertaken in the macrotidal Seine
estuary, north-west of France: bank protections by dikes and the associated channelling of the
estuary along 120 km, expansion of Le Havre and Rouen harbours, respectively nearby the mouth
and 120 km upstream. These works have induced the development of an ebb delta split into two
shoals separated by a navigation channel, both prograding seawards. In 2005, a new extension of
Le Havre harbour ("Port 2000") restricted the total width of the estuary mouth, while the navigation
channel along the estuary, up to Rouen, was slightly deepened. Last, the maintenance of navigation
channels requires annual dredging up to 6 MT (see Lemoine et al, 2017).
All these features make the Seine estuary a very dynamic system. In particular, submersible dykes at
the mouth, aimed at enhancing ebb sediment fluxes, have induced some shift of the turbidity
maximum towards the mouth, inducing the expansion of muddy subtidal areas , while the intertidal
mudflats have been considerably reduced.
In such context, it is important to predict the probable evolution of the system, accounting for
possible effect of sea level rise. For this purpose, a morphodynamic process-based model has been
set up.
Model description
The model solves the hydrostatic 3D Navier-Stokes equations. Suspended sediment transport is
simulated by solving an advection/diffusion equation for different sediment types ranging from
mud to fine and medium sand (Le Hir et al., 2011). A lateral erosion term allows meandering and
channels divagation, intertidal flats extension, but also erosion of underwater slopes exposed to
strong currents in channels. Consolidation of sand and mud mixtures is solved according to a
modified Gibson equation (Grasso et al., 2015).
In the application to the Seine estuary, a curvilinear grid is used and the mesh size is about 70 x
200m in the area of interest. Realistic forcing is considered: tidal components offshore, real 2DH
wind forcing, diurnal Seine river flow. The wave model WW3 solves the propagation of swells as well
as the generation and dissipation of wind-induced waves at the same resolution as the circulation
model.
In order to speed up mean and long term simulations, a morphological factor (MF) is applied in the
sediment compartment to erosion and deposition exchanges, while processes in the water column
are simulated at the right scale.

.

Methodology for calibration and validation: successive steps
The presentation will emphasize the calibration procedure. The latter requires simultaneous
validation for hydrodynamics, hydrology, sediment transport, erosion and deposition patterns,
surficial sediment changes and morphodynamics coupling; then it addresses short term (tidal cycle,
season) and mean term (up to decades) processes.
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Introduction
Microplastic (MP) particles are small plastic particles with a size smaller than 5 mm, which are found
in all kinds of products (paints, shower gels, etc) or result from the degradation by weathering of
macroplastics by exposure to UV radiation, biotic degradation, friction, etc. These particles enter
the aquatic environment via sewer inflows, sewer treatment plant overflows, or direct input from
waste through rainfall runoff or from the air. These particles are believed to be a threat to the
environment since during the weathering process they break up into food-sized particles and may
leach toxic additives that may enter the food chain. Recent monitoring has revealed an astonishing
amount of MP particles deposited in sediments along shores down to the deep ocean bottom. Thus
far, little is known about the time scales and pathways for the transport of MP particles and the
governing processes (Jahnke et al., 2017b). The JPI Oceans funded project WEATHER-MIC (Jahnke et
al., 2017a) aims at investigating this aspect. Since MP particles show many similarities with cohesive
sediment particles (e.g. surface charges and biofilm formation), the KU Leuven applies their
expertise on cohesive sediment transport modelling to these “new” particles, including the possible
interaction with cohesive particles in the aquatic environment.
Modelling of microplastics dispersal
The KU Leuven contributes to this project by setting up 3D particle transport models for two sites,
i.e. the Oslo Fjord (Norway) and the Himmerfjärden Bay, south of Stockholm (Sweden), using the
TELEMAC software (www.openTELEMAC.org). Open sea boundary conditions are generated by a twodimensional depth-averaged (2DH) hydrodynamic model for the wider area covering the Skaggerak,
Kattegat and Baltic Sea, in which tidal currents and wind effects are considered. Field data are
collected by the Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (NGI) and Stockholm University, partners in the
project.

Figure 1. The unstructured meshes for the 2DH Baltic Sea model, and the 3D Oslo Fjord and
Himmerfjärden Bay models

The main challenge is the development of a closure model to predict the highly variable size,
density and settling velocity of the particles and their aggregates. For this purpose, the two-class
population balance equation (2CPBE) flocculation model, developed by Lee et al. (2011), and
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implemented into TELEMAC (Ernst, 2016), will be extended to 3 classes (Shen et al., 2017) and
adapted to be applicable to MP particles (class 1), cohesive sediment particles (class 2) and their
combined flocs (class 3). Since so little is known on the changing properties of MP particles by
weathering, biofilm formation and aggregation, dedicated experiments are carried out in settling
columns at NGI.
Characterization of weathering microplastic particles
Complementary research is carried out by the Helmholtz Center for Environmental Research (UFZ
Leipzig), Fraunhofer Institute (IKTS Dresden), the Department of Environmental Science and
Analytical Chemistry (Stockholm University) and NGI (Oslo) by experimental studies to gain
understanding of weathering mechanisms and their environmental impact. The effect of the
following factors on MP weathering is investigated: UV light exposure, salinity, physical stress
(turbulence and friction with other particles, including sediments), biodegradation, biofilm
formation and temperature. The outcome of these investigations needs to be transformed into
breakup and aggregation terms for the particle kinetics equations in order to calculate the evolution
of the average settling velocities of MP particles and its aggregates.
For many of the partners this is the first application of their expertise to MP, which results in the
innovative use of methodologies and measuring techniques never before applied to these particles.
Further information can be found on the project website http://www.jpi-oceans.eu/weathermic/about
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Introduction
Satellite images of coastal areas can show the spatial distribution of fine suspended sediments at
the surface of large water bodies. After atmospheric correction of the raw image, the intensity of
the reflectance in selected frequency bands can be converted into suspended particulate matter
(SPM) concentrations. Calibration and validation of the conversion algorithm requires field data
(ground truthing) which is time demanding, labour intensive and restricted to a few locations. In
addition, comparison can be made with images from other satellites and SPM maps generated by
computer simulations.
Proba-V is a Belgian satellite designed for vegetation monitoring with daily coverage at 300 m and a
5-daily coverage at 100m resolution. The sensor onboard the satellite records data up to at least
100 km away from the coastlines. The good image quality provides opportunities for turbidity
retrieval in coastal waters. Combining turbidity products from Proba-V and other typical ocean
colour sensors allows for better monitoring of turbidity in dynamic near shore areas and it increases
the chance to detect short term events in particular for areas with rapid changing cloud cover. An
evaluation of the added value of Proba-V for monitoring turbidity, taking into accounts its
limitations, is presented by Knaeps et al. (2017). They present the turbidity retrieval algorithm and
the direct validation with in-situ data (normalized water leaving radiance sensors, SPM
concentrations from OBS sensors on buoys and sampling; Fig.1) in more detail.

Figure 1. Left: PROBA-V TSM product (acquisition date/time 21 April 2015/11:06); Middle: Direct
validation of PROBA-V TSM data through comparison with in-situ turbidity data from CEFAS smart
buoys and VLIZ buoy. Right: Buoy locations.

The present study focusses on the indirect validation method, consisting of an intercalibration with
a sediment transport model (using TELEMAC, solving for hydrodynamics, waves and SPM
concentrations) which is used to take into account the turbidity variations between subsequent
image acquisitions.
Assessing the errors and similarities of simulated SPM maps
A methodology has been developed for assessing the errors and similarities of simulated SPM maps
compared with the remote sensing images. The quality of an image signal that is being evaluated
can be thought of as a sum of an undistorted reference signal and an error signal. Thus, to assess
the quality of simulated results, it is necessary to quantify the error signal. The methodology in this
study mainly consists of three approaches.
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The first one is called the distance based approach, which is used to quantify the errors between
simulated results and remote sensing images. The Euclidean distance is adopted as the error index
and it can be calculated at different length scale. This can give give an indication of the quality of
simulated results in a defined sub-domain and show the model performance at a relatively large
scale.
The second approach is an assessment based on structure similarity. This approach is brought up
to compensate some drawbacks in the distance based approach. The reason is that the same
distance metrics may come from very different types of errors, some of which are more visible than
others. image signals are highly structured, while the distance metrics are based on pointwise
signal differences and independent of the underlying signal structure. Hence, instead of estimating
perceived errors, perceived changes in structural information variation can be measured in the
framework of a Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) as developed by Wang et. al (2004). This index is
calculated from the simulated results and is used to quantify the Structural Similarity between a
modelled SPM map and a remote sensing image.
The third approach is based on pattern recognition and comparison. A method for calculating 2D
cross-correlation is adopted. In general, cross-correlation is a measure of similarity of two series as
a function of the displacement of one relative to the other. It is commonly used for searching a
shorter, known feature or local pattern in a longer signal. It is also a method of estimating the
degree to which two series are correlated. With 2D cross- correlation, it is possible to find the local
pattern shift in the simulated results and quantify the displacement of simulated patterns and the
ones captured in the remote sensing image.
The methodology is also applicable to assess the similarity in temporal variations. Instead of
directly using simulated results at certain time frame, a temporal variation can be calculated from
different time steps. Then, it is possible to apply the above three approaches to the temporal
variations from the remote sensing data and the simulated results, respectively. The purpose is to
check if a similar trend can be found in both remote sensing images and simulated SPM maps.

Figure 2. Left: PROBA-V image cropped to the modelling domain, of which the mesh and roughness
map (cf. Bi & Toorman, 2015) is shown on the right.
Different model set-ups will be applied in order to assess the importance of potential 3D effects
(e.g. vertical stratification) and the importance of flocculation (Bi et al., 2016) and how they may
affect the interpretation of remote sensing images.
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Waves and tidal currents which usually perform as interaction are vitally important to the
physical processes of estuaries. The hydrodynamics induced by waves and currents have been
widely discussed in various estuaries, including the flow structure under combined wave-current
motion (G. Klopman,1994), wave-induced bed shear stress, the initiation of sediment motion by
waves and sediment transport under wave-current interaction (Green et al., 2014). However, few
researchers have tried to measure and assess the importance of the wave-current interaction as
well as wave transport of suspended sediment in deep channels compared to the much more
works in shallow (<2m) water on intertidal flats (de Jonge and van Beusekom,1995; Carniello et
al.,2005). To acquire more details of the hydrodynamics and sediment dynamics under
combined wave-current conditions in deep channels, a field survey was carried out in the North
Passage (∽12.5m), which is located in the turbidity maximum (TM) of Changjiang Estuary
(China). We aim to investigate the wave effects on flow structure within and outside bottom
boundary and estimate the combined wave-current induced bed shear stress in the deep channel.
This work is fundamentally valuable to evaluate the potential sediment transport under
combined action of waves and currents.

The field survey was conducted in the North Passage of the Changjiang Estuary (Fig.1a) for a
month, from August 12, 2015 to September 11, 2015. The observation site (TNN) is located in
the middle-lower section of the deep channel where ebb tide dynamic dominates. Flood tide and
ebb tide averaged currents velocities are 0.88 m/s and 1.25 m/s during spring tide, respectively,
with 0.69 m/s and 1.06 m/s during neap tide relatively. Particularly, an episodic storm happened
during our survey period, which induced higher waves in 2 days from August 24 to August 26
when the significant wave height measured could exceed 1m up to 1.6m.
A tripod system (Fig.1b) was placed at the bottom of the site with various instruments, including
upward looking 600k Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCP), downward looking HR-profiler,
Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV, Nortek 6.0MHz Vector), ASM (Argus Surface Meter IV), three
OBS 3A at 30, 55, 75 cm above the bed, respectively. All the instruments were fixed in the tripod
to get continuous synchronous datasets of hydrodynamics and sediment dynamics. Waveinduced bed shear stress (𝜏𝑤 , N/m2) is obtained from the peak bottom orbital velocity 𝑈𝛿 (m/s)
and wave friction coefficient 𝑓𝑤 and current-induced bed shear stress (𝜏𝑐 , N/m2) is calculated
according to van Rijn (1993) based on the LP (log-profile) method; the combined wave-current
shear stress (𝜏𝑐𝑤 , N/m2) refers to the Wave-Current Interaction (WCI) model proposed by Soulsby
(2005).

.
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Fig. 1. (a) Sketch of the Changjiang Estuary and the measurement site (the red solid star) in the
North Passage; (b) Plane figure of the instruments on the tripod system.

Fig.2 shows a subset of the measurements elementarily. Current velocity matches well with the
water level in the tidal scale. Obviously, there is a great difference between current velocities in
windy and calm conditions although which shows the similar time series of water lever (Fig.2a).
It can be partly attributed to large disparities between significant wave heights under two
conditions (Fig.2c). Particular velocity profiles of main streams at the bottom (1m above bed) of
water column during a tidal cycle are shown in Fig.3. It is worth noting that flood peak current
velocities are larger than ebb peak current velocities in the bottom boundary layer during both
windy and calm weather when it comes to the dominance of ebb tide dynamic in situ. Moreover,
only the bottom velocity data is plotted by logarithmic function when considering upper flow
field is seriously disturbed by windy waves, which is used to estimate current-induced bed shear
stress. Results perform very well in according to the value of R2.

Fig. 2. Time series (23 days of the whole dateset) of water level (a),NTU (b) for OBS-based and
significant wave height (c) for ADCP-based. The grey and bule rectangles show the episodic
storm and the selected calm conditions.

.

Fig. 3. Near bottom along-channel velocity profiles at particular stages in both windy and calm
conditions during a tidal cycle.
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A systematic dataset with a long timescale has been acquired in a deep channel (Changjiang
Estuary, China), containing high-resolution hydrodynamic results, wave motion and sediment
process within and outside the bottom boundary layer. It reveals wave motion plays a vital role
in the mean flow structure as well as an excess shear stress due to waves comparable to currentinduced bed shear stress during windy weather. In addition, sediment dynamic is enhanced with
increased sediment transport under combined waves and currents. Detailed discussions are in
progress and will be given out soon.
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Abstract
The largest point source of particulate material to the global ocean is the Amazon River, and most of this
sediment is fine silt and clay. From the first impact of marine processes (tidal modulation of discharge
near the village of Obidos) to distal dispersal along the continental shelf of northern South America, the
fine sediment passes through a range of environments with differing processes that impact the
entrapment or bypassing of sediment. Over the past four decades, progress has been made toward
understanding these sequential environments and the mechanisms of transport and accumulation
operating within and between them.
Tributary mouths
Two major rivers enter the Amazon main stem within the tidal river (region of tidal modulation, but no
salinity). Superimposed seasonal and tidal forcing cause temporally variable differences in water levels,
temperature and suspended-sediment signatures of tributary and Amazon waters. The resulting
differences cause net flux of Amazon fine sediment into the tributary mouths (~20Mt/y) in addition to
trapping sediment supplied by the tributaries themselves.
Tidal floodplain
Tidal modulation begins at Obidos and increases toward to the Amazon mouth (a distance of ~800km)
driven by macrotidal conditions (spring tidal range 8+m) seaward of the river mouth. As a result,
processes within the river progressively change from fluvial domination to tidal domination. Consequently,
the exchange processes for fine sediment between the main stem and the floodplain evolve downstream,
resulting in distinct changes for entrapment efficiency and floodplain morphology. Three discrete reaches
can be identified along the tidal river. The Upper Reach is strongly impacted by seasonal fluctuations in
river level resulting in inundation and drying of the floodplain. The supply of sediment is dominated by
inefficient diffusive transport mechanisms, which limit sediment entrapment despite much
accommodation space. Although the Lower Reach is impacted by seasonal flooding to a much lesser
degree, strong tidal currents provide a regular supply of turbid water throughout the year to and from the
floodplain. As a result, the floodplain has built to sea level, and is now nourished by channelized flows
that maintain the bed at the elevation of rising sea level. Active accumulation of fine sediment is greatest
the Central Reach, where advective flows affected by both seasonal and tidal fluctuations nourish the
broad floodplain. In this reach, tidal flows suppress levee building, allowing easy communication between
main stem and floodplain, and consequently entrapment and fine-sediment accumulation rates are
greatest here.
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Marine tidal flats and mangrove shorelines
Both south and north of the Amazon mouth, fine sediment is accumulating in intertidal environments.
These deposits of Amazon sediment extend for many hundreds of kilometers northward along the coast
of South America. A companion abstract/presentation by Ogston et al. will address these fine-grained
deposits and the processes controlling them.
Continental shelf
The primary destination of fine sediment transported by the Amazon dispersal system is the subaqueous
delta on the continental shelf (likely the sink for >50% of Amazon sediment). A classic clinoform feature
has been created by a complex superposition of baroclinic flows (estuarine circulation on the shelf), tidal
currents, surface waves driven by easterly trade winds, and a strong northward western-boundary current.
Suspended fine sediment enters an energetic shelf environment, causing transport processes to move
much of the sediment northward and seaward. The clinoform topset is characterized by ephemeral
deposition, and net accumulation rates that are generally slow (<1 cm/y). Most sediment is displaced
seaward to the foreset region, largely by gravity flows of fluid mud, where accumulation can be extremely
rapid (>10 cm/y). The pre-existing transgressive sand deposits are being buried by thin bottomset muds.
Summary statement
The Amazon dispersal system comprises an intriguing sequence of environments and mechanisms for
transport and accumulation of fine sediment. Most of these processes remain in natural or nearly natural
conditions, and provide a valuable contrast to other fluvial dispersal systems that have been intensely
altered by humans. The Amazon system of the past four decades also provides a point of comparison for
its own future, as local (e.g., land use, damming) and global (e.g., climate change, sea-level rise) human
impacts alter the processes and the fate of fine sediment.
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Introduction
Mangrove forests are some of the world’s most productive, but threatened ecosystems, with global
coverage declining at rapidly (Valiela et al., 2001). In contrast to the global trend, many mangrove
forests in New Zealand are currently expanding. The physical mechanisms underlying sediment
transport within these regions are still not fully understood.

In particular, there is limited

understanding of how the presence of vegetation affects flocculation, owing in part to the difficulty
in obtaining reliable measurements of floc properties in these often very muddy environments.
Although, previous work has noted that floc properties can widely vary across mangrove and
estuarine settings (Wolanski, 1995). This lack of knowledge limits our ability to predict changes in
settling velocity and hence deposition rates. The present work aims to explore changes in floc
properties in a mangrove forest, and in turn, how these changes may alter suspended sediment
concentrations.
Field Site and Measurements
The field site is the Firth of Thames in New Zealand. Owing to relatively recent land-use changes,
this location has ample fine sediment supply (average D50=5-10µm) and the mangrove forest is
expanding (Swales et al., 2015). Data were collected over 6 days, instrumented frames were
deployed (with minimal bed disturbance) at 5 sites across the edge of a mangrove forest from the
adjacent mud flat to 130m into the forest (Fig. 1a). Each frame incorporated an Acoustic Doppler
Current Profiler, an Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter, a Conductivity-Temperature-Depth probe and
vertically separated optical backscatter sensors to provide various hydrodynamic properties and
suspended sediment concentrations (Fig. 1b). Floc images were taken with a ‘FlocCam system’
(MacDonald and Mullarney, 2015).

.

Fig. 1. (a) Instrument deployment sites (circles), (b) Photograph of frames.
Results

Preliminary estimates are shown in Fig. 2. SSCs tended to be higher in low water depths, although a
wide range of values over a tidal cycle was observed (200 to 2000 mg/L). Floc image quality was
highly variable, with useable images obtained for only a few tidal cycles. Example images (Fig. 3)
show that, in general, flocs were small, but nonetheless exhibited substantial variability in shape.
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Future work will explore in detail the relationships between floc size, SSC and hydrodynamic
conditions.

Fig. 2. Water depth and SSC estimates. Panels (A) water depth and (B) SSC. Colours: Green (Site
1), Red (Site 2), Blue (Site 3), Yellow (Site 4) and Black (Site 5)

Fig 3. Floc images from (a) mudflat and (b) at mangrove fringe. The field of view is
approximately 5 mm x 8 mm.
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Context
In Mediterranean coastal environments, river plumes are a major transport mechanism for particulate
matter. Understanding the dynamics of these river turbid plumes is thus essential to have confidence
in sediment transport models. Calibration of such models is a challenging issue as suspended solid
concentration (SSC) data used to this purpose are generally collected during ship surveys, providing
only local and temporary information, or through buoys or mooring lines, providing only one-point
information. Another option is to use satellite ocean color imagery, which has proven to be a valuable
tool to assess SSC from ocean colour data in coastal environments and which can cover a large area
with a high frequency of acquisition (up to 1 image per day), depending on the sensor and the
meteorological conditions. Classically, this type of data is used to compare SSC as seen by the satellite
to model calculated ones through a pixel-to-pixel value comparison. But this approach can be delicate
as algorithms used to retrieve SSC from satellite data can lead to substantial uncertainties. Here, we
propose to use these data in another way, both quantitatively and qualitatively, comparing turbid
plume metrics extracted from satellite SSC maps to model extracted ones (e.g. turbid plume area,
centroid, outline, orientation...) in order to investigate if the sediment transport model is able to
reproduce turbid plume dynamics. This approach is illustrated here through the example of the Rhône
River turbid plume (Gulf of Lions - GoL, France), which is the most impacting tributary of the GoL,
providing 95 % of the freshwater inputs in this area.
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Figure 1: Geolocalisation of the study area. Black arrows represent the dominant winds: Mistral,
Tramontane and Onshore winds (M, T & O, respectively).
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Methods & results
Rhône
In this study we used a turbid plume metrics extraction method previously described in (Gangloff et al.,
submitted) providing turbid plume metrics such as its area of extension (km2), its outline, its southGrand
east-westernmost points, its skeleton (proxy of its shape) or its
centroidRhône
(see Fig. 2). This method was
applied to SSC maps retrieved from MERIS-300m sensor data with a global coverage every 3 days. The
same metrics extraction was applied to MARS3D hydrodynamic model (Lazure and Dumas, 2008)
coupled to MUSTANG sediment transport module (Le Hir et al., 2011) outputs. Besides the challenge of
calibrating the model with plume metrics, we will investigate the evolution of the Rhône River turbid
plume patterns in response to the main forcings acting on the area (winds and river discharge) using
both satellite remote sensing data and model outputs. Some results concerning satellite data are
shown on Fig. 3. It highlights the flattening of the turbid plume along the coast during onshore wind
conditions as centroids are clearly located northern of the study area compared to Mistral and
Tramontane winds. However, a limitation of satellite ocean color data is the absence of observation
during cloudy periods. For example, it is difficult to collect valuable satellite data during flood events
as they are often related to important rainfall, and thus cloudy weather conditions. Model results will
provide complementary knowledge on high frequency SSC spatial distributions at the surface, filling
the gaps in satellite database and thus contributing to better understand the mechanisms driving
sediment fluxes in coastal areas during these critical periods.
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Figure 2: Example of metrics extraction of January 8th 2012. Plume centroid is represented here by a
black dot, plume extension by the solid black line (area = 655 km2), southernmost, westernmost and
easternmost points are the white dots on the turbid plume’s boundary, proximal and distal centroids
are represented by the white dots inside the boundary. The skeleton is represented by the white line.
To avoid wave-induced resuspension and thus better identify Grand Rhône turbid plume, pixels where
water depths are below 20 m are flagged (grey ones).
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Figure 3: Rhône River turbid plume’s centroids for Mistral, Tramontane (NW to N) and Onshore winds (E
to SE). The more extended is the plume, the bigger is the circle representing its centroid. Colour is
associated to river discharge (m3.s-1). For each illustration, a wind rose reminds the wind orientation
associated to the data.
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Abstract
Mangrove forests depend on sediment supply to keep up with sea-level rise. The coastal mangroves
to the north and southeast of the Amazon River mouth have different supply and marine energetics
and thus have created different morphologies. Here we focus on recent studies in the mangroves to
the southeast of the river mouth, where sediment supply is limited, and compare results to previous
studies of regions to the north of the river mouth. Sedimentary processes vary seasonally, and
differ in style relative to the history of the filling intertidal surfaces.
Fine sediment and Amazon mangrove coastlines
Mangrove-fringed coastlines are ubiquitous features of tropical deltas around the world. In these
environments mangroves exploit extensive low-gradient intertidal zones that are nourished by finegrained sediments recently discharged from adjacent rivers. Current understanding of the fluvial
sediment supply to these coastlines, and to the marine realm in general, is not well constrained.
Mangrove forests are extremely valuable marine environments that can protect human habitation
against waves and currents, are themselves home to many juvenile marine organisms, and are
major repositories for carbon. The mangrove coastlines south and north of the Amazon River mouth
are among the most verdant on Earth. The river and coastlines have had little impact from humans,
and represent linked systems that can provide valuable insights to help ameliorate conditions in
less fortunate fluvial-mangrove systems around the world. Proximity to a fluvial sediment source
commonly guarantees a supply of sediment. However, among the many impacts of climate change
is accelerated sea-level rise, which will provide opportunity for sediment to be trapped along the
lower reaches of rivers that experience tidal fluctuations. The focus of this study is to quantify the
range of mechanistic processes that contribute to fine-grained sediment exchange within the
Amazon fluvial-mangrove systems, which fits into the overall fine-sediment transfer and
accumulation in the Amazon
dispersal system discussed
in the linked contribution of
Nittrouer et al.
The
Amazon
coastal
environment
is
very
energetic, with enormous
freshwater discharge, large
tidal
range,
a
northwestward-flowing
coastal current (North Brazil
Current, NBC), and easterly
tradewinds and associated
waves.
Most
sediment
discharged by the Amazon
moves northward (with the
NBC),
nourishing
the
continental
shelf
and
coastline
(Nittrouer
and
DeMaster, 1996; Kuehl et al.,
1996).
However, active
sediment accumulation is
patchy,
because
the
energetic physical processes
can be very erosive in places.

.

Fig.1. Landsat5 satellite image (http://earthobservatory.nasa.
gov) of the prograding mangrove shoreline to the southeast of
the Amazon River mouth.
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Coastal sedimentation, and the progradation of mangrove forests, is observed in some portions of
the Brazilian coast north of the river mouth, but other areas are characterized by erosion of the
mangrove environments (Allison et al., 1995a; Allison et al., 1999). Ironically, the coast south of
the Amazon mouth is not thought to receive much sediment (due to dominantly northwestward
transport along the coastline), but the shoreline is actively growing seaward and mangrove forests
are healthy (Figure 1) (Souza Filho et al., 2006; Asp et al., 2016). The Amazon River is the most
likely source of fine-grained sediment.
Here we focus further into the mangrove environments to the south of the Amazon River mouth, as
their coupling with the Amazon fluvial discharge is more constrained, and likely to be a limiting
factor in their progradation and mangrove colonization.
Additionally, we contrast their
sedimentation processes and patterns with those observed in previous studies on the northern
shoreline (e.g., Allison et al., 1995a,b; Allison et al., 1999). Seasonal studies of the active processes
in a cross-cutting mangrove through-flowing channel and in a dead-end channel illustrate the array
of tidal and discharge-related fine-sediment dynamics in these two contrasting study sites that
represent different stages within the sedimentation history of a muddy mangrove forest in this
region.
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Biogenic pelletization plays an important roll in the packaging of fine sediments to prevent their
availability in contributing to the water clarity issues in coastal systems. On the order of 1000 5µm
equivalent spherical diameter clay flocculi primary particles can be packaged in a single elliptical-inshape pellet, 100µm long and 30µm wide. This is a size consistent of those observed in our study
area in the Clay Bank Area of the York River, a tributary of the Chesapeake Bay, Virginia, USA. If
resuspended, this one pellet will have almost 25 times less surface area and thus have that much
less impact on water clarity, than its constituent primary particles. Biogenic pelletization can be
significant where there are large numbers of organisms that suspension feed, pump quantities of
water into their feeding systems and extract suspended solid particles. It can be even more
significant when the pellets are resistant to degradation and breakup under normal tidal stress. For
example, one study of Callianassa major, a ghost shrimp, estimates it produces 2,480 medium sand
size resilient pellets per day, which collect and are transported in the troughs of sand ripples (Pryor,
1975). In the study, Pryor estimates in an area of the Mississippi Sound, where the density of
Callianassa burrows approach 500/m2, they can remove and pelletize nearly 618 metric tons of
suspended solids per square kilometer each year. “Enough to cover each square metre of the back
island shoreface with 141 mm of fecal pellets each year” (Pryor, 1975).
The resilient pellets in our study have been found to comprise up to 40% of the bottom sediments
in the Clay Bank Region of the York River, Virginia, USA (Rodríguez-Calderón and Kuehl, 2013).
From video collected by Robert Diaz’s WormCam, we believe these resilient pellets are produced by
polychaetes. The burrows and fecal pellets, though smaller, are very similar to those described of
the polychaete Nereis diversicolor in the Kundalika Estuary on the west coast of India (Kulkarni and
Panchang, 2015). A nearly continuous series of sediment trap deployments on benthic tripods from
September 2012 through March 2015 show a loosely seasonal trend (dotted line in Figure 1) in the
pellet concentration of the homogenized sediment collected in each trap with inlet holes 0.4 mab.
X-rays of the traps show that the sediment collected, however, is not homogenous. They show thin
laminations of coarser material throughout the trap, which we hypothesize to be tidally
resuspended pellets, sand and coarse debris.
Two additional sediment traps were deployed on a tower in conjunction with the deployment of the
benthic tripod deployed August to November 2016. The surface trap’s 1cm diameter inlet holes
were within 2m of the surface, and the bottom trap’s were at a mid-water depth of ~3.2m above the
bed (mab) (referred to as mid-trap). The pellets were separated using a 90µm and a 63µm sieve. The
sediment collected in each of the three traps are visually similar in the microscopic photos taken
(Figure 2). There was more debris in the mid and tripod traps than in the surface trap and some
very large pellets were visible in the mid-depth trap. Each trap contained over 99% mud, and the
percentage of mud packaged as pellets in each of the traps was 2.00, 4.05 and 4.89 for the top,
mid and tripod traps, respectively. This shows that these pellets are being resuspended and
transported throughout the water column. This is consistent with the findings of Haven and
Morales-Alamo (1968) during a study in the James River, an adjacent tributary of the Chesapeake
Bay, and suggests that sorting during transportation and deposition could result in accumulation in
areas of the estuary where fine sediment would not settle out.

.

Two 4-6 hr profile cruises, one around max flood and the other around max ebb, were conducted
early in the deployment of the sediment traps. The instruments mounted on the profiler included a
Particle Imaging Camera System (PICS), a LISST 100X, a YSI EXO sonde and a pump for water
samples. Future work will include identifying pellets in the PICS video sequences using axis ratios
and pixel intensity to differentiate them from like size particles.
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Fig. 1. Red bars are the percentage of mud packaged as resilient pellets captured between the time
frame indicated by the red circles. Blue stars are the average of the top 2cm of percent mud
packaged as resilient pellets from bottom sediment cores.
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Fig. 2. Pellets sieved from sediment traps deployed August – November, 2016.
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Background
Typical near surface estuarine particles are not isolated, individual sediment grains, but rather are
clusters of inorganic and organic components known as flocs. Flocs can be described using fractal
geometry such that floc density (ρf) exhibits a power-law dependence on floc size (df) (Kranenburg,
1994). Due to the fragile nature of flocs, in situ sampling is required to accurately characterize df
and ρf. Two useful approaches for estimating ρf in the field are: (i) to use measurements of df and
settling velocity within an in situ video settling tube (Dyer and Manning, 1999); or (ii) through
measuring the ratio of suspended mass concentration to suspended volume concentration as
determined by water sampling and laser particle sizing (Mikkelsen and Pejrup, 2001).
The goal of this study is to gain insight into the fractal properties of flocs in estuarine surface
waters under conditions of variable floc size, density, concentration, and organic content. The
properties of flocculated particles in estuarine surface waters are especially important to the fate of
incident light, with direct ramifications for primary production, water quality, and optical remote
sensing. Compared with flocs in bottom boundary layers, the in situ fractal nature of flocs in
estuarine surface waters has been quantified relatively less. Challenges associated with in situ
observation of flocs in estuarine surface waters include the motion of observing platforms, lower
particle concentrations, smaller particles, lower settling velocities, and lower contrast in optical
imaging.
Methods
This study focuses on observations collected along the York River Estuary, major tidal tributary of
the Chesapeake Bay, USA. Although microtidal in terms of tidal range, the partially-mixed York River
Estuary experiences near-surface tidal currents of up to 1 m/s at spring tide (Friedrichs, 2009).
Observations of particle properties were collected using a profiling system that includes a Laser InSitu Scattering and Transmissometry (LISST) 100X Type C instrument, a high-definition Particle
Imaging Camera System (PICS) incorporating a video settling tube, and a high-speed pump sampler.
At each sampling station, the profiler was lowered to a depth of 1-3m below the surface, and kept
there while the suite of instruments sampled for 2-5min. With the profiler located above the
pycnocline, observed particles were more likely to be dominated by slowly settling flocs, without
major influence of heavier non-flocculated particles, such as the compacted mud pellets commonly
resuspended in the lower water column of the York River Estuary. Results reported here were
collected at a total of 45 samples stations on nine cruises conducted in the York between
September and December over the course three years, 2014-2016. Samples were collected in the
fall and early winter to avoid phytoplankton blooms, which are most likely to occur during spring
and summer in this system. An aim of this study is to examine properties of flocculated particles
without observations being significantly confounded by the presence of relatively large, intact algal
cells.

.

The PICS video camera system collected in-situ measurements of particle settling velocity and
particle diameter (df), which were then combined with standard settling relationships to estimate
floc particle excess density, Δρ, as a function of df (Smith and Friedrichs, 2015). Independent
particle size distribution (PSDs) measured by the LISST and PICS were merged to capture a
potentially larger size range of particles than could be observed by either instrument alone (2.51000µm), and to help account for some of the known limitations associated with both instruments.
Specifically, LISST results were used for smaller flocs known to be under-represented by the 10µm
pixel resolution of the PICS, and PICS results were used for larger particles for which erroneous
rising distribution tails are commonly produced by the LISST. The LISST scattering property kernel
matrix for random shaped particles was used for the inverting the LISST data because the inversion
matrix for spherical particles was found to produce unrealistic rising distribution tails toward the
-1-
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small end of the PSD. Water samples collected by the profiler’s high-speed pump were analyzed for
total suspended solids (TSS) and organic content via standard gravimetric analysis. Bulk estimates
of apparent density (ρa_bulk) for each sample was then estimated by dividing TSS by total volume
concentration (VCT), with VCT determined from the merged LISST and PICS PSD.
Preliminary Results
Preliminary results suggest that settling velocity (ws) and excess density as determined by the PICS
in surface waters of the York River Estuary are very strongly fractal (Figure 1), with a median fractal
dimension of ~2.2. However, fractal dimensions determined by PICS analysis varied significantly
among sampling stations as a function of each sample’s characteristic floc size, concentration,
organic content, and density. Among sampling stations, fractal dimension was found to increase
with (i) increased TSS, (ii) increased median df, (iii) decreased ρa_bulk, and (iv) decreased organic
content. Best-fits of fractal theory to observed PSDs resulted in a median fractal dimension and a
sample-to-sample dependence of fractal dimension on other floc properties that was similar to that
determined by the PICS settling tube. All PSDs displayed a consistent peak in the number
concentration of particles between 5-6µm, suggesting a stable primary particle size that was largely
independent of suspended sediment concentration, organic content or median floc size. In contrast,
primary particle density varied significantly among stations, increasing with (i) increased fractal
dimension, (ii) increased TSS, (iii) increased median df, (iv) decreased ρa_bulk, and (v) decreased
organic content.
o = PICS bin avgs + dw, - = fit to 0.04 to 0.1 mm, * = best-fit dw
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Fig. 1. Example bin-averaged ws and Δρ measured in York River Estuary surface waters.
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The River-Estuary Transition Zone (RETZ) is the region where fluvial and tidal modulations of
converging fresh water in the tidally influenced river and salt water in the upper estuary give
rise to strong gradients in water dynamics and properties that vary significantly on tidal to
seasonal time scales. Biogeochemical components (e.g. nutrients) and biological components
(e.g. pathogens) from the land must traverse the RETZ in order to progress to the sea; as such
the RETZ is a globally significant boundary. Suspended particulate matter (SPM) is potentially a
key mediator of biogeochemical and biological fluxes through the RETZ since particles carry
carbon and other nutrients and microbial pathogens.
Study region
Our study region is the macrotidal Conwy estuary in North Wales, UK, whose tidal range is large
(mean tidal range 5 m), water depths are small (7 m in the RETZ at mean high spring tide), and
river discharge is low (average 18.5 m3s-1 , exceeding 150 m3s-1 during river flood events). The
estuary empties of salt water during the ebb and at low tide is characterised by mudflats on the
margins and extensive sandflats in the centre.
Methodology
Bed frames instrumented with an ADCP, CTD and LISST were deployed at 2 sites in the RETZ. The
Tal y Cafn site is in the upper estuary (experiencing salt water on all tides) and the Dolgarrog site
is further landward experiencing salt water on spring tides but remaining in the tidally influenced
river on neap tides. The bed frames were deployed for 2 weeks in September/October;
January/February; March/April; July. Data from the instrumented frames were supplemented with
vertical profiles collected from the centre of the channel at each site using LISST and SeaBird CTD,
and with surface water samples for nutrients, pathogens, and SPM. Water samples and profiles
were collected every 15-30 minutes for up to 12.5 hrs a day over 2 consecutive days on spring
tides at each site.
Results
Observations of dynamics and SPM properties made over spring-neap cycles in the RETZ show
that turbulence controls both the particle size and flux of SPM. Turbulence dissipation inversely
scales on median particle size: high turbulence on flood and ebb breaks up the flocculated
particles of SPM while low turbulence at high water gives rise to aggregation of large particles
and rapid settling (cf. Jago et al., 2006).

.

Moreover, at Tal y Cafn in the upper estuary, tidal straining associated with an axial convergent
front allows stratification of the water column on the flood tide so that turbulence is reduced;
this does not occur on the ebb. So although the upper estuary and RETZ exhibit the velocity-time
asymmetry characteristic of tide dominated shallow estuaries, with current velocities much
greater on the flood than on the ebb, for turbulence the asymmetry is reversed so that
turbulence is greater on the ebb than on the flood (Howlett et al., 2015). The reduced turbulence
on the flood leads to reduced mixing of large resuspended flocs upwards from the bed, so the
flux of large flocs is also reduced on the flood; however, on the ebb, with increased turbulence
for upward mixing there is greater flux of large flocs. The result is that there is a net seaward
flux of large flocs. By contrast, in the tidally influenced river at Dolgarrog where stratification
does not occur, both velocity and turbulence asymmetries are balanced in favour of increased
values on the flood with the result that there is a net landward flux of small flocs. This landward
flux of small flocs is an order of magnitude greater than the seaward flux of large flocs.
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Fig. 1. SPM volume flux per LISST size class and total mass flux averaged over two tidal cycles.
Volume flux is by particle size class.
We have examined the distribution of particulate nutrients and FIOs in the particle size spectrum
of SPM by determining correlation coefficients (R2) for the relationships between nutrient and FIO
concentrations from filtered samples and the volume concentrations of the 32 particle size classes
determined by the LISST for all samples taken through the seasonal campaign at Tal y Cafn.
These analyses produce a consistent trend for all nutrients and pathogens: R2 values are large and
statistically significant for particles sizes in the range 10-200μm but are not statistically significant
for particles <10μm and >200μm.

.

Fig. 2. R2 values for correlation of particulate carbon concentration with volume concentrations of
LISST size classes in near-surface waters at the upper estuary site. Similar results are shown for
other nutrients and pathogens.
Thus the nutrient/pathogen components are preferentially concentrated in the 10-200 μm flocs
(which are pumped into the tidally influenced river) and not in the large flocs (which are exported
to the estuary). The biogeochemical components are therefore pumped landwards into the tidally
influenced river which acts as a sink; the seaward export to the estuary is much smaller. So
turbulence in the RETZ effectively sorts particles and particulate components and determines
whether the RETZ acts as a sink or a bypass zone for different sized flocs.
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Abstract
Fluid mud is a hyper-concentrated mixture of water and cohesive sediments with a density above its
gelling point. The flow of fluid mud is of practical importance for gravity currents on the bottom of
aquatic environments (hyper-concentrated rivers, storm-induced density currents, earthquakeinduced sediment avalanches, dredged material dumping, …) or on land (mud slides and debris
flows), and for the pumping of slurries (dredged materials, drilling muds, mine tailings, …).
Many studies have been conducted to study the slow, laminar shear flow of fluid mud and its
characterization by rheology. The equilibrium rheology is best described by a visco-plastic model,
i.e. a shear-thinning fluid with a yield stress, and its transient behaviour by thixotropy (Toorman et
al., 2014). Based on such a rheological model, one can compute the theoretical laminar flow velocity
profile for open-channel (or pipe flow), i.e. a linear profile at the bottom (or pipe wall) going over in
plug flow at the free surface (or in the center of the pipe).
Checking local Reynolds number values, it can be shown that it is expected that with only a little
extra energy, the flow should be come turbulent in a shear layer near the wall. Few observations
exist that demonstrate this. Probably the most interesting data set is available from the flume
experiments by Baas et al. (2009), which cover flow ranges from laminar to turbulent.
Because no generally valid modelling framework exists for this type of slurry flow, a new approach
is presented based on the low-Reynolds extension of the mixing-length theory. It makes use of an
empirical damping function, inspired by the original work of Van Driest (1956) and later followed in
most other low-Reynolds turbulence models. However, the chosen damping function is defined in
terms of a local Reynolds number, which is independent on the wall distance (unlike Van Driest).
Moreover, unlike other damping functions, care is taken that the correct asymptotic behaviour of
the solution towards both the turbulent and the laminar regime is fulfilled. This relatively simple
model is tested in simple 1DV testcases of steady flow over a flat, sloping bottom for the different
flow regimes.
Based on this model, the corresponding friction loss in hydraulic transport can be computed, which
enables the calculation of the required pumping capacity. Comparison with measured pressure
losses from experiments reported in the literature will be performed.
The same turbulence modelling strategy will be useful for the numerical simulation of water over a
fluid mud layer. While the flow in the water layer (usually) is turbulent, the shear with the mud bed
may induced some mass transport of the mud, but more likely causes disturbance of its surface,
eventually leading to mixing over the interface and entrainment of mud into the water column and
dilution of part of the mud layer. Nevertheless, the turbulence model should be able to go from the
turbulence in the water down to the laminar non-Newtonian movement of the fluid mud.
Based on the work of Reichardt (1951), an empirical correction for the “wake-effect” at the free
surface (or pipe center) can be taken into account. This sheds new light on the discussion on
whether the value of the von Karman parameter is constant or not in sediment-laden turbulent flow.
Eventually, this turbulence modelling strategy is combined with a new (“wall-distance free”) lowReynolds version of the k-epsilon turbulence model. The algebraic model is applied in the wall layer,
while the k-epsilon model is solved in the outer layer up to the free surface. Preliminary attempts to
test this two-layer strategy to the well-documented case of clear water over a smooth surface has
revealed that numerical problems occur when the transient shear layer (between the laminar
sublayer and the fully-developed turbulent outer layer) has to be resolved within the numerical
domain where the k-epsilon equations are solved. A practical solution to overcome this problem is
under investigation.
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The results of this research provide new tools to better analyse and understand the energy
consumption over the vertical of sediment-laden flows, and is applicable to both cohesive and noncohesive sediments.
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Abstract
This work describes some recent cohesive sediment measurements we performed in front of the
Montevideo’s coast. The objective of the study was to understand the mechanisms of sediment
transport during dredging operations in the area. Sediment concentration profiles were acquired with
a turbidimeter and a densimeter, while currents were measured with ADCP, and temperature and
salinity profiles were obtained using a CTD. Measurements reveled the existence of a 4 m thick layer
with a sediment concentration of 1 kg/m3 laying above a 2 m thick layer with significantly higher
concentration of 240 kg/m3. Both layers showed able to behave as fluid mud and to flow near the bed
inside the dredged area.
Introduction
The Río de la Plata is a binational, Argentinian and Uruguayan, waterbody that behaves as a large
estuary of nearly 300 km long and a width that varies from 30 to 220km covering an area of
3.2106km2 and less than 10 m depth. It has a mean Suspended Sediment Concentration (SSC) of
0.1kg/m3 being mostly clay (Fossati et al., 2014). Previous works in the Rio de la Plata showed that in
the navigation channels in front of Montevideo, even during calm conditions, there is a transition of
a few decimetres from the river SSC to a dense bed material with a density larger than 1300kg/m3
(Groposo et al., 2015).
The implantation of a new offshore Liquefied Natural Gas terminal at 2.5 km from Montevideo’s coast
involves dredging operation involving the removal and disposal of large quantities of cohesive
sediment material. Sediment concentrations generated during dredging works, particularly near the
bed, were unknown and an important concern for the environmental and operational aspects of the
project.
Methodology and results
A three day measuring campaign was carried on a 13m long and 4.2m beam ship while dredging
operations were going on. Velocities were measured with a Teledyne RDI RiverRay, 600 kHz Acoustic
Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) attached with a Global Positioning System (GPS). The Suspended Solid
Concentration (SSC) was measured using an Campbell Scientific Inc., Optical Backscatter Sensor,
OBS3+, attached to a SeaBird, SBE 19plus V2, Conductivity-Temperature-Depth profiler (CTD). The
high concentrated mud layers were measured using a STEMA Survey Systems, tuning fork densimeter,
DensiTune. The depth outside the dredged area was 6.5m, with maximum currents of 0.7m/s and a
salinity varying from 2 to 9 psu. The dredged area had an extension of 0.25km2, 13m depth, with
maximum currents of 0.4m/s and the same salinity range than its surroundings.

.

During the three day campaign measurements focused in capturing the sediment layer generated by
the dredge suction arm. Due to security reasons, it was not possible to stay in the dredging area at
the same time as the dredge was operating. Therefore, measurements were performed just after the
dredge left the area for the damping zone, located 18km away from the dredging area. Once the
dredge was gone, the surveying vessel would slowly navigate to the place where the dredge has been
working, constantly taking SSC profiles. As the vessel arrived to the last place where the dredge was
operating the captain will keep the ship steady with the engines on, and the team will proceed to take
several profiles over time in order to observe the dissipation of the soft mud layer. As the tide cycle
went on, and currents shifted directions, measurements were performed coming both from upwind
and downwind from the dredging area.
Once the field work was finished, the calibration of the instruments in the laboratory was performed.
Both the OBS3+ and the DensiTune were calibrated using to different sediment and water mixtures
extracted from the study area on the previous days. Particularly care was taken to calibrate the
-1-
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DensiTune using undiluted high concentrated samples, as it was observed that dilution of the samples
particularly affects the calibration process (Groposo et al. 2015).
The calibrated SSC profiles are presented in Fig. 1 . It shows three layers that according to their
concentration can be classified as fluid mud. The deepest one, closest to the bed, was a 2m thick
mud layer with a density of 1150kg/m3 (equivalent to 240kg/m3 concentration), which looked and
flowed like if it was crude oil. The middle layer was a 4 m thick layer with a density of 1010 kg/m3
(equivalent to 1kg/m3 concentration). This intimate layer looked and flowed like dirty water, with not
easily noticeable rheology. The top layer, and the thickest one, was a 7m thick layer with a
concentration of 0.1kg/m3 and density very close to the clear water.
The sediment flux out of the dredged area during the measuring campaign was limited, and a 1m
thick layer with a SSC of 1kg/m3 was recorded at the edge of the dredging zone in the down current
direction.
Conclusions
The presented results together with previous measuring campaigns in front of the Montevideo coast
helped to have a deeper understanding of the sediment transport mechanisms during dredging
works. Of the three observed layers only the two top ones that have SSC below 1 kg/m3 were able to
be transported by currents out of the dredging depression. On the other hand, the lower and higher
concentration layer was probably able to form a gravity current and flow into the lower parts of the
dredging pit. The reduction of the currents and the characteristics of this layer made unfeasible for
it to escape out of the dredged area.
As these measurements were performed after the dredging pit was 6.5 m deep, it reminds unknown
if the high concentrated layer would form if no depression was present to protect the dredging plume
generated by the cutting head from the currents.

.

Fig. 1 Profiles of the different instruments in the dredged area.
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Abstract
The pressure on resources of rare earth minerals, together with improvements in technology, is
leading to increased interest in the mining of deeper waters for polymetallic nodules/crusts and
massive sulphides. This increased interest has generated concern about the potential environmental
consequences of large scale deep-sea mining and contributing to this concern is the lack of
knowledge regarding the behaviour of mine tailings plumes which are likely to arise from such
operations. This paper describes some of the ongoing studies associated with the MarineE-tech
project into the potential for mining Fe-Mn crusts regarding the flocculation properties of fine
sediment associated with the over-burden and crust material that is likely to be disturbed during
mining activities. The consequences of the results of the settling velocity measurements for the
behaviour of mining plumes are discussed.
Introduction
The pressure on resources of rare earth minerals, together with improvements in technology, is
leading to increased interest in the mining of deeper waters for polymetallic nodules/crusts and
massive sulphides. As well as raising expectations regarding its viability, this increased interest has
generated concern about the potential environmental consequences of large scale deep-sea mining

.

(e.g. Wedding et al, 2015). Contributing to this concern is the lack of knowledge regarding the
behaviour of mine tailings plumes which are likely to arise from such operations (Spearman et al,
2016).
The MarineE-tech Project

This paper describes some of the ongoing studies associated with the MarineE-tech project into the
potential for mining Fe-Mn crusts.

These crusts are particularly rich in elements which are critical for

the production of new technologies including clean energy applications. These crusts occur at the
interface between the oxygen minimum zone and oxygenated deep-water and so are strongly
associated with seamounts. Seamounts in turn are characterised by hydrodynamic features which
hinder the mixing of water immediately around the seamount with that of the surrounding ocean and
so they can have sensitive and unique ecologies. The MarineE-tech research project concerns all
aspects of mining for Fe-Mn crusts but the present paper focuses on the flocculation properties of fine
sediment associated with the over-burden and crust material that is likely to be disturbed during
mining activities.
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Methodology
Laboratory studies are presented measuring the settling properties of samples of Fe-Mn crust and
sandy overburden (see Figure below) collected from the Tropic Seamount in the North Eastern Atlantic
by the RS James Cook during November and December of 2016. The settling velocity properties of a
range of floc and particle sizes, are investigated using the Labs-Floc system developed by Manning
(2006). The consequences of the results of the settling velocity measurements for the consequent
behaviour of mining plumes are discussed.
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Figure: (left) collected sample of a crust pavement. (right) sediment plume generated by the ROV.
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Introduction
The hydrodynamics and fine sediment dynamics modelling in estuarine environments is important
for coastal engineering design and environmental assessment. Here we present the implementation
of a 3D coupled wave-current-sediment transport model with high spatial resolution in a harbor area
for a complex estuarine system. The study case is the Río de la Plata (Fig. 1a) focusing on the
Montevideo Bay area. In this work we focus on some details about the numerical model
implementation and sensitivity analyses especially regarding the fine sediment transport processes.
Methodology
Based on the open source TELEMAC-MASCARET Modelling System (TMS), it was possible to address
the simulation of both the tidal and wave hydrodynamics, fine sediment transport and bed evolution
with a single code. The modelled domain includes the Rio de la Plata and its maritime front zone
approximately until the 200 m depth on the continental shelf (Fig. 1a). The TMS is based on the finite
elements technique and uses non-structured meshes allowing to cover big domains increasing the
resolution on the areas of interest which can have complex geometries e.g. harbor areas.
The circulation module TELEMAC 3D was implemented for the selected domain taking into account
the fluvial discharges of Paraná and Uruguay rivers, tides at the oceanic boundary (astronomical and
meteorological from a regional model), and wind and sea level pressure from ERA-Interim ReAnalysis.
For the wind surface stress an aerodynamic bulk formula is employed. The wind drag coefficient was
selected as a calibration parameter. The turbulence model is k-epsilon.
The third generation spectral wave module TOMAWAC is forced with 10m wind from the ERA-Interim
Reanalysis. At the oceanic boundary the model is forced by wave statistics from a regional model.
The model was configured to take into account the following processes: white capping, bottom
friction, depth breaking, and quadruplets interactions.
The sediment transport module SEDI3D considers only one cohesive sediment class. The mean annual
SSC is imposed at the two sections corresponding to Uruguay and Paraná. The bed is assumed to be
uniform over the domain, however areas where non-cohesive sediments are predominant were set as
non-erodables. In order to compute the erosion and deposition fluxes the classical Krone and
Partheniades laws were applied. The parameters to be defined in the sediment transport module are
the settling velocity (Ws), the Partheniades coefficient (M), and both the critical shear stress for
deposition and erosion (τcd, τce). The settling velocity is dependent on the SSC through a linear
relationship. The consolidation process was not taken into account.

.

It was performed a sensitivity analysis to the number of vertical layers, in which we used 10, 16, 20,
30 sigma levels equally spaced along the vertical. Then, it was analyzed the sensitivity of the model
results to the wind drag coefficient, and also to the sediment transport model parameters. The latter
is divided in two based on the sediment exchange paradigm, exclusive versus simultaneous erosiondeposition paradigms (Ha and Maa, 2009). These two approaches are very different, and so it is the
behavior of the model results. For each paradigm it is analyzed the sensitivity to the settling velocity,
the Partheniades coefficient, and both the critical shear stress for deposition and erosion.
Results & Conclusions

Regarding the number of vertical layers analysis, we conclude that the number of vertical layers does
not have an appreciable effect on the sea surface elevation behavior, and minor differences are
observed on the currents and salinity results. Using more than 16 layers produce very similar results.
Taking as reference the computation with 10 layers, then the computation time taken by the
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simulation with 15 layers was approximately 20% higher, the simulation with 20 layers approximately
55% higher and with 30 layers 360% higher. In this way it was decide to use 16 sigma levels.
A sensitivity analysis to the wind drag coefficient showed that it has a significant impact on the model
results. It has a noticeable impact on the SSE especially during the storm surge events. The effect on
the currents and salinity distribution are linked and also influenced by the vertical mixing. Higher
wind drag coefficient values leads to a location of the salinity front further inside the estuary and less
vertical stratification.
We evaluated the sensitivity to the sediment module parameters under two different erosiondeposition paradigms. Using the exclusive erosion-deposition paradigm (EED) high values of settling
velocity are needed in order to reproduce observed SSC behavior after the storm events. This leads
to low base values for the SSC in calm conditions, which can be compensated by increasing the
Partheniades coefficient or decreasing the critical shear stress for erosion threshold. All these actions
tends to increase the bottom SSC, which was far too high in all the tested configurations. This was
the main problem found with this paradigm, the maximum bottom SSC during storm events were out
of the hypothesis of the present model. Increasing the critical shear stress threshold for deposition
would help to decrease the high bottom SSC values, however it implies also increasing the critical
shear stress for erosion which will not allow us to represent the base SSC values in calm conditions.
It was not possible to find a combination of parameters representing properly the general dynamics
of the suspended sediment dynamics of the estuary keeping the SSC values under the range of
applicability of the present model.
On the other hand with the simultaneous erosion-deposition paradigm (SED) it was possible to find
several set of parameters capturing some of the main characteristics of the fine sediment dynamics
in the estuary. The Partheniades coefficient showed to have an interesting effect on the SSC signal
related to the astronomical tide (Fig. 1d). Different combinations of parameters can give similar SSC
results, having however different results on the navigation channel siltation (Fig. 1c). Based on this
sensitivity analysis the simultaneous erosion-deposition paradigm was adopted.

.

Fig. 1 (a) Río de la Plata mesh and bathymetry, (b) sediment transport module parameters employed
in the simultaneous erosion-deposition paradigm simulations (c) bottom evolution at the
Montevideo Bay access navigation channel after two months of simulation. (d) Simulated suspended
sediment concentration (SSC) at station PN and PB during August 2010.
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Abstract
In April 2012, a study was initiated to examine the seasonal change in grain size on a muddy macro-tidal
flat and channel complex in Kingsport, N.S., Canada. Surficial sediment samples were collected for
disaggregated inorganic grain size (DIGS) analysis every month for 1 year from a tidal flat and from a tidal
channel and its banks. The monthly sampling was completed in March 2013. DIGS analysis was used to
estimate floc fraction, which is defined as the fraction of the sediment in the seabed that was deposited in
flocs. Seasonally, floc fraction was correlated with elevation on the tidal flats, but the sign of the
correlation changed. In summer, larger floc fractions were measured lower on the flats, and during winter
larger floc fractions were measured at higher elevations. Seasonal changes in wave stress on the tidal flats
explain the seasonal change in distribution of floc fractions on the flats.
Introduction
The deposition, transport, and erosion of fine sediment is affected fundamentally by aggregation (McCave,
1984, Kranck and Milligan, 1991). Aggregation is the process whereby particles clump, either by
electrochemical attraction or organic bonding, to form “aggregates” or “flocs”. Aggregates sink much
faster than the component particles within them (Sternberg et al., 1999). Therefore, settling within
aggregates is responsible for the majority of deposition of fine-cohesive sediments (Kranck, 1980, McCave
et al., 1995, Curran et al., 2002).
A process-based parameterization of DIGS can be used to quantify the spatial or temporal changes in
flocculation in the overlying water column that were responsible for the changes in the texture of finegrained bottom sediments (Christiansen et al., 2000; Curran et al., 2004; Milligan et al., 2007; Law et al.,
2013). On a mesotidal mudflat in Willapa Bay, Washington, Law et al. (2013) showed that the largest floc
fractions were found in tidal channels and on channel banks, which were areas of lower elevation. The goal
of this research is to apply the process-based parameterization of DIGS to develop an integrated, regional
understanding of the role of flocculation in determining the spatial and temporal variations of grain size
for mixed-grain-size beds on a muddy, macro-tidal flat in the upper Bay of Fundy.
Methods (Grain-Size Analysis)
The disaggregated inorganic grain size (DIGS) distributions of bottom sediment samples were determined
using a Coulter Multisizer III. The DIGS obtained from the Multisizer are expressed as log of equivalent
volume fraction versus log of the diameter. Volume fraction is assumed to equal mass fraction, which
implies constant particle density across all sizes. For a complete description of the methods, see Kranck
and Milligan (1979) and Milligan and Kranck (1991).
Results and Discussion
Floc fraction did not correlate with elevation in the tidal channels in either July or March (Fig 1a & b). In
contrast, statistically significant correlations between floc fraction and elevation were evident in July and
March, but the sign of the correlations was opposite. In July larger floc fractions were measured at lower
elevations on the flats, and in March larger floc fractions were measured at higher elevations on the flats
(Fig. 1a & b). The trend of higher floc fraction values at the lower tidal-flat elevations in July also held for
August and September, and the trend in March 2013 was also similar in January, February and April. No
correlation between floc fraction and elevation was measured in the transition periods of May-June and
October-December.
Changes in wave-induced bottom stress likely were responsible for the seasonal change in the correlation
between floc fraction and tidal-flat elevation. In late winter and early spring, waves were larger. Following
the reasoning of Fagherazzi et al. (2007), larger waves eroded the seabed on deeper parts of the flat and
prevented accumulation of sediment there. Flocculated sediment accumulated higher on the tidal flats
where small water depths were associated with low wave stresses. In summer, smaller waves did not
produce erosive stresses on the deeper parts of the flats, so flocculated sediment accumulated there.
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Accumulation of sediment at lower elevations produced lower suspended sediment concentrations higher
on the flats. Lower concentrations caused lower floc fractions in the sediment.
In a study by Law et al. (2013) on the muddy meso-tidal channels and flats of Willapa Bay, Washington,
USA, floc fraction was inversely correlated with elevation throughout the year. Interestingly, seasonal
changes in the wind direction reduced wind fetch in winter, when wind speeds were higher. As a result,
seasonal changes in wave stress were minimal. Lack of seasonal variation in wave stresses likely explains
the lack of a seasonal change in the relationship between floc fraction and tidal-flat elevation.

Fig 1(a & b). Floc Fraction (FF) values versus elevation for tidal channel and flat samples from left, July 2012
and right, March 2013.
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Introduction
In many natural aquatic environments, physical processes control the conditions under which
biological systems function, but biological systems exert little return influence on physical
processes. Several important exceptions to this rule are found in shallow water environments with
fine or mixed bottom sediments. This paper briefly reviews biological-physical interactions in four
such environments: tidal marshes, mud flats, underwater grass beds, and underwater filter feeding
communities. It explores general themes and identifies common features. It then examines two of
these environments, underwater grass beds and bivalve reefs, in greater detail, with examples from
recent research in Chesapeake Bay (CB), USA. The perspective adopted is that of a coastal engineer
seeking to understand and parameterize important biological influences for sediment transport and
morphological modelling.
A general feature of these benthic environments is a threshold of physical disturbance and/or light
extinction beyond which no stable benthic ecosystem can exist. Beyond these thresholds either the
bottom sediments are disturbed to such an extent that no organisms can become established
(Schaffner et al. 2001), or suspended sediment concentrations are so high that benthic primary
production is severely limited (Lawson et al. 2007). When local suspended sediment concentrations
are maintained by bottom sediment resuspension, these conditions are strongly linked.
Another general feature of these environments is that the threshold between physical and biological
dominance may be modified by the environmental history of a site. Thus, for example, a period of
relative calm accompanied by favorable conditions for re-establishment of a healthy benthic
ecosystem may result in a switch from physical to biological dominance that is maintained by
positive feedbacks between the benthos and sediment stability (Gurbisz and Kemp 2014). Positive
feedbacks on either side of the threshold can result in significant system hysteresis and/or sudden
state changes, or “tipping points” (Van de Koppel et al. 2004, Jordan-Cooley et al. 2011). Marsh
grasses, mud flat communities, underwater grasses, and reef-building benthic communities have
been described as ecosystem engineers because they use these positive feedbacks to enhance and
stabilize their environments.
Underwater Grass Beds
Underwater grass beds, also known as Submerged Aquatic Vegetation (SAV) beds, are an important
example of ecosystems with light-based positive feedbacks. The largest SAV bed in CB, the
Susquehanna Flats (SF) at the head of the Bay, was destroyed in the mid-1970s by a combination of
worsening water quality and a major storm (Gurbisz and Kemp 2014)]. In other words, it crossed a
threshold to become a turbid, physically dominated system. This situation was suddenly reversed in
the mid-2000s when a combination of improving water quality and three years of favorable growing
conditions resulted in the sudden, robust return of the SF SAV bed.

.

We carried out a series of sediment transport studies in the SF SAV bed to examine changes in fine
sediment transport due to the presence of the grasses. The data provide a glimpse of the processes
that control sediment delivery, retention, and bypassing near the SF. Our results indicate that the
seasonal influence of the SF SAV bed dominates fine sediment transport dynamics. While the
shallow depths of the flats tend to focus flow and sediment fluxes into adjacent navigation channels
even without SAV, seasonal increases in SAV abundance greatly reinforce this pattern. By late
summer, both fine sediment erodibility and water column turbidity are significantly lower inside the
bed than outside. The SAV bed also increases sediment retention, most likely due to dissipation of
wave and current forcing. The most dramatic example of increased retention was during a high flow
event after a tropical storm in 2011, when large amounts of fine sediment were deposited in the
beds (Gurbisz et al. 2015). Late spring turbidity levels did not return to normal until the 3rd year
after the storm. 7Be distributions in the surface sediments of the bed also indicated enhanced
sediment retention during the growing season. An idealized flow and sediment transport model of
the SF system helps to explain and expand on these observational results.
Bivalve Reefs
Reef-building species such as corals, mussels, and oysters promote access to suspended food
resources by increasing their elevation and promoting near-bottom mixing. In fine sediment
environments, bivalves also promote water clarity through filtration and rapid biodeposition of
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suspended solids (Newell et al. 2005). Like SAV beds, an important part of increased net deposition
is likely due to sheltering of fine sediment deposits by the macro-roughness of the reef structure
(Pomeroy et al. 2017). This may be parameterized in models by allowing for an increase in overall
drag due to macro-roughness, but a decrease in skin friction due to sheltering in the pore spaces of
the reef. Exposed shell surface also is swept clean by the increased turbulence, which allows for
increased settlement of larvae and faster reef growth (Kennedy and Sanford 1999, Jordan-Cooley et
al. 2011). This positive feedback, if allowed to progress, results in reefs that are only limited by
water depth and access to suspended food resources. It is thought that extensive oyster reefs in CB
prior to European settlement were at least partially responsible for high water clarity and the
dominance of benthic primary productivity, a radically different but equally stable ecosystem state
compared to the poor water clarity and planktonic dominance of the present estuary (Newell 1988).
Preliminary results of a simple numerical model of interactions between fine sediment transport and
oyster reefs will be presented and compared to recently collected data over a restored reef in a
tributary of the CB for model-data comparison.
Discussion
The examples presented in this paper have emphasized benthic biological-physical interactions that
result in stabilization of the benthos and reductions in fine sediment transport. Many studies,
however, have identified benthic biological-physical interactions that destabilize bottom sediments
and promote enhanced fine sediment suspension, often through bioturbation (Grant and Daborn
1994). There are several characteristics that are common to both stabilizing and destabilizing
interactions. First, sufficient densities of benthic organisms can significantly affect fine sediment
dynamics, and if present should be accounted for in simulation models. Though many details
remain to be explored, biological effects often can be accounted for by modifications of bottom
roughness, modification of sediment stability, and changes in particle settling velocity. Second,
many successful aquatic benthic populations have evolved to modify their physical environments to
their own advantage through positive feedbacks on sediment transport processes. These feedbacks
should also be accounted for in long-term simulations. Often the population change rates are
sufficiently slower than changes in physical forcing that a separation of time scales is justifiable,
treating ecosystem status as a series of quasi-equilibrium states rather than continuously varying
dynamical states.
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Abstract
An analytical model for the prediction of the cohesive sediment sedimentation rates in the
navigation channels on the coast of Montevideo, Uruguay, is presented. The model assumes that
most of the sediment transport takes place as a concentrated layer that forms under storm
conditions and is transported near the bed by tidal and meteorological induced currents.
Introduction
The objective of this study was to provide a first approximation to the prediction of the
sedimentation rates in the navigations channels that would be dredged associated with the
construction of a new Natural Liquid Gas terminal in front of the coast of Montevideo, Uruguay. The
information publically available about the sedimentation rates at the nearby port of Montevideo was
particularly scarce. However using this information an analytical model was implemented and
calibrated to simulate the cohesive sediment transport in the area. The model used information
about currents and waves from numerical models already implemented and calibrated.
The cohesive sediment transport can both take place as a dilute suspension covering a large portion
of the water column, as well as a high concentrated suspension layer near the bed (Bakker 2009).
Previous studies in the Montevideo area (Guarga et al. 1988, Pedocchi 2015), have shown that a
layer with a bulk density of 1300kg/m3, and a thickness of order 0.1m, may exist near the bed. On
the other hand the highest recorded suspended sediment concentration during storm conditions is
of order 1kg/m3. Considering this difference the proposed model focuses on capturing the
concentrated layer behavior near the bed.
The model
The transport near the bed is represented by

qb=Cδub, where qb

is the sediment transport per unit

width, C is the sediment concentration, δ is the layer thickness, ub is the nearbed current velocity,
which is assumed proportional to the shear velocity. Assuming that both the nearbed concentration
and the layer thickness are power functions of the excess shear stress, under equilibrium conditions
it is proposed that


   e 
C  K 

 e 

.

the total bed shear stress, τe the critical bed shear stress for erosion ,
units, and α=1.5 a constant.

with

τ

,

(1)

Ka

constant [kg/m2]

Fig. 1. Sketch of the sediment balance on a channel reach, freely based on the proposals by Rosati
and Kraus (2009) and van Rijn (2013).
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According to Figure 1 the cross input of sediment is controlled by the sediment transport
perpendicular to the channel. The sedimentation rate S due to cross flow is given by
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with ε a escape factor and Ky a constant [kg/m ].

(2)
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Similarly, the sedimentation rate due to the erosion of the channel banks is given by
1/2
3/2
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(3)

h and b as defined in Figure 1.

Implementation and results
For each reach of the navigation channel, the velocities and shear stresses inside and outside the
channel were computed using a current model implemented in RMA-10 (Santoro el al. 2013), and a
wave model based on SWAN. Simulated wave temporal series in intermediate waters were
propagated into the coastal area using the non-linear interpolation method of Camus et al. (2011).
Currents and waves series were computed for the whole year 2004, with a time resolution of 0.5hrs.
As presented in the previous section, the sediment transport analytical model had four calibration
constants Kx, Ky, τe , and εb, which were calibrated with the average annual sedimentation rates
available from the Montevideo Port navigation channels. The observed and predicated
sedimentation volumes are presented in Table I.
Table I. Observed and predicted annual sedimentations in four reaches of the existing navigation
channel, in millions of m3 a year.
Reach
1
2
3
4
2,23
1,51
1,29
0,92
Observed
2,22
1,51
1,29
0,92
Predicted
Finally, the uniqueness and stability of the set of calibration constants that was found was
successfully verified using the DREAM method (DiffeRential Evolution Adaptive Metropolis) proposed
by Laloy and Vrugt (2012), which is based on the Monte Carlo simulation of Markov chains (MCMC).
Conclusions
A simple analytical model based on the assumption of the existence of a concentrated cohesive
sediment layer that flows near the bed driven by currents was successfully calibrated against
recorded annual sedimentation volumes. The success of the calibration supports the hypothesis of
the dominance of this mechanism of cohesive sediment transport in the Montevideo area. Ongoing
field measurements would bring new light into this question.

.
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Abstract
The paper summarizes and updates the knowledge gained after more than 30 years of research on
the main aspects of the fine sediment transport and dynamics in the ‘Río de la Plata’ river-estuarineocean system. The analysis tools include field measurements, laboratory experiments and
numerical models. Due to the Río de la Plata large geographical extension, the spatial variability of
tidal currents and waves is key for understanding the fine sediment dynamics. In spite of the
significant progress already achieved, significant questions remain to be answered.
The Río de la Plata system
The Río de la Plata (RP) (Fig1 left panel) is one of the largest estuaries in the world, facing the
Atlantic Ocean, bordering Argentina to the South and Uruguay to the North. Albeit its dimensions
(280km long and 220km wide at its mouth), its water depth does not exceed 10m, while it exhibits
both fluvial and estuarine characteristics. 97% of the continental water input is provided by the
Paraná and Uruguay rivers with an annual mean flow of 22 000m3/s, this freshwater mixes with the
oceanic water creating a large brackish water zone. Based on the morphology and dynamics of the
Río de la Plata it can be divided in two main regions: inner-intermediate and outer (Fig1 left panel).
These regions are separated by a shallow area located along the Punta Piedras-Montevideo line. In
the inner-intermediate region no stratification is observed, and it is characterized by a fluvial regime
with tidal influence. The outer region, where the estuary width increase, shows a complex flow
pattern, with waters of variable salinity influenced by the river basing inflow, the tides and winds.
The astronomical tidal regime is dominated by the M2 component, followed by the O1 component
which is responsible for the diurnal inequality. The tidal amplitude is greater along the Argentinean
coast (order of 1 m), while it is about 0.4 m along the Uruguayan coast (Santoro et al., 2013). ADCP
data registered near Montevideo city show maximum tidal currents intensities of 0.3 m/s near the
bottom and nearly 0.5 m/s at the surface (Fossati and Piedra-Cueva, 2013). An important
particularity of the Río de la Plata is that the meteorological tide is of the same order of magnitude
as the astronomical tide; meteorological tides are mainly generated in the Argentinean continental
shelf and then propagate northward as coastal trapped waves until they reach the estuary (Santoro
et al., 2013).

.

Fig. 1: Río de la Plata location and bathymetry; and measurements stations location (left panel).
Numerical modeling example results: suspended sediment concentration during a storm at bottom
and surface (right panel).
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Measurements
The main available data were collected during the FREPLATA-IFREMER Project founded by the French
Fund for the Global Environment (FFEM). The information includes hydrodynamic (temperature,
salinity, water level) and turbidity time series over several months in 3 stations (PN, TO, Boya, Figure
1), current profiles and meteorological data at the Boya station. Additionally vertical CTD profiles,
turbidity profiles as well as bottom samples were acquired at 26 stations during 5 campaigns
spanning 13 months between 2010 and 2011 (Fig1 left panel). More recently, measurements of
currents, waves, salinity and turbidity time series in Punta Tigre (PT) and Montevideo (MO) were
collected. In this paper this new data is compared with the FREPLATA data project in order to
improve the characterization of the Río de la Plata sediment dynamic. Also at Punta Tigre fine
sediment were captured several times in a submerged box during 2-3 months. Using the turbidity
data and trapped sediment volume different settling velocity laws can be adjusted. Finally, other
sediment data available in the Argentinean coast were included in the data analysis (Sathicq et al,
2016).
Numerical Models
Numerical models simplify the real dynamic but allow us to include different models (equations),
climate conditions (forcings), and sediments classes in order to analyze spatial and temporal
variability. Two hydrodynamic and sediments models with several numerical differences were
applied and validated in the RP using the same domain and forcings (fluvial discharge, astronomical
and meteorological tides, winds and waves). Between 2010 and 2013 the MARS3D numerical model
was implemented using a uniform grid (3 km spatial and 10 vertical sigma levels) for the whole Río
de la Plata and two different sediment classes (Fig1 right panel). The TELEMAC-MASCARET Modelling
System (TMS) was recently applied using finite elements (unstructured triangular meshes) with more
resolution in Montevideo’s coastal zone and 16 sigma vertical layers. Both models represent the
suspended sediment exchange with the bed, using several parameters to represent the erosion and
deposition processes. Different bed-water column sediment exchange paradigms were tested.
Results
Recently collected turbidity time series at Punta Tigre and Montevideo showed the influence of both
tides and waves in turbidity variability. The same influence was already identified in the FREPLATA
data (Fossati et al, 2014). Nevertheless the relative importance of each forcing showed important
spatial variability along the Río de la Plata. Using the turbidity series together with the sediment
captured with the sediment box installed at Punta Tigre a constant settling velocity of 0.13 mm/s
was adjusted.
The recent numerical implementation using TELEMAC compared the exclusive erosion deposition
and the simultaneous erosion deposition paradigms for fine sediment dynamics. Only for the
simultaneous erosion deposition paradigm it was possible to find a set of model parameters that
would give reasonable suspended sediment results reproducing the main characteristics of the fine
sediment dynamics at the RP.
The intermediate zone constantly exhibits high turbidity levels, which increases during storms due
to an increase of the resuspension. In the outer zone turbidity levels remain low during fair weather,
but they also increase during storms. After the storms, the sediment is redistributed by the currents
being also influenced by the salinity horizontal and vertical patterns.

.

Conclusions and challenges
Based on the analysis of field measurements and hydro sedimentological models we have identified
different fine sediment dynamics along the different RP zones. Spatial characterization, using
remote sensing and other innovative approaches, is necessary to extend the local information
generated by point deployments over space. Regarding the spatial variability on circulation and
sediment dynamics, with numerical models further implementations focusing on local processes
and parametrization (with properly boundary conditions) appear to be a good way to improve
numerical results.
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Introduction
The coastal zones are constantly changing due to the continuous action of winds, waves,
currents, tides and river discharges (Rosa et al., 2013). Although their study started decades ago
(Blanton, 1981, Zavialov et al., 1998), recent studies still aim to understand these changes,
particularly in relation to the sediment transport importance in this process (Marques et al.,
2009; 2010). The coastal plumes dynamics play an essential role in the sediment transport of
coastal regions, bringing to the coast the continental contributions and redistributing them. This
makes riverine and estuarine ecosystems protagonists, due to their importance in enriching
coastal waters and consequently increasing productivity. Many estuaries and rivers have a fluvial
contribution sufficiently large to perpetuate a coastal plume during long periods and distances.
The greater the coastal plume density, the more complex is its interaction with the coastal
waters, leading to the formation of fronts and significant horizontal density gradients
throughout the depth (Lentz, 1992).
The La Plata coastal plume and its interaction with the coastal zone has being widely studied
(Pimenta et al., 2005; Möller et al., 2008). Möller et al. (2008) showed that the intrusion of the La
Plata coastal plume in the continental shelf is dependent on high riverine discharges (average of
23,000 m³s-1), being strongly modulated by the synoptic action of the wind. For the Patos
Lagoon coastal plume, Marques et al. (2009; 2010) studied the physical forcing controlling its
dynamics and verified that the interaction of the Patos Lagoon coastal plume with the Coastal
Current is controlled by a dominant mode variability associated with a transport towards the
south, combined with the effect of river discharge in the region. Although previous studies
focused on understanding the physical forcing controlling both plumes, a detailed temporal and
spatial variability analysis of the La Plata and Patos Lagoon coastal plumes was not carried out
yet. Thus, this is the main objective of this study.
Methodology
The TELEMAC system, developed by the Laboratoire National d’Hydraulique et Environment of
the Company Eletricité de France, was used for the numerical simulation. The TELEMAC-3D
model solves the Navier-Stokes equations by considering local variation on the fluid free surface,
ignoring density variations in the mass conservation equation, and considering the hydrostatic
pressure and Boussinesq approximations to solve the equations (Hervouet, 2007). The model is
based on the characteristic methods and finite-element technique to solve the equations. The
suspended sediment concentration was considered as an active tracer for the initial condition,
and together with salinity and temperature, can influence the density field fluctuations. Sediment
transport rates were calculated based on the classical semi-empirical concepts, which involve the
decomposition of sediment transport rates into bed-load and suspended load. The resulting bed
evolution is then computed by solving the Exner equation. The model is applicable to cohesive
sediment, composed of either uniform grains or multi-grains, characterized by their mean size
and density (Villaret et al.,2013). To represent the cohesive effects on sediment transportation,
the settling velocity was calculated as a function of the sediment concentration, temperature,
salinity, and velocity gradient according to Van Leussen (1994).

.

The initial and boundary conditions applied to the simulations follow Figure 1. Salinity,
temperature and velocity fields were obtained from the HYCOM Project (https://hycom.org).
Time series of river discharge for the La Plata River and Patos Lagoon main tributaries were
prescribed at the continental boundaries. The suspended sediment concentration at the
continental boundaries were considered constant. The tidal influence was established at each
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nodal point of the oceanic boundary using the amplitude and phase of the five main tidal
components in the area (K1, M2, N2, O1, S2), obtained from the Grenoble Model (FES95.2). The
surface boundary of the domain was forced with space and time dynamic winds with 6-hours
resolution from the ECMWF (http://ecmwf.int). The hydrodynamic model was successfully
calibrated and validated with field data.

Fig. 1. Model domain with the identification of open boundaries and type of data used.
The calculated suspended sediment concentrations for both La Plata and Patos Lagoon Coastal
plumes are being used to perform the Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF) analysis. The EOF
method has often been used in studies about the spatial and temporal variability of current
velocity, salinity and sea surface temperature fields (Zanotta et al., 2010). For the Patos Lagoon
coastal plume, Marques et al. (2009) found that the main EOF variability mode of the riverine
discharge is controlled by the wind, where north quadrant winds contribute to the
southwestward migration pattern of the plume, while south quadrant winds controlling the
passage of frontal systems tend to transport the brackish water to the north of the continental
shelf. Expected results from this study will focus on the EOF variability modes present on the
suspended sediment concentration for both the Patos Lagoon and La Plata river.
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Abstract
Introduction and background
During recent decades coastal wetlands have experienced unprecedented morphological
modifications caused by reduction of water fluxes and sediment supply, subsidence, sea level rise,
and extreme events. There is widespread recognition that vegetation can exert strong influence on
geomorphology, through flow resistance (Luhar and Nepf, 2013), impacts on erosion (Collins et al.,
2004), deposition (D’Alpaos et al., 2007; Nardin and Edmonds, 2014), and organic sedimentation
(Mudd et al., 2010).
Most previous modeling studies on flow-vegetation-sediment interactions have focused on one
specific vegetated community, but we lack a general understanding of the conditions that lead to the
emergence of multiple vegetation species feedbacks. Using a modeling approach, this study
generates new understanding of how sediment transport and ecogeomorphic interactions involving
water flow, sediment, and multiple species of vegetation influence the hydrodynamic and
morphodynamic processes in the Everglades ridge and slough landscape. Diverse studies suggest
that the abundance of spikerush (Eleocharis spp.) in Everglades sloughs has increased in recent
decades. Here we evaluate the sensitivity of the processes sculpting the ridge-slough landscape
structure to small changes in the abundance and distribution of multiple morphotypes of slough
vegetation.
Methods
We apply numerical modeling (Delft-3D) and subsequent analyses to test hypotheses about how
vegetation characteristics on ridge and slough affect shear stress and sediment distribution. Delft3D
(Lesser et al., 2004) is a state-of-the-art hydrodynamic model that provides fine-scale (5 x 5m)
computations of depth-averaged flow velocity and bed shear stress, which can be linked to sediment
deposition and erosion. Vegetation is modeled using the equations of Baptist (2005).
Baptist’s approach (Baptist et al., 2005) and is based on the assumption that vegetation can be
modeled as rigid cylinders and characterized by vegetation height hv (m), number of stems m, stem
diameter D (m) and drag coefficient 𝐶𝐷 . In this approach the velocity profile of flow through and above
the vegetation are represented in a simplified way and divided in two flow zones when considering
submerged vegetation (Fig. 1). The first flow zone is within the vegetation and consists of uniform
flow velocity, uv (m s-1), whereas the second flow zone is above the vegetated part and is modeled
with a logarithmic velocity profile, uu (m s-1) (Fig. 1A). For the emergent vegetation this reduces to one
flow zone with velocity uv through the vegetation (Fig. 1B). Those ecological parameter will support
to alter the physical vegetation characteristics in the 3 proposed sites (freshwater and salt marshes).
Those variations will help to achieve the synthetic understanding. In fact, various combination of
vegetation parameters might shows diverse wetland shapes under different water flow conditions.
Here we use values obtained from previous studies for spikerush and sawgrass (Cladium jamaicense).
Our model domain is a single ridge and slough, 500 m long by 120 – 400 m wide. We evaluate the
spatial distribution of bed shear stresses and sediment erosion and deposition for 4 different
vegetation scenarios: a) test case with no-vegetation; b) vegetation on ridges; c) vegetation in sloughs
and on ridges; d) vegetation on ridges and multiple vegetative species in sloughs. Model scenarios
vary the: vegetation height (from 20 to 100cm), density (from 1 to 10m -1), ridge height (10, 20, 40
and 70cm), and representative of historic and current (preserved and degraded) conditions.
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Figure 1: Schematization of the velocity profile in: A)
fully submerged vegetation model, and B) partially submerged.
Results and Conclusions
Numerical results show that dense sawgrass on ridges substantially funnels water into sloughs and
promotes deposition of sediment at ridge margins. As expected, vegetation within the sloughs
decreases velocity and shear stress monotonically with increasing vegetation density. One surprising
phenomenon was the emergence of a threshold vegetation density beyond which further increases in
vegetation density produce higher velocity in the sloughs with emergent vegetation but lower velocity
in sloughs with totally or partially submerged vegetation.
Results are relevant to the conversation about the extent to which spikerush densities in sloughs may
need to be reduced in the implement of decompartmentalization. The flipping point behavior
suggests that there may be a threshold density of vegetation within sloughs, above which
ecogeomorphic feedbacks inevitably lead to further degradation of sloughs.
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Introduction
To better understand hydrodynamic forcing and sediment response in a mudflat-channel environment,
measurements were conducted at five stations transverse to the axis of Asan Bay, Korea for twelve
and a half hours on 2016/08/21. Tidal current and wave data were collected by an acoustic profiler
deployed in the channel centre while simultaneous vertical profiles of water temperature, salinity,
suspended sediment concentration (SSC), and floc size were collected during ten transects by water
sampling and instrument casting. The particulate organic matter concentration of filtered water
samples was obtained in the lab by the loss on ignition method.
The channel width was 6.5km including a 3km wide mudflat on the northern bank at the transect site.
The stations on the transect extended from the lower flat 5km to the opposite bank. The mudflat was
subaerial at low tide and the central channel and port on the southern bank had 15m depth at low
tide. The tide range was 9m, and the significant wave height varied between 0.1 – 0.25m. Water
density was practically constant during the survey indicating that water column stratification was not
important.
Results
The transverse sediment responses in Asan Bay were strongly influenced by the draining and
submergence of the mudflat. The mudflat influenced the tidal current such that when the mudflat
drains, ebb currents resuspended sediment and deflocculated it in a thick bottom boundary layer (BBL)
in the adjacent central channel. The mudflat was also susceptible to wind waves, and resulted in
further deflocculation to very fine flocs with median size of 40µm. In the deeper channels that have
been dredged, such as the gravelly port at the opposite bank, the bed sediment type limited
resuspension and the development of a concentrated BBL. During flood when currents were relatively
faster away from the mudflat, a coarsening upward trend was observed in median floc size. In the
central channel when tidal currents generated a thick BBL, median floc sizes were observed to be
small and homogenous in the BBL. However, above the BBL the largest flocs were observed of median
size 200-300µm due to enhanced SSC and relatively gentle turbulent shear that promoted floc growth.
This behaviour could have been enhanced in part by suspended particulate organic matter. Evidence
for this was that in regions of the channel where sediment supply was limited, such as the surface
layer and the gravelly port bank, flocs were observed to have the greatest organic matter content. In
contrast, near the mudflat where sediments were abundant, flocs tended to have the least organic
matter content.
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Introduction
Previous studies showed that several natural and anthropogenic contributions interact and affect
the dynamics of the Patos Lagoon and its coastal zone. Particularly, process occurring at the
drainage basin determines the suspended sediment concentration reaching the Patos Lagoon
Estuary. Part of this material is exported to the coast and feeds the muddy banks observed off
Cassino Beach, and another part deposits in the Rio Grande Harbour navigation channel,
demanding more frequent dredging operations. This situation worsens during El Niño periods.
But once the dredging operation takes place and the material is deposited offshore, where does
the suspended sediment plume go? Does it contribute to the formation of the muddy banks?
Methodology
The Telemac–Mascaret model (http://www.opentelemac.org) was used to answer these
questions. This model solves the Navier-Stokes equations by considering local variation on the
fluid free surface, ignoring density variations in the mass conservation equation, and
considering the hydrostatic pressure and Boussinesq approximations (Hervouet, 2007). The
model is based on the characteristic methods and uses finite-element discretization. In this
study, the suspended sediment concentration was considered as an active tracer, and together
with salinity and temperature, can influence the density field fluctuations. Telemac-3D has been
calibrated and validated for the Patos Lagoon and its estuary (Marques et al., 2009; 2010).
Figure 1 resumes the mesh density, the model open boundaries and illustrates the data used as
boundary conditions during the simulation.
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.
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E	
  

Fig. 1 – A) Mesh density. B) Open boundaries and type of data. C) High frequency data
prescribed at the ocean boundary (TOPEX/POSEIDON). D) Freshwater contributions prescribed at
the continental boundary (www.ana.gov.br). E) Wind speed and direction time series prescribed
at the surface boundary (http://www.ecmwf.int).
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Results
Figures 2A and 2B present the suspended sediment concentration on the surface during a
dredging disposal. The black arrow represents the wind direction. Northeasterly winds are
predominant in the region and tend to drive the coastal plume to the south of the Patos Lagoon
mouth. Most of the dredging disposal material tend to remain in the disposal site, with small
concentrations (< 0,05g/l) being observed at the north of the site and also interacting with the
coastal plume at the south of the site. The vertical distribution of suspended sediment
concentrations perpendicular to the coast is presented in Figures 2C and 2D, corroborating that
most of the dredging material tend to remain in the disposal site distributed throughout the
water column. The interaction of small concentrations (< 0,05g/l) from the disposal site and the
coastal plume is also evident.

Fig. 2 – A) and B) Suspended sediment concentrations (g/l) on the surface during dredging
disposals occurring 29/12/2013 00:00h and 30/12/12:00h. C) and D) Suspended sediment
concentrations (g/l) perpendicular to the coast and throughout the depth for the same moments.
Conclusions
The Patos Lagoon coastal plume dynamics is controlled by the wind and freshwater discharge.
Northeasterly winds are predominant and form an eddy towards the south at the mouth, which
tend to trap the exported fine suspended sediment in front of the Patos Lagoon, feeding the
mud banks off Cassino Beach.
The dynamics of the disposal site respond to the wind and to the coastal currents, and the
majority of the dredged material tends to remain there. The interaction between fine suspended
sediment from the Lagoon and from the disposal site occurs at small concentrations (<0,05 g/l).
During the simulated period the material did not present transport tendency towards the coast.
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Abstract
Fluidization in mud bed under the wave action is investigated through series of laboratory tests. High
concentrated mud bed was prepared by mixing the commercial kaolinite and tap water and the
mixture was placed between two false beds in the laboratory wave flume. Three micro pore water
pressure transducers, equipped with ceramic filters, are employed to trace the variations of pore
pressure in mud layer. Different effects of wave characteristics and bed concentrations on the
complex fluidization process are investigated.
Introduction
Partially consolidated muddy beds may become as a fluid-like material, so called fluid mud, under the
action of the overlaying waves. The wave-induced fluidized mud can highly absorb the wave energy,
resulting in a considerable wave height attenuation. On the other hand, fluid mud particles oscillate
under the waves and the averaged transport of fluid mud layer, i.e. mud mass transport, contributes
to the total sediment transport in muddy environments. This might be partially responsible for rapid
sedimentation in dredged access channels after storms. Although wave-induced fluidization plays an
important role in muddy environments, the mechanism of fluidization of cohesive sediments is not
well understood yet.
Ross and Mehta (1990) were first researchers who performed wave flume laboratory tests on the
generation of fluid mud. Feng (1992) conducted laboratory experiments to study the rate of bed
fluidization by measuring the temporal and spatial changes of effective stress during the wave action.
The laboratory experiments of De Wit and Kranenburg (1996) also showed that fluid mud can be
generated under overlaying wave. They indicated that the pressure-induced shear stresses in the selfweight consolidated bed might become as large as yield strength of the mud, which consequently
play an important role on mud fluidization. Their results showed a considerable transient decrease
of filtered wave-averaged pore pressure followed by a gradually pressure build-up. Vaisi and
Soltanpour (2011) tried to visually estimate the depth of fluidized mud using coloured mud, as a
tracer, in their wave-flume laboratory experiments. They injected the dyed mud into soft mud layer,
and waited for the self-weight consolidation. After the wave action, the vertical mud profiles were
collected to distinguish the motion of the upper part of mud layer, i.e. fluidized mud, from the lower
stable mud.

.

Laboratory experiments
The experiments were conducted in the wave flume of the Coastal Engineering Laboratory of the
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering at Waseda University, Japan (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Sketch of the wave flume experimental setup.
Mud bed was prepared in the form of a so called placed bed by careful mixing of commercial kaolinite
with tap water (De Wit, 1995). The prepared fluid mud was placed in the middle part of the flume
between two false beds and it was mixed again under drainage condition. The water level was then
gradually increased to reach its final elevation (Fig. 1). The flume was equipped with three wave
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gauges, an Electromagnetic Current Meter (ECM) and three Pore Pressure Transducers (PPT), fixed at
preselected locations (i.e. z=2.8 cm, 6.9 cm and 8.9 cm above the bed). Table I. presents a summary
of the selected test results.
Table I. Test conditions (wave height=6 cm, water depth=25.5-25.9 cm, mud depth=10.4-10.7 cm).
Test cases

Wave period (s)

Consolidation time (h)

Bed water content (%)

1
2
3
4

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.4

~ 44
~44
~22
~44

~130
~150
~130
~130

Results and discussion
Fig. 2 presents the accumulated measured pore pressures (pressure head, cm) for the selected test
cases of Table I. Four distinct stages of rapid/gradual change of pore pressures can be distinguished
in all figures during the process of mud fluidization. Choosing a fixed water content ratio of about
130%, test No. 1 represents the threshold wave height of 6 cm for the onset of fluidization. Increasing
the water content ratio of prepared mud of test No. 2 to 150% shows a quicker fluidization. Shorter
consolidation period of test No. 3 also reduces the necessary time duration of wave action. On the
other hand, test No. 4 shows the limited effect of a longer wave period on fluidization process.

.

Fig. 2. Samples of pore pressure changes in laboratory tests.
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Comparative rheological characterization of fluid mud
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Abstract
In estuaries suspended particulate matter (SPM) concentrations are typically high, thereby limiting
light availability and phytoplankton photosynthesis. SPM concentrations often vary strongly in space
and time depending on settling velocity, vertical mixing, erosion and deposition (Figure 1). In
estuaries with significant primary production, dissolved oxygen concentrations depend on the
balance between primary production, respiration, reaeration, advection and mixing. When light is
sufficiently available primary production acts as a source term for oxygen during the day, whereas
during the night respiration acts as a sink term for oxygen. From the resulting diurnal variation of
the dissolved oxygen concentration, the primary productivity can often be estimated in estuarine
and coastal settings with strong imprint of transport processes, even from single depth oxygen
recordings. Our recently developed method relates the diurnal harmonic constituent in oxygen time
series to time averaged primary production (Cox et al, 2015, 2017).
However, the diurnal biological oxygen variation may be small compared to variation due to
physical processes. To determine in which conditions primary production can be feasibly
determined from oxygen variations, a 1DV turbulence-closure model has been set up for the
coupled simulation of tidal flows, SPM, oxygen concentration and primary production. Numerical
experiments with increasing complexity were carried out to generate synthetic oxygen time series.
The starting point is a well-mixed water column with a constant SPM level experiencing a truncated
sinusoidal incident light. Subsequently, the level of mixing and SPM dynamics is varied by changing
the eddy diffusivity and settling velocity. The conditions are chosen to be representative for typical
locations along the Scheldt estuary.
These simulations were used to further assess the applicability of our method to estimate
phytoplankton primary production. Indeed, this method strongly depends on the assumption that
primary production is the only process with a diurnal periodicity. Recently, we demonstrated that
even small diurnal tidal constituents can be important when strong longitudinal gradients prevail
(Cox et al, 2017). Further, when only single depth oxygen recordings are available, mixing has to be
such that oxygen is almost instantaneously mixed over the vertical, although production takes place
in the top water layer (Cox et al, 2015). The coupled biological-physical 1DV model allowed us to
analyse 1. the impact of tidal variations in vertical mixing, and 2. the impact of M4 constituents in
light availability due to vertical redistribution of SPM. Our results further constrain the conditions
where primary production estimation from oxygen time series is possible and constrain the
uncertainty on those estimates.

.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of water column processes.
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Indroduction
The modeling and prediction of the fine suspended sediment load involve several dynamic and
nonlinear factors, such as climate, pedology, lithology, relief, and soil and water uses (Garcia,
2008). The use of these parameters depends on a large number of records and long-term
(decades) responses (Rajaee, 2011). Therefore, many studies have been conducted in order to
find models that reduce the complexity of the problem in practical techniques.
Among the most widespread models is the linearized power law model or sediment rating curve
(SRC). This is an empirical model, therefore, it has as its starting point, a systematic
measurement process. From this set of data conclusions are drawn and an equation is
formulated that links to the greatness of interest, without establishing a priori hypotheses. The
constraints to the use of this type of model refer more to the characteristics of the data than to
attend some physical theory of cause and effect between the quantities involved.
The SRC uses the ratio suspended sediment concentration (SSC) and water discharge (Q). The
positive correlation between Q and SSC is explained by the redundancy of the information, while
both are effects of the same cause, the runoff after a rainfall event on the basin. Unlike the
surface area, which is a process that covers a large area (km²), the river discharge is
concentrated in a well-defined section (m²), allowing it to be easily monitored.
Like other linear techniques, the stationarity becomes a critical issue to the time series because
it is known that hydrological and environmental phenomena are not stationary. Recently,
artificial intelligence techniques have been applied with some success in order to improve their
ability to capture non-linearity and non-seasonality of hydrosedimentological data (Kisi, 2005;
Rajaee, 2011, ). This study aims to evaluate the artificial intelligence techniques to estimated
suspended sediment concentration in the relugarized section of the Paraíba do Sul River, Rio de
Janeiro State, Brazil.
Materials and methods
The time series of SSC and daily rain (R) were extracted from the Instituto Estadual do Ambiente
(Inea) and Hidroweb (Agência Nacional de Águas - ANA) databases. Three rain stations were
selected considering location and integrity of the time series: Volta Redonda (RVR), Taubaté
(RTA) e São Luiz de Paraitinga (RSL). The series of SSC data was supplemented with own daily
samplings in the years 2014-2016. The upstream natural discharge (Q) corresponds to the
discharge in which the value is corrected of the effect of the operation of the upstream dams
and incorporated output water related to the net evaporation of the reservoirs and to the
consultative uses of the water in the basin. The time series of daily Q was extracted from
Operador Nacional de Sistema Elétrico (ONS). The total data set has 559 daily registers of the
SSC, Q, RVR, RTA, RSL.
The intrinsic characteristic of time series is that adjacent observations are dependent. To
evaluate these effects, delays were introduced in the 4 input series, considering daily delays (t1,…, t-i where i=1,…, 5 days) and cumulative effects (a2,..., ai where i=2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 15, 30
accumulated days).
The multivariate analysis identified 3 most correlated variables among the 45 potential input
variables: the upstream natural discharge (Q) , the upstream natural discharge with 1 day of
delay (Qt-1) and the series of the rain fall with 15 accumulated day from Taubaté (RTA a15). This 3
input variables were selected for modeling.
Four typical regression models were selected for estimating suspended sediment concentration:
sediment rating curve (SRC), neuro-fuzzy model (NF), neural networks (NN) multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) by the conjugate gradient method (CGNN) and neural networks multi-layer
perceptron by the Levenberg-Marquardt method (LMNN).
The NF model used explored the three most widely used types of membership function:
triangular function (tri), generalized bell function (sin) and gaussian function (gau). The updating
and adjustment of the membership functions was done by hybrid method, combining the
backpropagated gradient method in the input and least squares methods in the output of the
pertinence function. In total, 22 models were tested and evaluated.
The SRC model follows a power law function. The adjustment of the parameters were done by
least squares methods after logarithmic transformation of the CSS and Q variables. The NN
model used was the MLP with a hidden layer and error backpropagation. The activation function
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used in both the hidden layer and the neuron output was the sigmoid function. We used 10
neurons in the hidden layer.
In the modeling with NN and NF the dataset was standardized between 0 and 1 by the maximum
and minimum method. The selection of the structured model and optimization was tested and
evaluated by the cross-validation method in 5 cycles. The data set was divided into 5 parts (N =
111-112), where 4 formed the training set (N = 448) and 1 formed the test set (N = 111). In
each cycle, a new part is selected for testing. At the end, the test outputs of the 5 cycles were
concatenated and submitted to evaluation statistics. The evaluation of the model performace
was based on the results of the mean squared error (MSE), the root mean mean square (RMS),
the mean absolute error (MAE), the mean absolute percent error (MAPE), determination
coeficient (R²) and logarithmic determination coeficient (R²log).
Results and Discussion
All models resulted low determination coefficient values, it means that the model performed
worse than the average SSC training set. The best performance in the cross-validation cycles
was of the LMNN (Q, Qt-1). This model was the model that best estimated concentrations above
50 mg/l, thus the most suitable model for rainy season. The NF model with generalized bell
membership function and 2 pertinence function (2sin:Q) was the model that best estimated SSC
between 50 and 100 mg/l.
Tab. I. The three best cross-validation results.
LMNN: Q, Qt-1 1º cycle
MSE
1,372.3
RMS
37.0
MAE
23.5
MAPE
1.08
R²log
0.1
R²
NF (2sin): Q
MSE
RMS
MAE
MAPE
R²log
R²
SRC: Q
MSE
RMS
MAE
MAPE
R²log
R²

2º cycle
1,085.5
33.0
20.5
1.25

3º cycle
1,012.0
31.8
18.8
0.83

4º cycle
1,326.2
36.4
23.2
0.85

5º cycle
2,225.7
47.2
24.7
0.79

Evaluation
1,401.4
37.4
22.1
0.96

0.04

0.03
0.04

0.38
0.44

0.36
0.32

0.35
0.14

0.25
0.22

1,588.9
39.9
24.0
1.06

1,264.5
35.6
23.5
0.95

1,946.1
44.1
26.0
1.04

1,574.7
39.7
20.5
0.88

1,130.7
33.6
20.8
0.93

1,501.5
38.8
23.0
0.97

0.33
0.29

0.31
0.26

0.21
0.10

0.11
0.24

0.27
0.36

0.26
0.25

1,771.3
42.1
22.2
0.71

1,307.8
36.2
21.5
0.71

2,009.1
44.8
23.8
0.72

1,632.4
40.4
17.2
0.57

1,194.6
34.6
18.5
0.61

1,583.4
39.8
20.6
0.66

0.39
0.21

0.38
0.23

0.32
0.07

0.32
0.21

0.42
0.33

0.37
0.21

The SRC model obtained the best combination of results both in the final evaluation with the
concatenated tests and partially, evaluating each cycle. This behavior is desirable reflecting
greater generalization capacity. The SRC model was better than the others in the estimation of
lower concentrations (< 50 mg/l), based on the best evaluation in R² log.
The suspended sediment trapping and regularization discharge in the upstream reservoirs
significantly decreased the expected correlation between SSC and Q or R.
Conclusions
In this preliminary study, all models performed poorly. However, comparatively, the LMNN model
was the best model for estimating high CSS (>50 mg/l). The SRC model was better than the
others in the estimation of lower concentrations (< 50 mg/l). In the future, we are evaluating the
combined performance of the three models.
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